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Preface 
The report "Sources of radioactive pollution 
in the counties of Murmansk and 
Arkhangelsk" supplies a survey of the infor
mation gathered by the Bellona Foundation 
on the use of nuclear energy, as well as storage 
and processing of radioactive waste in the 
region. The report intends to present a survey 
on the varying sources and the historical 
background for placing these sources in the 
region. The report is meant to be a reference 
work to improve the general level of knowled
ge of these serious matters. Bellona has made 
a point of describing the sources on a techni
cal base. 

No general study or collocated information on 
these matters in this region has formerly been 
accomplished. One of the problems has been the 
information on sources of radioactive pollution 
circulating as rumours. This is due to the fact 
that such information formerly was, and to a cer
tain extent still is, subjugated to a parade of 
secrecy. To Available information will have cru
cial significance for the future task of finding a 
solution to the problems. For this reason, this 
report is published in Norwegian, Russian, and 
English. 

Evaluation of the risks posed by different 
sources of radioactive pollution has not been 
stressed in this report. Neither has any list of 
measures to solve the problems been emphasi
zed. On the base of this report and further gathe
ring of information, Bellona wants to commence 
outlining future risk analyses and economically 
viable measures. This task will be performed in 
cooperation with organizations and authorities in 
Russia and in other countries working on matters 
described in this report. 

The Bellona Foundation has been preoccupied 
with environmental matters in Russia since 
1990. Since 1990, the situation has been a very 
turbulent one in Russia, politically as well as 
socially. The considerable changes in the Russi
an society have made field work difficult. Politi
cal alterations have entailed confusion of distri
bution of responsibility and a widespread skepti
cism towards the authorities among the different 
participants in Russian society. These very 

changes in Russia have, on the other hand, made 
our work possible. 

During our task of obtaining information for 
this report, Bellona has attached special impor
tance to extensive field work in Russia. Since 
1989, we have visited Russia, the counties of 
Murmansk and Arkhangel'sk in particular, 
almost 50 times. Furthermore, we have perfor
med an extensive field work in the areas surroun
ding Majak in southern Ural, as well as several 
visits at central institutions in Moscow and St. 
Petersburg working on the matters described in 
this report. 

As appearent in the report, the most significant 
source of possible radioactive pollution is the 
military activity in the region. Bellona accepts 
that the Russian military has technical secrets. 
For this reason, we have made no attempts at fer
reting out classified information on military 
installations or technical particulars on reactor 
technology in submarines. However, a lot of 
information concerning military application of 
nuclear energy has lately been released, enabling 
a general image of the extent of the problem to 
be formed. 

During the gathering of source material for 
this report, crucial importance has been attached 
to Russian sources encountered during field 
work in Russia. Our most important written sour
ces have been public reports and documents, as 
well as local newspapers in the counties of Mur
mansk and Arkhangelsk. Due to limited access 
to written material, much information has been 
acquired through interviews and meetings with a 
number of people engaged in these matters. The
se are referred to as conversations. Some oral 
and confidential sources are referred to anony
mously. This has been done to protect the sour
ces, as some people are still reluctant to stand up 
publicly with information. 

The report has been financed by support from 
the Foreign Office and the Bellona Foundation. 

We are grateful to a number of individuals and 
institutions for their help in collecting and pro
cessing the information rendered in this report. 
During the four years Bellona has worked in 
Russia, we have established a network in this 
region, supplying invaluable support. We thank 



everyone participating in organizing our journeys 
in the counties of Murmansk and Arkhangel'sk. 
In particular, we would like to thank the environ
mental centre GAIA in Murmansk and the Eco-
nord centre in Apatity. Murmansk Shipping 
Company has organized a number of guidings 
aboard nuclear icebreakers and the service base 
"Atomflot". Andrei Zolotkov in Murmansk Ship
ping Company has supplied technical informati
on, in particular on the storage of radioactive 
waste at '"Atomflot". Kola Nuclear Power Plant 

has been helpful in guiding us through the power 
plant. 

Last, but not least, we wish to thank colleagues 
in the Bellona Foundation. Frederic Hauge, Knut 
Erik Nilsen, and Igor Kudrik have contributed 
during both gatherig of information and the final 
discussions of the report. Sigurd Enge and Per 
Storm Mathisen have participated in data proces
sing of the information, and Karl Rikard Nygaard 
has designed maps, figures, and lay-out. 

Oslo, 14. februar 1994 
Nils Bøhmer og Thomas Nilsen 
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Introduction 
The counties og Murmansk and Arkhang
e l s k in northwestern Russia has more 
nuclear reactors in operation than any 
other region in the world. The region con
tains at the time being 182 nuclear reactors 
in operation as well as 135 nuclear reactors 
no longer in operation. Radioactive waste, 
occasionally significant amounts , is stored 
at 15 different places in the region. The 
radioactivity dumped in this region consti
tutes approximately 2/3 of all radioactive 
waste ever dumped in all the oceans of the 
world. Al! the varying sources are detai-
ledly surveyed in this report. 

Chapter one concerns the Russian Northern Fleet, 
the region's largest consumer of nuclear energy. 
The Northern Fleet possesses 84 nuclear submari
nes of in all 161 nuclear reactors in operation, as 
well as two nuclear-powered battle cruisers, each of 
two reactors. 71 nuclear submarines containing 135 
nuclear reactors are laid up at the Northern Fleet's 
bases. The chapter surveys the varying bases for 
nuclear vessels, and describes where radioactive 
waste is being stored. 

Chapter two concerns nuclear weapons, formerly 
regarded as the major nuclear threat from this regi
on. 

Chapter three concerns civil nuclear-powered 
vessels in Murmansk, and how their nuclear waste 
is stored and processed. Seven nuclear-powered 
icebreakers and one nuclear-powered container ship 
are presently in operation. One nuclear icebreaker is 
taken out of operation. Radioactive waste and used 
fuel assemblies are stored aboard five ships right 
outside Murmansk. 

Chapter four concerns dumping of radioactive 
waste from the Northern Fleet and the civil nuclear-
powered vessels into the Barents- and Kara Seas. In 
terms of radioactivity, the 16 dumped nuclear reac
tors constitutes the major potential pollution pro
blem. 

Chapter live concerns Kola Nuclear Power Plant, 
the only nuclear power plant in the region. The Kola 
Nuclear Power Plant is regarded as one if the 
world's least safe nuclear power plants, and pre
sently expeiiuiicing severe economical and techni
cal problems. 

Chapter six concerns transport of used fuel 
assemblies from the power plant, submarines, and 
icebreakers in the region. Fuel assemblies are trans
ported by rail to Majak. where Russias only repro
cessing plant is situated. 

Chapter seven concerns nuciear test explosions 
on Novaya Zemlya and the civil nuclear detonations 
in the region. 132 nuclear bombs have been detona
ted in the atmosphere, under water, and under 
ground on Novaya Zemlya during the period 1955-
1990. Novaya Zemlya is at present Russias only 
nuclear lest explosion field. Three nuclear bombs 
were detonated in a mine on the Kola Peninsula to 
increase the extraction of ore. Furthermore, the 
chapter describes the plans for destruction of nucle
ar warheads and chemical weapons by means of 
nuclear test explosions on Novaya Zemlya. 

Chapter eight concerns further variations of use 
of nuclear sources. There are 132 lighthouses in ihc 
region run by radionuclcar thermoelectrical genera
tors (RTG). A large number of the region's enterpri
ses and institutions use radioactive sources. Civil 
radioactive waste is stored at the central storage 
facilities at "Radon" on the Kola Peninsula. Some 
radioactive minerals arc extracted in mines on the 
Kola Peninsula. 

Finally, the varying sources of radioactive pollu
tion in the counties of Murmansk and Arkhangelsk 
are evaluated and discussed according to the survey 
presented in this report. The problems concerning 
the lack of permanent storage facilities in the region 
are treated. Here, the major social and economical 
alterations in Russia the last few years are surveyed 
in regard lo 'ho sal'etety of the varying sources. 

The county of Murmansk 

The county of Murmansk covers the whole of trr? 
Kola Peninsula, as well as the eastern areas stret
ching northwards from the Kandalakshya Bay 'o 
the Pechyenga Valley, a total of 144.91)0 square 
kilometres. The county of Murmansk borders to 
Karelia to the south. Finland to the west, and Nor
way to the northwest. Its shores meet the Barents 
Sea to the north and the White Sea to the south and 
east. 

There are two climatic zones: taiga and tundra. 
The tundra zone stretches from the coastal areas of 
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the city of Murmansk, along the Kola Peninsula to 
the Wh'te Sea. Although there are no continous arc-
as of permafrost, bul several years of ground frost 
may occur. The taiga zone is covered by coniferous 
and deciduous forests. 

There are approximately l.l million inhabitants 
in the county of Murmansk. The count) *s increase 
in population occured after World War II. There 
were approximately 2(1(1.000 inhabitants in the 
county i,. I945. Since 1992. the population has 
decreased. In a survey of the living conditions per
formed in 1993, 25 per cent of the people questio
ned had plans to move from the Kola Peninsula, ans 
a mere 7 per cent answered that they had no intenti
ons of moving'. There are 14 administrative 
buroughs in tfv* county of Murmansk. Murmansk is 
the largest city, of approximately 460,000 inhabi
tants. Other cities in the county of more than 
50,000 inhabitants are Severomorsk. Apatity, Kan
dalaksha. Kola, and Monchegorsk. The staple 
industries in the county of Murmansk are mainly 
•'ishery, mining industry and smelting works. Fur
thermore, the county holds a lot of military activity. 

The county of Arkhangelsk 

The county of Arkhangelsk is situated to the south 
and east of the Kola Peninsula. The county includes 
the autonomous area of Nenets to the northeast, and 
the islands of Novaya Zcmlya and Franz Josephs 
Land. The county is larger in area than France. The 
county of Arkhangelsk borders to Karelia to the 
west, Vologda and Kirov to the south, and Komi 
and Yamal to the cast. Its mainland shores meet the 
While Sea, Pechora Sea, and Kara Sea. 

There are approximately 1.6 million inhabitants 
in the county of Arkhangelsk, and 73 per cent live 
in cities or u.ban areas. ArkahangelSk is the major 
city, of 420,000 inhabitants. Severodvinsk, Novod-
vinsk, Kotlas, Onega, Kargopol. and Mczen' arc 
other large cities. The countyS staple industries are 
forestry and wood conversion. Agriculture is an 
important trade in the southern part of the county. 
Major expectations have a rose n in regard to the 
ongoing explorations for oil and gas on land as well 
as on the continental shelf. 

I Fal'o 1993 
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Table 1 
Sources of radioactive pollution in the counties of Murmansk and Arkhangel'sk 

Description Sources 

Zapadnaya Litsa 

Ura Bay 
Sayda Bay 
and Gadzievo 

Nuclear submarines Minimum 23 nuclear submarines. 
Naval shipyard Minimum 200 m 3 liquid radioactive waste. 

1,200 m 3 solid radioactive waste. 
21.049 used fuel assemblies. 

Nuclear submarine base Nuclear-poweredattack submarines. 
Nuclear submarine base Minimum 14 nuclear submarines. 

Minimum 8 condemnated laid-up submarines. 
Minimum 200 m 3 liquidradioactive waste. 
2,037 m 3 solid radioactive waste. 
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Place 

Olenaya Bay 

Polyarnyy and 
Pala Bay 

Severomorsk 
Murmansk 

Gremikha 

Radon 

Revda 

Khibini Mountains 
Polyarnyy Zori 

Severodvinsk 

lljinsko-
Podomskoye 
Kotlas 
Rutshi 
Pletsk 
Kumzyinskoye 
Novaya Zemlya 

The Kara Sea 

The Barents Sea 

The shores of 
the Kola Peninsula 
and Novaya Zemlya 

Description Sources 

Nuclear submarine base Minimum 14 nuclear submarines. 
Naval shipyard Service ships for storing used 

fuel assemblies, max. 1,400. 
Storage facilities for 
solid radioactive waste. 

Nuclear submarine base Minimum 10 nuclear submarines. 
Naval shipyard Laid-up nuclear submarines. 

2 sevice ships for storing liquid radioactive waste. 
Minimum 32 m 3 liquid radioactive waste. 
340 m 3 solid radioactive waste. 
Storage for nuclear weapons. 
2 nuclear-powered battle cruisers. 
Intermediate storage for unusedand used fuel assemblie 
2 m 3 l iquid radioactive waste. 
35 m 3 solid radioactive waste 
7 nuclear-powered icebreakers. 
1 nuclear-powered containership. 
1 laid-up nuclear icebreaker. 
6,231 used fuel assemblies (aboard 3 ships). 
545 m 3 liquid radioactive waste 
(aboard 1 ship). 
749 m 3 solid radioactive waste 
(aboard 2 ships and on land). 

Nuclear submarine base Minimum 6 nuclear submarines. 
Between 17 and 19 laid-up nuclear submarines. 
Storage facilities for used fuel assemblies. 
Storage facilities for solid and liquid radioactive waste 
400 m 3 solid radioactive waste. 

Main base 
The naval shipyard 
of Sevmorput 

The nucljar 
icebreaker base, 
"Atomf lo t " 

Civil storage facilities 
for radioactive waste 
Mining 
Nuclear weapons 
storage 
Mines 
Nuclear power plant 

Naval shipyard 

The Mironova hill 
Seismic research 

Seismic research 
Seismic research 
Missile launching field 
Gas field 
Test explosion field 

Dumping sites 
for radioactive waste 

Dumping sites for 
liquid radioactive waste 

400 to 600 containers of radioactive minerals. 
Unknown number of nuclear warheads. 

3 nuclear bomb detonations. 
4 WFR-440 reactors. 
Intermediate storage facilities for used fuel assemblies. 
Storage facilities for liquid and solid radioactive waste. 
12 condemnated nuclear submarines. 
1,680 used fuel assemblies (aboard 3 lighters). 
Sevice ships for storing used fuel assemblies, max. 1,400. 
4,019 m 3 liquid radioactive waste. 
Minim, m 1,200 m 3 solid radioactive waste. 
800 m 3 solid radioactive waste. 
Nuclear bomb detonation. 

Nuclear bomb detonation. 
Nuclear bomb detonation. 
RTG and reactors in satelites to be launched. 
Nuclear bomb detonation. 
86 atmospheric nuclear test explosions. 
43 underground nuclear test explosions. 
3 underwater nuclear test explosions. 
6 nuclear reactors containing fuel. 
13 nuclear reactors without fuel. 
Minimum 16 ships and lighters containing 
radioactive waste. 
Minimum 6,508 containers of radioactive waste. 
Minimum 136 major radioactive items. 
1960-1991: 192,700 m 3 liquid radioactive waste. 

Lighthouses 132 lighthouses run by RTG. 
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Chapter 1 
The Russian North Fleet 

With its approximately 1300 surface vessels and 
219 submarines in operation, the Russian Navy is 
the largest in the world'. Of these, approximately 
300 surface vessels and 205 submarines can carry 
nuclear weapons-. Though the number of vessels 
capable of carrying nuclear weapons is large, the 
amount actually doing so is much smaller. The Nor
thern Fleet is the largest and most important of 
what was previously known as the Soviet Fleets, 
with an ever increasing strategic importance for 
Russia. The shipyards for nuclear-powered subma
rines in Severodvinsk by the White Sea are not part 
of the Northern Fleet. The shipyards are part of the 
military industrial complex in Russia, and we have 
chosen to include the shipyards and operations in 
Severodvinsk in this chapter as the activity there is 
closely connected to the Northern Fleet. 

In Ihc Northern Fleet today, there arc 116 submari
nes. (SN large surface vessels ant! 45 smaller combat 
vessels. Ofl hese, 84 mj dear-powered .submarines and 
2 nuclear-powered battle cruisers are in operation in 
the Northern Fleel3. Put together, these nuclear-powe
red vessels contain 161 nuclear reactors. The Northern 
Fleet has a number of bases along the coast of the Kola 
Peninsula, mostly to the west of Ihc Murmansk Fjord. 
The main base is in Severomorsk northeast of Mur
mansk. 

I.I History 

The development of military presence on the Kola 
Peninsula commenced towards the end of the I9lh 
century. The importance of access to ice-free ports in 
the north increased as Germany became an important 
naval power in the Baltic. The construction of a 
modern porl al Aleksandrovsk (presently Polyarny)al 
the outlet of the Murmansk Fjord, started in 1895. The 
porl was completed in IN994. The strategic importan
ce for Russia, in military terms, of the Kola Peninsula, 
increased during World War I (I914-191S). The Kola 
Peninsula and the White Sea were particularly impor-
tanl for military supplies to Russia after the German 
conquest of the coast up to Fstonia during WWI. The 

railroad to Murmansk was opened in 1917. giving the 
whole of Russia access to an ice-free port all year 
round. The ice-free ports on the Kola Peninsula were 
of vital importance to the Soviet Union during World 
War II (1941-1945). Throughout the war, the "Mur
mansk Convoys" brought large amounts of supplies 
and provisions from Western allies to Murmansk. 
From Murmansk, supplies were transported south
wards by rail as aid to the Soviet war effort. 

The beginning of the 50*s saw the initiating of a 
construction of a modern Soviet fleet on the Kola Pen
insula. The construction of the first nuclear-powered 
submarines presented a turning point for the Soviet 
Navy. The decision to construct nuclear-powered sub
marines was taken on the 21st of December 1952 by 
the Supreme Soviet5. The Soviet Union's need to car
ry out operations in foreign territorial waters in a con
ceived slate of war, creates the backdrop on which the 
construction of a fleet on the Kola Peninsula was carri
ed out. During the mid-50's, US aircraft carriers were 
supplied with airplanes capable of carrying nuclear 
arms all the way to the Soviet Union. Were US aircraft 
carriers lo be stalled before they could carry airplanes 
within reach of the Soviet Union, presence of the Sovi
et Fleet in distant waters was required. Simultaneous
ly, the development of strategic nuclear-powered sub
marines enabled the Soviet Union lo carry nuclear 
arms close to intended targets in the US. 

The first naval base on the Kola Peninsula where 
nuclear-powered sumarines were stationed was Zapad-
naya Lilsa (former Severomorsk-7). Two November 
design submarines were transferred from Severod
vinsk to Zapadnaya Litsa in I958 (\ The Northern Fleet 
is today in possession of the most advanced nuclear-
powered submarines in the Russian Navy. 

The START II agreement limits the number of 
nuclear weapons, hans intercontinental ballistic missi
les and reduces the number of submarine-carried bal
listic missiles to 1,75(1. This agreement wilL increase 
Ihe importance of submarine-based strategic weapons 
as opposed to land-based ones. An increased impor
tance will be attributed the bases for .strategic subman -
nes on the Kola Peninsula7. 

1 lr.lcrn;tlt<iii;tl Institute lor Stnttvck Studies. MW. 
2 Ibid. 
} Ihid. 
4 S k n t w n . J . K . . I»J»H 
5 IXeree Nn. 57IJ-2IH I. 21M ol IXeemher \l>?2. Mo 
<) Jane'-. Iniclligcnuc Kcvieu. IX-cemher IW.V 
7 (iitcniiili(]ii;il Institute fur Strnleyte Studies. I'M-l. 
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Three Sierra-class nuclear submarines on 
Kola Peninsula 

During the last years, the Northern Fleet has been 
supplied with modern ships from other fleets of the 
former Soviet Union, among them the Black Sea 
Fleet8. The last two years, the Russian Navy has been 
subject to severe economical restrictions, resulting in a 
decrease of operational activity. This has led to poor 
maintainance and reduced renewal of material. During 
the 8 first months of 1993, 135.4 billion Roubles were 
transferred to the Northern Fleet from the Russian 
Ministries of Defence and Finance^, merely 56 per 
cent of what was budgeted by the Northern Fleet, and 
most of what was received was spent on wages. 

The number of vessels of the Northern Fleet has 
been reduced by 45 per cent since 19SS. During this 
period, the Northern Fleet has received only 2 new 
surface vessels'". Of the Northern Fleet's present ves
sels, 42 per cent .vcic built during the 50's and 60 *s 

Many naval vessels in The Russian Northern Fleet are 
layd up 

and are so run-down they should have been taken out 
of operation a long time ago for safety concerns". 
According to the Northern Fleet itself, only 22 per cent 
of necessary maintanance of the vessels hus been per
formed due to lack of finances12. The ships and sub
marines of the Northern Fleet have during 1992 and 
1993 mostly been alongside quay. Due to reduction of 
crew, the working hours for officers aboard various 
vessels in the Northern Fleet have increased from 42 
hours a week in 1992 to almost KM) hours a week in 
1993 »-\ 

What was once the Soviet Fleet made a strong bid 
for rapid mobilization of large portions of the Fleet, as 
opposed to the US preference of regular patroling. 
Accordingly, a smaller part of the Soviet Fleet was in 
operation. Double submarine crews were e.g. not com
mon, and many Soviet submarines were alongside 
dock for long periods of time. An explanation may be 
that the Soviet Navy was more prone to accidents than 
their US counterpart14. 

1.2 Bases for the Northern Fleet's 
nuclear-powered vessels 

The Russian Northern Fleet has approximately twenty 
nfcval bases along the northern coast of the Kola Penin
sula towards the Barents Sea, and along the southeas
tern coast towards the White Sea. Two lesser naval 
bases arc located in Arkhangelsk and Severodvinsk. 
In the Arctic, there is a lesser base on Novaja Zemlija, 
while some of the Fleet's minor surface vessels make 
use of smaller civilian ports on the coast of northwes
tern Siberia and County of Arkhangelsk. 

Nuclear-powered submarines and surface vessels 
are stationed by nine of the Northern Fleet's bases on 
the Kola Peninsula. These hases are situated from the 
Litsa Fjord in the west to Gremikha in the east. Head
quarters of the Northern Fleet are, as previously menti
oned, at Severomorsk by the murmansk Fjord. All 
together, there are approximately 200,0(10 troops on 
the Kola Peninsula1-"'. A significant number of these 
are attached to the Navy. The bases were built after 
WWII, in particular during the 70's and SO's. Severo
morsk. Scvmorput as>d Severodvinsk are the only ones 
connected to the rail- ay. Apart from Gremikha. all 
other hases have road connections. The territory sur
rounding the naval bases on the Kola Peninsula are 
barred military areas, i.e. only military personell are 
granted access lo the bases. These areas practically 
cover the entire coast from the Litsa Fjord in the west 
to Gremikha in the east. Furthermore, the military 

K Ibid. 
l> Snyjetskv Murmun. 22nd of September IW3. 

lUlbid. 
11 Murmansk v Vcstnik. JnJ or December I W . 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ihid. 
14 Cochran. T. H. ut ill.. 1WW. 
15Skorve. J.. IWU 
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Three of the Northern Fleets nuclear submarines, in 
front one Oscar-class 

zone extends four nautical miles off Ihc coast of the 
naval bases. 

A survey of the Northern Fleets bases and shipy
ards: 

Zapadnaya Litsa 
The naval base of Zapadnaya Litsa is the westernmost 
base for nuclear-powered submarines on the Kola Pen
insula. The base is also known by the name Mur
mansk-150. The distance to the Norwegian border is 
4(1 kilometers as the crow flies. Zapadnaya Lilsa is an 
altributary fjord lo the Motovsky Fjord southeast of 
Poluostrov Rybatiy (the Fisherman's Peninsula). 
Zapadnaya Litsa is also known by the name of Andre-
cva Bay - no'vever. this is but one of the 4 larger docks 

Map 1.1 Bases for nuclear powered vessels on the Kola Peninsula 

Zapadnaya Litsa* 

JSeveromorsk 
f tSevmorpu t 
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Map 1.2 Zapadnaya Litsa 

on the fjord. One of the docks lies on the western sho
re of the fjord, while the three others are placed on the 
eastern side. Andrceva Bay is the largest of the four 
docks. The base is connected by both rail and road, the 
latter having an exit from the Petchenga Road between 
Murmansk and Nikel. The railroad is presently out of 
operation, due to lack of maintainance. Plans have 
been made to improve the railroad to the base, and put 
it in operation once more towards the end of the 
90's 1 ' 1. Most of the docks at Zapadnaya Litsa were 
constructed in the 70"s and 80's. 

The submarine "Komsomolets" (Mike design) 

Zapadnaya Litsa, base for nuclear submarines 

which sank in the Norwegian Sea in 1989 was registe
red at Zapadnaya Litsa. At Zapadnaya Litsa, a memo
rial has been erected for those who perished in the the 
"Komsomolets" accident17. The quays of Zapadnaya 
Litsa have a combined length of 20,600 metres'". In 
comparison, the combined length of the largest quay 
site of Norway (the harbour of Oslo) is 13,000 metres. 
In addition to the strategic submarines of the Typhoon 
design, tactical submarines and battle submarines are 
also stationed at Zapadnaya Litsa1 9. In addition to the 
Typhoon submarines, 18 more nuclear submarines 
were stationed at the base the summer of 1993: One 
Charlie, three Oscar, four Victor I/II, and nine modern 
nuclear submarines, possibly Victor III, Akula, and/or 
Sierra. Furthermore, one submarine of unknown 
design was stationed here 2 0. 

Ara Bay 

Ara Bay is a lesser naval base serving submarines. 
Whether any submarines are permanantly stationed 
here, is not clear. Several escort vessels are stationed at 
the base. 

Ura Bay, Chan Ruchey and Vidyaevo 

There are three naval bases in the Ura Fjord. Ura Bay, 
situated on the western bay at the head of the fjord is 
the largest of these. Chan Ruchey lies on the eastern 
bay at the head of the tjord, while Vidyaevo lies on the 
western side further out in the Ura Fjord. By Ura Bay 
are docks with several piers for nuclear-powered sub
marines. Several attack submarines of the Akula 
design are stationed here 2 1. The combined length of 
the harbours of the three bases, is 5,700 metres 2 2. The 
three bases all have road connections. Several discar
ded nuclear-powered submarines are laid-up at these 
three naval bases2-1. 

Sayda Bay and Gdzievo 

The Sayda Bay is 10 kilometres long. The town of 
Sayda is situated inmost of the bay, while the naval 
base Gadzievo is on the western side, at the mouth of 
the bay. Of the Northern Fleet's bases, Gadzievo is the 
one with the largest number of strategic nuclear sub
marines. Of the total of 14, six are Yankee I, one 
Yankee II, four Delta II, and three Delta III24. The 
town of Gadzicvo faces the quays where the nuclear 
submarines are stationed. 

to Conversations held with A. Miehailov. Murmansk, 2Nlhof October IW3. 
17 Conversations held with survivors of the "Konisoniolets" accident. Si. Petersburg. 22nd of February l u u 2 . 
IK Rics. T. og Skorve. J.. I'1H7. 
I') International Institute lor Strategic Studies. Iv'JJ. 
211 Jane's Intelligence Re.tew. December ITO.. 
21 Sevtrnv Raboehv. I'Mi of August l«W. 
22 Ries. f. & Skorve. J.. I'«7. 
23 International Insliluti: lur Strategic Studies. IvI'M. 
2-JJnnc's Intelligence Review. December IW.1.. 
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Map 1.3 Sayda-Olenaya- and Pala bay 

At two piers directly north of the town of Sayda, 
eight discarded nuclear submarines are found. Four of 
these have been here for at least three years, while four 
were placed here in the autumn of 1992-5. A third pier 
intended for discarded nuclear submarines was under 
construction in 1992, and is probably finished by now. 
One of the submarines might be a Yankee design sub
marine, while the others are first generation submari
nes (November. Echo, and Hotel)-*'. See illustration, 
page 49. The missile sections and the turrets of the 
submarines have been removed. 

Polyarny and the Pala Bay 

Polyarny lies on the western side of the mouth of the 
Murmansk Fjord. There are two major dock sites in 
Polyarny. The easternmost of these, the base for con
ventional submarines, is situated at the Jekatarinskaya 
Bay. At the Pala Bay, 5 kilometres to the west, lies the 
base for nuclear-powered submarines. Nuclear-powe
red submarines of the Delta and Yankee designs, 
among others, are stationed here.-7 

"Repair Yard no. HI, Shkval" is connected to the 
base al the Pala Bay al Polyarny. Nuclear fuel assem
blies from reactors of nuclear-powered submarines arc 
replaced here. Several discarded nuclear submarines 
arc laid up al the Pala Bay. The Northern Fleet'.-, main 
storage facilities for nuclear missiles for submarines 
lie in several large installations whithin the mountains 
to the northwest of the Pala Bay.-* 

During the summer of 1993. at least ten nuclear 

25 Castberg. R. I<W2. 
2fi June's Intelligence Review. December I ' W . 
27 Infcrnaliunal Institute lor Strategic Studies. I'J<)4. 
2H Rii-s. 1 . «g Skurve. J.. I"H7. 
2*J Jane's Intelligence Review, December IW.X. 
.Ill Ibid 
.11 Militærbalansen iw . v iw» 

Naval shipyard "Nerpa" in the Olenaya bay 

submarines were laid-up or in for repairs at the naval 
shipyard no. 10, "Shkval". Of these, four were Victor 
1/11, two Victor IK, three November, and one Sierra.-g 

Furthermore, there are two roofed-over dry docks for 
repair of nuclear submarines at the naval shipyard. See 
illustration. The Pala Bay is also base for two sevice 
ships for storing liquid radioactive waste, one is the 
"Amur", the other is of Vala design. 

The Olenaya Bay 

Olenaya is a naval base for nuclear-powered submari
nes. Another name for the base is Murmansk-60. There 
arc at least 14 nuclear submarines in the Olenaya Bay 
at present. Of these, tw o are Yankee, two Delta III, and 
seven Delta IV.-1" Furthermore, there arc three nuclear-
powered experimental submarines at the base.3 1 

The base is situated to the east of Polyarny by the 
mouth of the Murmansk Fjord. At the base, there is fur
thermore a considerable naval shipyard, "Nerpa". 
Repair of nuclear-powered submarines and other mili
tary vessels is performed here. The ebuilding of the 
"Lotta", the Murmansk Shipping Company's service 
ship which stores used fuel assemblies from nuckji-
powercd icebreakers, was executed at this shipyard, 
jce chapter 3. 

Severomorsk 

Severomorsk, the headquarters of the Northern Fleet, is 
placed on the eastern side of the Murmansk Fjord, 25 
kilometres north of Murmansk. Severomorsk has 
70,0110 inhabitants and is the base of a number of the 
Northern Fleet's major surface vessels, the nuclear-
powered h'titlccruiscrs "Admiral Usakhov" and 
"Admiral Nakinv" (previously the "Kirov" and "Frun-
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Naval shipyard "Shkval" in the Pala bay 

zc") among them. One of the major storage facilities 
for nuclear missiles and conventional arms for the Nor-
then Fleet's surface vessels lies at Tshukosero/Sted-
naya, 8 kilometers northeast of Severomorsk, just south 
of Serednaya Bay. A major explosion occurred at these 
storage facilities in 1984, where large numbers of con
ventional weapons were destroyed. 

Maintainance of nuclear-powered submarines is 
performed at several major dry docks by the Mur
mansk Fjord between Severomo.sk and the city of 
Murmansk. Dry docks of this kind have been placed at 
Rosslyakova and Gryaznaya. This is the most densely 
populated area of the Kola Peninsula with more than 
600,000 people within a radius of 20 kilometres. 

Sevmorput 

The naval shipyard of Sevmorput lies at Rosla by the 
Murmansk Fjord in the northern area of the city of 
Murmansk. The naval shipyard is also known by the 
name of "Base 35". Previously, only mainlainance 
and repairs of military vessels were performed at Sev
morput. bul today mainlanim'-e of civil vessels is exe
cuted as well*-. Two lesser aire,all carriers have been 
laid-up at the shipyards northern quays for the last 
couple of years. A number of older battleships and 
conventional submarines on the shoreline by, or just 
outside, the shipyard. At Sevmorput. new and used 
nuclear fuel assemblies for nuclear-powered submari
nes are reloaded. Used fuel assemblies are transported 
to the shipyard in applicalion-designed boats and unlo-

Decommisioned nuclear submarines layd up in the 
Sayda bay 

Naval Shipyard Sevmorput in 

$2 Cnnvcrsiiiinns held wilh union chuirmiin ill Sevmorput. Alcxundr V. l . \ s A o \ , Murniiinsk. l-clmiitry IW2. 

http://Severomo.sk
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The Norhern Fleet headquarters Severomorsk 

Typhoon submarine In dry dock, the Murmansk fjord 

aded ashore lo a warehouse where they remain until 
they are sent by rail to Majak. There is also a warehou
se tor new fuel assemblies sent here by rail. New fuel 
assemblies are stored temporarily until serviceships of 
the Northern Rcet collect them and ship them to bases 
where fuel is ta be replaced. The three fuel assemblies 
Molen November l l W . disappeared from this ware
house by qua\ no. 21). 

G rcm ikha 

Ciremikha is iiie easternmost of the Northern Fleet's 
bases for nuclear-powered submarines on the Kola 
Peninsula. The (ircmikha Base is also known by the 

names of lokanga and Murmansk 140. The base is 
situated approximately 300 kilometres east of the 
mouth of the Murmansk Fjord, just by the border lor 
ice-free waters during wintertime. The base is reached 
exclusively by sea, and is completely isolated during 
winter storms. Gremikha is situated on the mainland 
by the island of Besymayunny. The island is 4 kilome
tres long, and its distance of 600 - S00 metres from the 
mainland creates a nalural channel where large quays 
for nuclear-powered submarines are situated, see map. 
The combined length of the quavs and piers amounts 
to at least d.770 metres3-1. Several tunnels have been 
excavated in the mountains on the mainland, where 
mnjor strategic nuclear submarines may be p/oteeled 
against attacks 1 4. Gremikha was previously the base 
for nuclear-powered attack submarines of Alfa design, 
but these have now been laid up. The quays have lately 
been expanded to accommodate major strategic nucle
ar-powered submarines by the base. Gremikha is the 
base of n Oscar design nuclear submarines-^. Howe
ver, it has been claimed that four of the nuclear-powe
red submarines of Oscar design are in such poor state 
that they are no longer operative, and therefore merely 
lie alongside quay v \ A nuclear submarine of Typhoon 
design is also regularly stationed here 1 7. There are bet
ween 17 and 1°- laid-up nuclear submarines in Gremik
ha. Of these, four are November, one Hotel, six to 
eight are Victor l / l l . live Delta I. and one of unknown 
design. 

Of the Northern Fleet's bases on the Kola Peninsu
la, Gremifcha is probably the one most marred by 
decay, lacking investment in maintainance. poorselec-

Jtf I hid. 
.14 Cochran. I. U. t t , i l . . t 'W i . 
.15 Kiev T. A: Skurve.I . . 1«»S7. 
. l n H c r l i n J . u l . i l . I'WV 
.V7Skur\L\J.. IM-JO 

http://lnHcrlinJ.ul.il
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Map 1A Gremikha 

tion of goods and significant social unrest among its 
inhabitants. During the SO's. Gremikha had 3(1.(1(1(1 
inhabilanls. but it is claimed Ihis number has decrea
sed by HLOIX) during the last years. w 

Severodvinsk, Belmorskaya 

Following a decree from Josef Stalin, the town of 
Severodvinsk was founded in ly.Vv™. The town was 
initially named Sudostroy (shipbuilding). The name 
was changed in î 3K to Molotovsk (after the Soviet 
Minister of Foreign Affairs. Mololov). and changed to 
Severodvinsk in I05N. One of'Stalin's CiULAO-camps 
was placed at Severodvinsk, and the prisoners contri
buted to the raising of the town. There were approxi
mately bO.ODO prisoners at Severodvinsk on an annual 
basis. Approximately 25.IIIHI prisoners died at Seve
rodvinsk between ll)3(>and HJS.V". 

There are 17(1.00(1 inhabitants in Severodvinsk 
todav. The town has since l9Mi been a shut-off milita
ry town, hul was in 1992 opened up lo common Russi
an citizens. However, the town was shut off again 
only a couple of days after a visit by the late Norwegi
an Minister for Foreign Affairs. Johan Jørgen Holst, 
on the 21st of April 1W3 4 1 . Though Ihc town is shut 
off. there are no physical barriers on the road to Seve
rodvinsk. Severodvinsk is situated 35 kilometres 
southwest of Arkhangelsk b\ the White Sea. 

There are two major shipbuilding yards for subma-

.W Berlin. J. ci .if. I W V 
3lJ < \»n\ ersatiims beKI III Si.M-iuilwn\k. Deieillher IW.V 
411 Ihul. 
41 Sk-wlcld. II W. . I'l'l.V 
•12 Inspection h; Hclhm». IJeiclnhcr I'M.Y 
43 Alsi» kno\Mi In Ihc n.uilc nt "'Snii/pn>ckl\;irU Nu. 41^" 
44 Murmansk Vcstnik. Jlldol OeccnitiT JW3. 
45 Ihiil. 
4(i ('nnmsiiliims held in Scierinbmili. -SIIMII December I'W.Y 
47 Severin Rahnctn. I ' l ihu l A I I B U M I'W.V 
4K Murmansk > VWi i i t . . Jxih nl Ifcccmhcr IW.V 

rines in Severodvinsk, "Sevmash" and "Zvezdochka". 
These are placed in the northern part of tow The shi
pyards are enormous, and cover an area ot proxima
tely 15 square kilometres4-. The naval base Belomor-
skaya lies within this shut-off and scrupulously guar
ded area. 

Nuclear-powered submarines are built at the shipy
ard "Severnoe Mashinostroitel'noc Prcdpriyatie (PO 
Sevmashprcdpriyatic)"43, or "Sevmash"', as the name 
is abbreviated. Since the launching of the first nuclear-
powered submarine "Leninsky Komsomol" (K-3, 
November design) in 1958, the shipyard has built 
approximately submarines. Since WWII a number 
of conventional submarines have been built at "Sev
mash" as well. The latest nuclear submarine to be deli
vered from Sevmash was the '"Kasatka"44. The "Kasat-
ka" was transferred to the Pacific Fleet September 
1993 4 S. At the time being (winter 1993/94) another 
nuclear submarine is under construction at 
"Sevmash"4''. The name of this submarine, an Akula 
design battle submarine, is "Tigr"4 7. Construction of 
another nuclear submarine by the name of '•Severod
vinsk" has commenced4". At the other shipyard. 

Map 1.5 Severodvinsk 
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"Zvezdochka", mainlainancc and repair of nuclear 
submarines and other vessels arc executed. 

1.3 Submarine designs 

A decree was issued on the 21st of December 1952. 
deciding the Soviet Union was to build nuclear-powe
red submarines4'1. The construction of the Soviet Uni
on's first nuclear-powered submarines was commen
ced under the leadership of Sergei G. Gorshkov by 
order of Josef Slalin. The construction of the Soviet 
Union's first nuclear-powered submarine started in 
1953 a; the shipyard of "Sevmash" at Severodvinsk. 
Reactor technology hud at the time been developed for 
several years. The first Soviet nuclear submarine, the 
"Lcninsky Komsomol" (K-3). was an attack submari
ne of November design with 2 nuclear reactors, and 
was launched from Sevmash at Severodvinsk in April 
1958s". 

From 1958 to 1963. 31 more nuclcar-povered sub
marines were constructed in the Soviet Union of 
November-. Hotel-, and Echo designs. Submarines of 
the Hole1 design â e equipped with ballistic missiles 
and are classified as strategic arms, while submarines 
of Echo design are equipped with cruise missiles. The
se three designs are known as 1st generation submari
nes. The pressure hull is equipped with a thinner 
external hull, containing dead freight and fuel tanks 5 1. 
The submarines had two nuclear reactors with a power 
production of approximately 30.000 hp. The first sub
marines often encountered problems concerning the 
reactors, among other things, and were rebuilt after 
few years 5 2. 

The nuclear-powered submarines are constructed al 
lour shipyards in the former Soviet Union. These are 
Sevmash (Yard-412) at Severodvinsk, the Komso-
molsk Yard by the river Amur, the Admiralily Yard 
outside St. Petersburg, and a shipyard in Gorky (pre
sently Nishni Novgorod). The hulls of the submarines 
were buill at the shipyard in Gorky, lo be towed via the 
Volga- and Karel Canals to Severodvinsk, where 
nuclear reactors were fitted. 

More than 230 nuclear-powered submarines have 
been constructed in (he Soviet Union (presently Rus
sia) up to now. Up until the mid-80's. approximately 
ten nuclear-powered submarines were constructed al 
the four shipyards each year. For the time being, 
nuclear-powered submarines are only being built al 
Sevmash at Severodvinsk, where une or two new 
nuclear-powered submarines arc launched each year. 

The number of nuclear-powered submarines being put 
out of operation is simultaneously drastically reduced, 
following the arms limitation agreement START II. 
According to this agreement, more than 150 of the 230 
constructed nuclear submarines are to be taken out of 
operation by 2003^. Some nuclear-powered submari
nes will be taken out of operation due to age, but if two 
new nuclear-powered submarines are constructed in 
Russia each year, the amount of nuclear-powered sub
marines in Russia by 2003 will be approximately HO, 
divided between the Northern and the Pacific Fleet. 
The distribution among them is not known, and proba
bly not determined. 

Attack submarines 

After the November-. Echo-, and Hotel designs, the 
nuclear-poweied attack submarines of the Victor 
design were the most numerous of the next generation. 
In all. 49 submarines of the Victor design were built. 
There arc three versions of the Victor design. The first 
of I ft submarines of Victor I design was delivered by 
the shipyard in Leningrad in 1968. Between 1972 and 
1978. 7 Victor II were constructed, and Ihe first of a 
total of 26 Victor HI submarines was launched in 
1978. The Victor submarines are equipped with two 
pressurized water reactors. The rcaclors run the pro
pellers via two steam turbines, resulting in a combined 
power production of approximately 30.000 hp. Maxi
mum speed has been estimated at 30 knots 5 4. In the 
Northern Fleet, there are presently 27 Victor submari
nes in operation53. 

At one point during the end of the 60's, Ihe firs! sub
marine of the Alfa design was launched, and was 
observed by Western sources for Ihe first lime in 1969. 
At this time, no other nuclear-powered attack submari
ne in the world could travel as fast or dive as deep5'1. 
The maximum speed was estimated at 43 - 45 knots, 
and the maximum operational depth al between 600 -
900 metres. It is equipped with a pressure hull of titan 
and a liquid metal cooled reactor (alloy of lead and 
vismut or natrium, see Ch. 1.5). After construction of 
seven submarines of this design, production was hai
led due to significant complications concerning i!%c 
reaclor. and high noise levels. Six of the submarines 
are now laid up, while one was dismantled al Severod
vinsk in 1974. following a serious accident aboard5 7. 

Three new designs of allack submarines were crea
ted as successors lo Ihe Victor III design: Akula, Sierra 
and Mike. The first submarines of all these designs 

-W Decrele Ni>. 570-2DII bv the High Soviet. 2 1 M nl December l °52 . Moscow. 
50 VArl Vern. No. I. IW.1.' 
51 Uriksen. V.O.. I'Wd. 
52 VM Vern. No. I. I «W.I. 
53 So* ctskv Murm;in. Inih ol Jul v l'W3. reprint n. ;in article from vestia. 
54V fa . V a n , No, 2. IW.V 
55 International Institute lor Strategic Studies, | ( W3. 
56 Cochran. T. H. et al.. I'HW. 
57 Ibid. 
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were launched in 1983/84. The Mike design was 
abruptly abandoned as the only submarine of this 
design, "Komsomolets" sank outside ot' Bjørnøya 
(Bear Island) 1989 (see chapter 2.7). This submarine 
had a double hull made of titan. The operative depth 
has been given as 1000 metres. It was probably equip
ped with a pressurized water reactor, creating an effect 
of 40,00(1 to 45,000 hp5». The Sierra- and Akula 
designs were similar to Victor III in respect of hull 
shape, but were more silent and could operate at grea
ter depths. These two designs replaced the Victor 111 
over the years, and at the time being, there are four of 
each design in operation in the Northern Fleet. 

Submarines with cruise missiles 

The first submarine capable of firing cruise missiles 
under water was the "Charlie I", completed in 1967. 
This was the first submarine in the Soviet Fleet to have 
only one reactor, a pressurized water reactor probably 
transmitting an effect of 15,000 hp to the propellers. 
1973/1974 saw the "Charlie II", whose bow was 8 
metres longer5'1. At the Northern Fleet, there arc pre
sently 4 submarines of the Charlie I/!I designs in ope
ration. 

A submarine of Papa design was also constructed in 
1967. This large submarine (8,000 Ions submerged) 
was equipped with two large reactors with a combined 
power production of approximately 60,000 hp and a 
maximum speed of approximately 30 knots6". The 
submarine belonged to the Northern Fleet, but was for 
a long time alongside dock at the shipyard. The pro
blems arc probably connected to the reactors, and only 
one submarine of the Papa design was constructed. It 
was laid up in 1988. Even though the Papa is conside
red a failure, it is viewed as the forerunner to the giant 
submarines of the Oscar- and Typhoon design''1. 

The submarines carrying cruise missiles also inclu
de those of the Yankee design modified to carry cruise 
missiles as opposed to ballistic missiles for which they 
were originally intended. The reconstruction of these 
was performed in the mid-80's. The submarines of the 
Yankee design are equipped with two pressurized 
water reactors of a new make, giving the propellers a 
total powei production of 50,000 hp''2. All four sub
marines of the Yankee design are registered with the 
Northern Flccl''\ 

5H V4rl Vcrn No. .1. IW. 
S't C'nchran. T. B. c la l . . I'M»). 
M) Ibid. 
fil Van Vcrn, No. 2. 1W. 
n2 Cochran. T. B. el al.. I W ) . 
0.1 International Institule for Strategic Studies. I 'l"3. 
M Cochran. T. H. cl al.. I«»w. 
65 International Institute for Strategic Studies. Mlg.V 
Aft Berlin. J. cl al.. I WW. 
67 Cochran. T. B. c la l . . I ' M . 
hH International Institute for Strategic Studies. M)l)3. 
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As previously mentioned. Papa laid the fundament 
for, among others, the giant submarines of the Oscar 
design. The first Oscar submarine was put into operai.-
on in 1981. The submarines of the Oscar design is 
equipped with more nuclear missiles than any other 
submarine of the Russian Navy. It is capable of firing 
24 long distance cruise missiles (SS-19) when submer
ged. It is 150 metres long and weighs 16,000 tons 
when submerged. With two pressurized water reactors, 
with a combined effect of 90,000 hp, it could travel at 
speeds of up to 35 knots''4. There arc presently seven 
submarines of the Oscar design in operation in the 
Northern Fleet''-''. Four of these submarines are clai
med to lie alongside quay at Gremikha, and have not 
been in operation for some time'"'. 

Strategic submarines 

Submarines of the Yankee design, the first modern 
submarines carrying ballistic missiles, introduced the 
second generation of strategic submarines in the Sovi
et Fleet. The first of the Yankee submarines (the "Leni
nist"), was sent on patrol in 1968. Submarines of the 
Yankee design are equipped with two water cooled 
reactors with a combined power production of nearly 
50,000 hp to the two propellers. Some submarines of 
the Yankee design have later been rebuilt as tactical 
submarines carrying cruise missiles''7. A! the time 
being, there are three strategic submarines of the 
Yankee design in the Northern Fleet' ,x. 

A further development of the Yankee design resul
ted in the Delta I and II, 140 and 155 metres long 
respectively, introducing the third generation strategic 
submarines. These made use of the same r-aetors as 
submarines of the Yankee design, but were fitted with 
more advanced missiles (SS-N-8). The two designs 
have been in operation since 1973. The first submarine 
of the Delta III design was presented in 1977. The hull 
is a modified version of its Delta II counterpart, adju
sted to make room for the new SS-N-18 missiles. The 
submarines of the Delta III design are thus the first 
Soviet strategic submarines capable of firing missiles 
with several warheads. The Delta IV design was intro
duced in 1985, and has a hull of 160 metres''". 23 Del-
la submarines are presently in operation in the Nor
thern Fleet7». 

A temporary limit was reached with the introducli-
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on of submarines of the Typhoon design in 1983. The
se fourth generation strategic submarines, 170 metres 
long and weighing 25,000 tons when submerged, are 
the largest ever built. They are the most quiet-running 
submarines of the Russian Fleet, as a direct conse
quence of the new propellers developed by the Soviet 
Union by aid of computer technology developed at 
Kongsberg Arms Factory71. The Typhoon submarines 
are constructed for operations under the polar ice 7 2. In 
the event of a theoretical massive nuclear attack on 
Russia, a single Typhoon submarine may thrust 
through the polar ice above its position and fire its 20 
missiles with their combined 200 warheads towards 
US targets. It follows that the Typhoon submarines 
make up a vital component of the terror balance, and 
contributes to Russias retaliation possibilities. All six 
of the submarines of the Typhoon design are registered 
with the Northern Fleet7 3. 

See chart 1.1 for a survey of submarine desipns in 
present operation with the Northern Fleet. 

1.4 Nuclear experimental submarines 

UNIFORM 
Ru.ssia have two nuclear experimental submarines of 
the Uniform design. Both o f them are assignet to the 
North Fleet. The subumrines was built at the Admirali-
ty shipyard in St. Petersburg in 1983 and 1989. The 
Uniform-design have probably only one nuclear reac
tor, and the submarines does not carrie nuclear wea
pons. Displacement are only 2 000 tons. The ordinary 
submarines probably carries the mini-submarines for 
military scientific purposes. 

X-RAY 

Russia has one X-ray design eksperimental submarine. 
The submarine is y'so assignet to the North Fleet. The 
X-ray submarine was built at the Admiralytty shipyard 
in Si. Petersburg, and has a displacement of only 500 
tons. Probably there is one reactor onboard. X-ray is 
the smalleste nuclear submarine in the Russia Navy. 

1.5 Types of reactors 
Of the Northern Fleet's 116 submarines, 84 are pre
sently nuclear-powered. There is a considerable diffe
rence between conventional submarines and nuclear 
ones. A conventional submarine is powered by an 

71 Conversations held wjih admiral IgorSpassky. 
72 Cochran. T. B. eta!.. 1WW. 
73 International Institute for Strategic Studies, 1W3. 
74 Eriksen, V. ().. I WO. 
75 Calculations based on the J ahlakov-report, I W.I. 
76 Eriksen. V. O.. I WO. 
77 Ibid. 
7S nemesjev. K. S. el al.. I WO. 

electric motor receiving power either from batteries or 
a diesel motor running one or more dynamoes. As any 
other internal combustion engine, these diesel motors 
require air, and can therefore only be utilized from a 
surface position, or just below the surface where air 
can be pulled in, and exhaust led out, through a snorkel 
system. Fully submerged, the submarine is forced to 
exacerbate its batteries. This reduces the utility, and 
consequentially the strategic importance, of conventio
nal submarines. 

Russian nuclear-powered submarines have engines 
powered by one or two nuclear reactors both above 
and beneath the surface. Oxygen is produced aboard, 
and a nuclear-powered submarine can travel submer
ged for weeks on end. Nuclear-powered submarines 
have e.g. sailed around the world under water. Claims 
have been made that Typhoon submarines can remain 
submerged under the polar ice for years. 

Nuclear reactors used in nuclear-powered submari
nes in operation in the Northern Fleet today, are pres
surized water cooled reactors (PWR). For an introduc
tion to the basics of nuclear reactors, see appendix B. 
The fuel's level of enriched uranium is 30 to 50 per 
cent, i.e. the uranium, as dioxide, contains 30 to 50 per 
cent of the isotope 235 U. The uranium dioxide is pro
bably shaped as an oblong plate in order to contain a 
high density of energy, and enveloped in either zirko-
nium or stainless steel. The fuel may also be shaped as 
canes. Several such plates (or canes) are gathered in a 
fuel assembly74. Each reactor in a nuclear-powered 
submarine contains 210 to 215 fuel assemblies7-15. Nor
mally, submarines replace fuel approximately every 
10th year7'1. All of the submarines, apart froM those of 
the Charlie N design, have two pressurized water reac
tors each. The capacity of the submarine reactors vary 
from 15,000 to 100,000 hp. The largest naval reactors 
are aboard the batlle cruisers "Admiral Usakhov" and 
"Admiral Nakinov". The output of the two reactors 
aboard each cruiser is 150,000 hp. 

Eight of the submarines presently out of operation 
(seven of the Alfa design with one reactor and one of 
the November design with two reactors) had liquid 
metal cooled reactors. An alloy of lead and vismut was 
probaly employed. The lead/vismul alloy has a mel
ting point of 45°C 7 7. Little information is available 
concerning the technology of melal cooled reactors7*. 
The first Soviet nuclear-powered submarine to be 
powered by reactors cooied by metal was submarine 
K-27 no. 601 (November design). Early in the 60's, 
the submarine was fitted with two liquid metal cooled 
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Figure 1.1 Nuclear reaktor in submarine { PWR) 
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reactors, but the testing of these reactors in the subma
rine was not rewarded with much success. Serious 
incidents concerning the reactors occurred in 1964, 
1965, 1968 and 1979. See chart of accidents concer
ning nuclear-powered submarines. Following the acci
dent of 1979, when reactor repair was no longer possi
ble, the entire submarine, including fuel assemblies, 
was dumped in the Stepovo Bay east of Novaja Zemli-
ja 1st of September 1981. This was the only submarine 

of the November design to be fitted with liquid metal 
cooled reactors. The first submarine of the Alfa design 
to be fitted with liquid metal cooled reactors also had a 
serious accident in 1972, and as a result, was taken out 
of operation. See chart of accidents. It was broken up 
in 1974. Later, six more submarines of the Alfa design 
were constructed, each with a liquid metal cooled 
reactor. In all, nine liquid metal cooled reactors have 
been in operation in the Soviet Navy. 

Nuclear Powered Submarines 
Table 1.1 

in present operation with the Northern Fleet 
(Per 1.1.94) 

Submarine-
Designs 

Number Reactor(s) 
per Submarine 

Total amount of 
Submarines in the Class 

Year of 
Construction 

Typhoon 6 2 12 1981 - 1989 

Delta l-IV 23 2 46 1972-1990 

Yankee 5 2 10 1967 - 1983 

Oscar 7 2 14 1978-1991 

Charlie l-ll 4 1 4 1973-1980 

Echo II 1 2 2 1961- 1967 

Akula 4 2 8 1984- 1993 

Sierra 4 2 8 1983- 1991 

Victor Mil 27 2 54 1968- 1986 

X-ray 1 1 1 1983 

Uniform 2 1 2 1983 og 1989 

Total Sum 84 - 161 1967-1993 
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TYPHOON 

Number: lu operation (Northern Fleet): 6 Laid up: 0 

Base: Zapadnaya Litsa. Also observed near Gremikha. 
Production: 1980-89. The submarines were built in Severodvinsk* 

Reactor: 2 PWR reactors, yield ca. 100.000 HP (330 - 360 MW). 

Specifications: 
Length: 170 m (560 ft). 
Displacement surface: 18.500 tons. 

Crew: 150. Speed: 24 - 30 knots. 
Displacement submerged: 25.000 tons. 

Nuclear weapons: 20 SS-N-20 nuclear missiles 
Accidents: Accident no. 45. 

* The first Tvphoon was seahorned in september ll)K0. The 2. wasseahurned in september llM2 and started operation in 1984. The 
3. wasseabnrned in decemher 1(JH3. The 4. wasseaborned in the end of WK4. The 5. wasseaborned in 19S5 and the 6. wasseaborned 
in IMS'). 
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Delta I-IV 

Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): 23. 

Base: Gremikha, Gadzievo og Olenaya. 

Laid up: 4 

Production: I971 - 1988. 
The Delia I -submarines were built in Severodvinsk and Komsomolsk. 
The Delta ////////K-submarines were built in Severodvinsk. 

Reactor: 2 PWR reactors, yield 50.0(H) - 60.000 HP. 

Specifications: 
Length: 
Crew. 
Speed: 
Displacement surface 

Delta I 
140 m (460 ft) 
120 
25 knots 
H.60I1 tons 

Nuclear weapons: 

Accidents: Accident no. 34, 38, 39. 43 and 52. 

Delta I: 
12SS-N-8, 

Delta 11 
155 m (509 ft) 
120 
28 knots 
9.600 tons 

Delta 11: 
I6SS-N-K, 

Delta HI 
155 m (509 ft) 
120 
25 knots 
11.0011 tons 

Delta 111: 
loSS-N-18, 

Delta IV 
160 m (525 ft) 
120 
24 knots 
10.750 tons 

Delta IV: 
I6SS-N-23. 

* The Mr-,1 Delia I was senhomed in l "7 l . lhc lirM Delia II in 1TO. Iht lin.1 Dulla I I I in I "77 and Ihe lirsl Delia IV in March 19X4. 
Source: Nuclear Weapons Dalahook. volume IV. 
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Number: In operation (Northen Fleet): 5 Laid up: 26* 

Base: Gadzievo. 

Production: l % 7 - 7 7 * * 

The submarines were built in Severodvinsk. Komsnmol.sk and Gorki.*** 

Reaktor: 2 PWR . yield ea. 5().00() HP. 

Specifications: 
Length: 130 m (427 ft). Crew: Ca. 120. Speed: 30 knots. 
Displacement surface: 7.800 tons. Displacement submerged: ".300 tons. 
Maximum opcrationdeep'. 400 m. Collapses at 650 m. 

Nuclear weapons: Yankee I: 16 SS-N-6 nuclear missiles.Yankee II: 12 SS-N-17 nuclear missiles. 

Accidents: See Table I .ft. accident no. 13. 15. 22 and 36. 

Comments: The Northern Fleet's Yankee-submarines are patrolling outside the East-coast of USA. in the 
Atlantic Sea outside the coasts of Europe and outside Norway and the Kola Peninsula. 
The Yankee-design submarines was probably used as design draft for the later Delta-submarines. During the 
next few years, all of the Yankee-submarines will be taken out of operation as part of the START-aggree-
menl. 

* In the period l"-7X-KX Id Yankee submarines was laken mil of operation. In I'tNba Yankee I-siibmarine sunk. Source: Nuclear 
Weapons Duluhook. volume IV. In the period I0.NN - 1WJ more Yankee-submarines was laken out ol operation. 
** A Yankke I-submarine was reconstructed loa Yankee II in l(J7f> - 77. 
* * * The Yankee l-submarines which was reconslrucled in t io rk i . probably got installed the reactors in Severodvinsk. Source: U.S. 
Naval Institute Proceedings. 

http://Komsnmol.sk
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HOTEL I-III 

Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): 0. Laid up: 
Production: 1 lJ5S - ?? 
The submarines were built and reconstructed in Severodvinsk and Komsomolsk. 
Reaktor: 2 PWR reactors, yield 30.(1(10 HP (2 x 80 MW). 

Specifications: 
Length: 
Crew: 
Speed: 
' iisplaccmcnl \mfaee: 

Hotel II 
I IS m (377 ft) 
C'u. 80 
26 knots 
4.7511 tons 

Hotel HI 
12V.5m(425ft) 
Ca. SO 
22 knots 
5.500 tons 

Accidents: See'fable 1.6, accident no. 1. 16 and 1°. 

file:///mfaee
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OSCAR 

Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): 7. 

Base:The Kola Peninsula. 

Laid up: 1. 

Production: 1978 - 90/91. The submarines were built in Severodvinsk. 

Reaktor: 2 PWR reactors, yield 90.000 HP. 

Specifications: 

Length: 150 m (49(1 ft). 
Displacement surface: 10.000 Ions." 

Ovi i .Ca . 130. Speed: 30-35 knots. 
Displacement submerged: 16.0(H) tons. 

Nuclear weapons: 24 SS-N-19 nuclear missiles, of which each warhead has an explosive force of 500 KT. 
The Oscar-design submarines have the highesl number of nuclear missiles of the Russian submarines. 

Inim the .Vd O^iir-ik-siyn submarine*, ihe weiirlh w;!*. M.tMH» inns. Snurc-c: Nuclear We-ipoN". Dalahook. 
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Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): 0 Laid up: 1. 

Production: 1973-75. 
The submarine was built in Gorki. 

Reaktor: 2 PWR reactors, yield 60.000 HP. 

Specifications: 

Length: 110 m (361 ft). Displacement surface: 6.400 tons. 
Crew: 85-90. Speed: 35 knots. 

Comments: 
The Papa submarine belonged to the Northern Fleet.The submarine didn't sail much, and was more fre
quently spending time at yards. This was maybe due to problems with the reactors. The submarine was 
never observed at long patrolling missions outside the near waters of the Kola Peninsula. 
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CHARLIE MI 

Number: [n operation (Northern Fleet): 4. Laid up:4 (One has been wrecked) 

Base: Zapadnaya Litsa, Possibly also the Ara-bay. 

Production: 1967 - SO.The submarines were built in Gorki.* 

Reaktor: I PWR reactor, yield 15.04)0 HP. 1'robably 30.000 HP in the Charlie ll-submarines-

Specifications: Charlie I 
Length: 94 m (308 ft) 
Crew: K5-KK) 
Speed: 28 knots 
Displacement surface: 3.960 tons 
Displacement submerged: 4.775 Ions 

Nuclear weapons: Charlie I: 
8 SS-N-7 
each warhead with an explosive force of 10 K'l' 

Charlie If 
103 m (337 It) 
85-100 
28 knots 
4.420 tons 
5.385 tons 

Charlie 11: 
8 SS-N-9. 

• III Charlie l-dcsign suhmarincs and (> Charlie II hase been conslrucled. Oik- Charlie I submarine sunk in WN.V ll was taler raised, 
hut mil taken in operation again: Nuclear Weapons balahook. \olumc IV. The others are opcratinii in Ihc I'acilic Heel. 
The Charlie I submarines were huill in Ihe period l%7 • 7.1. The Charlie II submarines were huilt in the period MI7.1 - K2'K.1. The 
production ol Charlie II submarine's ceased in l l »C K.l. and was sueceded h\ the Oscar submarines 

file:///olumc
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ECHO I-II 

Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): I. Laid up: 6. 

Base: Unknown. 

Production: Echo I: Echo II: 
iyfi i)-h2. i%i- f>7. 

The submarines were built in Severodvinsk and Komsomolsk. 

Reaktor: 2 PWR reactors, yield 30.01111 HP (Echo I: 25.000 HP). 

Specifications: 
Length: 
Crew: 
Speed: 

Echo I Echo II 
I l 2 m ( 3 h 7 f t ) 116 m {.WO II) 
"2 90 
27-2S knots 25 knots 

Displacement surface: 4.500 Ions 5.050 tons 

Displacement s»/wi('n,'t</:fi.350 Ions 

Nuclear weapons: X SS-N-3a nuclear missiles. 

Accidents: Accident no. 7. 14. 24. 2X. .13 and 41 . 
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SIERRA 

Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): 4.. Laid up: 0. 

Base: Unknown. 

Production: l<)83-"2. 

The submarines were built in Gorki. 

Reaktor: 2 PWR reactors, yield 4().(HK) HP. 

Specifications: 
Length: 1 III m (361) ft). Crew: 100. 
Speed: 42 knots. Displacement surface: 6.000 Ions. Displacement submerged: 7.600 Ions. 

Nuclear weapons: 
SS-N-21 nuclear missiles. SS-N-15 deep-drauht nuclear bombs and SS-N-16 nuclear missiles. 

Accidents: Accident no. 46. 
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AKULA 

Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): 4. Laid up: I). 

Base: Zapadnaya Litsa and probably other bases. 

Production: 1984-94. 

The submaines are being built in Komsomolsk and Severodvinsk 

Reaktor: 2 PWR reactors. 

Specifications: 
Length: 1(17 m (.151 It). Crew: Unknown. 
Speed: 42 knots. Displacement surface: 6.8(H) tons. Displacement submerged: 8.3(10 tons. 

Nuclear weapons: SS-N-21 nuclear missiles and SS-N-15 deep-draught nuclear bombs. 

• A new AkuLi-ilvvi^n MjhnijniK- i*, uniicr innsmit lum in ScvcrmlvinNli. 
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ALFA 

Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): (I. Laid up: <i. One is broken up 
Production: JW>7-83." 
4 of ihe submarines were built at the Admiralyty-yard in Si. Petersburg, while 3 were built in Severodvinsk. 

Reactor: A liquid nielal-coolcd reaclor (Lead-bismulh cooling), yield 45.(10(1 HP. 

Specification : 
/.<'«;?//.: XI.4m(2fV7 ft). 

i't'ti 45 knots. 
Crew: 411-4. 
Displacement surface: 3.500 Ions. 

Accidents: See Table I.». accident no. 21. 2lJ. 32 and 42. 
Commentss: The submarines were Ihe fastest and most dcep-maught of Ihe Soviet su' :iarines(c\cept 
MIKE). I he submarines have hulls of Titanium. 

MIL- AM.i tkMuii MIIIIIUIIIU *\.i* t.iUn mil til u|Ki.inmi jn |w~l jusi .ittLi II u.is l.iniii' il I hi.- fiullkr Mt.i Mihili.irini.L u.is I.ILL-II 
HUI ul II|H-I.IIIIIII in I'IX'I '»-

I hu pl.iiis Lurt-iTiiiiii: ihc All.i-sithniiiniics prnh.ihK SI.IMLII .IIK.IIK HI I ' ^ l h l l 1 IK-tusl IIIK-\\.IV LIUIILIK-II m I't7^ I hr MIIKT li 
u.is l.uiiKhi-il in Ills |KII. . (I I ' I7IJ .S* Smircv Van Wrn'mi. 2 '»! 
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NOVEMBER 

Number: In operation (Norlhern Fleet): 0. 

Production: I9SK - 63. 
The submarines were built in Severodvinsk. 

Laid up: 13. 

Reaktor: 2 PWR reactors, yield 30.000 HP (2 x 80 MW).** 

Specifications: 
Length: 110 m (3fttl ft). Displacement surface: 4.200 Ions. 

Accidents: See Table I .ft. accidenl no. 2, 3. 4 .5, ft, l>. 11. 17, 2fi. 30 and 50. 

Comments: The November-submarines were the lirst Soviet nuclear submarines. 

One Nuuniher-ileMgn suhni-innu vunk in l'J70. I'liiiillv then- h;ne been huili 14 Ntuemher-deMgn Mihmnrincv Source: Nuchier 
Weupuns D.ll.lbnnl 
** One No\emhef-ileMi:n Mihnt.inne h;nl ;i melal-cimled rc;ielor. 
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VICTOR I-III 

t ^ _ - W - " f l 3 ( . — ^ 

Number: In operation (Northern Fleet): 27. Laid up: 9. 

Base: Zapadnaya Litsa, The Pala-bay and Gremiha. 
Production: Victor I:. Victor II: 

1972-78. 1978-86. 
Victor I-ll vere built at the Admirality yard in St. Petersburg. 
Some Victor Ill-submarines were built in Komsomolsk. 
Reaktor: 2 PWR reactors, yield 30 000 HP. 

Victoria: 
1968-75 

Specifications: Victor I Victor II Victoria 
Length: 93 m (305 ft) 102 m (334 ft) 104 m(341 A) 
Crew: 90 100 100 
Speed: 32 knots 31 knots 31 knots 

Displacement surface: 4.3(H) tons 4.6(H) tons 4.900 tons 
Displacement s uhmerged: 5.1(H) tons 5.680 Ions 6.200 tons 

Nuclear weapons: SS-N-15. 
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Mike 

Number: 0* Sunk: 1 

Base: Until 1989: Zapadnaya Litsa. 

Production: 1983-86. 
The submarines were built in Severodvinsk. 

Reaktor: 1 PWR reactor. 

Specifications: 
Length: 110 m (360 ft). 
Displacement surface: 4.200 tons. 
Displacement submerged 9.700 tons 

Nuclear weapons: 2 torpedoes with nuclear warheads. 

Accidents: See Chapter 1.9 . 

•One Ml K[,-design submarine «us under eonstruction in the middle ul'the IWOties in Severndvinsk. but was never linished. 
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Nuclear powered battle cruisers 

In operation: Northern Fleet: 
«Admiral Usakhov» and «Admiral Nakinov» 
(Former names: «Kirov» and «Frunze») 

Baso: Severomorsk, The Murmansk-fjord. 

Production: «Admiral Usakhov» 1980. «Admiral Nakinov» 1984. 
Both were built at the Baltic yard no. 189, St. Petersburg. 

Reactors: 2 PWR reactors, yield between 150.000 and 160.000 HP.* 

Specifications: 
Length: 248 m (814 ft). Displacement: 27.900 tons. 
Crew: 800-900. Speed: 32-33 knots. 

Nuclear weapons: 20 SS-N-19 placed at launch pads.8 21-inch torpedoes. 
Can carry helicopters equiped with nuclear weapons. 

Comments: The Kirov-design is the only design of surface vessals which is nuclear powered. Seven new 
nuclear powered battle cruiser of Kirov-design are under construction. 
It is unknown how many of these which belonges to the Northern Fleet, and when they possibly will be sup
plied. 

Accidents: «Admiral Usakhov» has twice had accidents with nuclear reactors. Just after the launching from 
the yard in St. Petersburg in 1980 an accident occured with the reactor which involved a smaller discharge of 
radioactivity. The battle cruiser also had an accident with one of the nuclear reactors while the ship wasopera-
ling in the Barents Sea. The time of the accident is unknown, but the ship was towed back to Severomorsk 
after the accident. 

' ( ulculalc with Imlh diesel-enyino.ind nuukMr roni/tnp, in npcriitinn. 
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1.6 Storage of radioactive waste and 
used fuei from the Northern Fleet 

Use of nuclear reactors create radioactive waste to be 
processed, transported and stored. Most of this waste 
stems from replacement of fuel assemblies from reac
tors. The rate of replacement of a reactor's fuel assem
blies depends on the amount of enriched 235U they 
contain, the duration of time and degree of intensity in 
which the reactor has been in operation. Replacement 
of fuel assemblies is lime-consuming and dangerous. 
The used fuel is highly radioactive, in particular 
immediately after the reactor has been run down. Nor
mally, the reactor must be run down and cooled for a 
minimum of 90 days before this work can commen
ce'". 

The process of changing f'iel assemblies from a 
reactor may be divided into several phases. To start 
with, the section of the hull covering the reactor must 
be taken off and raised for access to the reactor and 
fuel assemblies. The primary circuit of cooling water 
is emptied. Thereafter, the reactor tank and fuel 
assemblies arc removed. Furthermore, the reactor is 
cleansed and slag is removed, nescessary overhauling 
is executed and prospective repairs arc undertaken. 
New fuel assemblies arc inserted, and the primary coo
ling circuit is filled with new cooling water. The reac
tor lid is fastened, and the previously removed section 
of the hull is replaced and welded into place. 

Normally, fuel assemblies from approximately ten 
nuclear-powered submarines of the Northern Fleet arc 
replaced on an annual basis. Fuel assemblies of Russi
an nuclear-powered submarines are normally replaced 
every seven to ten yearss". As the number of submari
nes in operation wani's, so will the replacement of fuel 
assemblies. Used fuel assemblies must be treated as 
high level radioactive v/aste. 

While changing fuel assemblies, one must handle 
radioactive waste such as used fuel assemblies (high 

level radioactive waste), radioactive water, radioactive 
slag, radioactively contaminated equipment such as 
tools, clothes and rags. Another source of radioactive 
waste, are the storage facilities lor used fuel assembli
es by the Northern Fleet's bases. The nuclear reactors 
from discarded submarines themselves must also be 
considered in the overall picture of radioactive waste 
from the Northern Fleet. 

1.6.1 Storage of used fuel 

Used fuel assemblies from submarine reactors are 
replaced at the base of Zapadnaya Litsa (Andreeva 
Bay), at the naval shipyard of "Nerpa" in the Olenaya 
Bay, at Gremikha by shipyard no. 10 "Shkval" in the 
Pala Bay, and at "Sevmash" in Severodvinsk. Previ
ously, fuel assemblies were also replaced at the naval 
shipyard of Sevmorput in Murmansk. The county aut
horities of Murmansk forbade further replacements of 
used fuel assemblies after the last one took place the 
31st of December l ° 9 1 x l , as this was considered a 
safetcy risk for the inhabitants of Murmansk. Sevmor
put is situated 300 metres from the closest apartment 
blocks of the city of Murmansk. 

New fuel assemblies for nuclear-powered submari
nes and nuclear-powered surface vessels arc transpor
ted by rail from, among others, Majak in South Ural, 
to the shipyards of Sevmorput in Murmansk and Sev
mash in Severodvinsk. At these shipyards, fuel assem
blies are temporarily stored in land-based storage faci
lities. At the shipyard of Sevmorput the storage facili
ties arc placed in a building by quay no. 20 in the nor
thern part of the yard. New fuel assemblies are stored 
here until the service ships of the Northern Fleet col
lect them and transport them to the various naval bases 
where the fuel assemblies will be replaced by used 
ones. 

Used fuel assemblies are stored at the main storage 
facilities of the Northern Fleet at the naval bases of 

Used fuel Assemblies in storage. on 
Table 1.2 

lighters and in submarines no longer in operation 

Place In storage On lighters In submarines Total 
no longer in operation 

Zapadnaya Litsa 20.489 560 21.049 

Andre baser ? 19.995 19.995 + 

Severodvinsk 1.680 4.515 6.195 

Total Sum: 20.489+ 2.240 24.510 47.239+ 

1 

7 U Conversations held ill Severodvinsk. Deeemher I W.V 
HU Eriksen. V. () . . I W . 
Kl CaMhcnj. k.. I 'Wl 
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Map 1.6 Zvezdochka 

Zapadnaya Lilsa (Andrecva Bay), Grcmikha, Alom-
flot, and al Severodvinsk. Used fuel assemblies from 
other naval bases where Ihese arc replaced arc imme
diately stored aboard the service ships for transportati
on to the storage facilities of Zapadnaya Litsa of Grc
mikha, where they arc normally stored for three years 
until they arc returned to Sevmurput. From Sevmor-
put, the used fuel assemblies arc loaded into railway 
carriages for transportation to the storage facilities 
and/or the reprocessing plant of Majak. As the railway 
from Severodvinsk is in poor condition, the used fuel 
assemblies may not be transported directly to Majak 
by rail. For this reason used fuel assemblies are ship
ped north from Severodvinsk to the shipyard of Scv-
morput in Murmansk, and sent southwards by train to 
Majak. This transport of used fuel assemblies from 
Severodvinsk to Murmansk commenced in 1973K-. 
The transport ceased in 1W2, as the county authorities 
of Murmansk voiced their disapproval of transport of 
used fuel assemblies from Severodvinsk to Murmansk. 

At the main storage facilities of the Northern Fleet 
at the base of Zapadnaya Litsa on the Kola Peninsula, 
a minimum of 21,000 used fuel assemblies are sto-
rcd>i•^ The fuel assemblies are stored in 3,000 recepta
cles, each containing seven fuel assemblie Most used 
fuel assemblies are stored at land-based storage tanks 
at Zapadnaya Lilsa (Andrceva Bay). 20,489 used fuel 
assemblies are stored here* 4. The used fuel assemblies 
arc stored in two large concrete tanks, situated appro
ximately 200 metres from the seaboard"5. Sc map 1.2 
page 21. The concrete tanks are filled with water to 
cool down the used fuel assemblies. This is necessary 
us the radiation emitted by the used fuel assemblies 
generates heat. The receptacles in which the used fuel 
assemblies are placed are watertight, and no contact 
between the high radioactive fuel assemblies and coo
ling water should occur. 

Measurements are undertaken of the cooling 
water's level of radiation. This cooling water should 
not have a radiation exceeding 0,4 MBq/1 (10-h C'i/I). 

'I hear the cold part of the Cold War is over.' 

Previously, used fuel assemblies were stored in direct 
contact with the cooling water. Of three large concrete 
tanks, two are presently in use. The third tank is not in 
use, probably due to defects. 

A 32ftM-typc lighter is stationed at Zapadnaya Lit
sa. by one of the quays of Andreeva Bay. This type of 
lighter is application designed for storage of used fuel 
assemblies from nuclear submarines. 80 receptacles 
containing 5o0 fuel assemblies in all, make up the 
lighter's capacity, corresponding roughly to used fuel 
from two to three reactor corcs s f '. The lighter also has 
tanks for storage of 200 cubic metres of liquid radioac
tive waste. The capacity is saturated. The lighter is 
more than 25 years old. 

At the naval base of Grcmikha, there are also stora
ge facilities for used fuel assemblies*7. The number of 
fuel assemblies stored at Grcmikha is unknown. Fuel 
assemblies from the liquid metal cooled reactors used 
by Alfa-submarines stationed at Gremikha, are stored 
here. Used fuel from liquid metal cooled reactors can
not be reprocessed, and are for this reason not trans
ported to Majak. 

The Northern Fleet have also stored 08 receptacles 
of 7 fuel assemblies each aboard the Murmansk Ship
ping Company's service ship "Lotta" at "Aloml lot" on 
the Murmansk Fjord. See chapter 3. 

K : Sevrnay Rahochy. .Ird ni'June. I'W.V 
N.l As iit 1st o l January IW3. Source: Report nf the Jahlokov commission. 
K4 Kudrik. I.. ( i A I A otlice of Murmansk. 
US Conversations held w till A. Michailov, headot radiation security in thee 
Hf» Conversalions held al Severodvinsk. December I'J*I3. 
K7 Jahlokov. A. V. el al . I'I'I.V 

I Murmansk. 27th ol 'October I'I'I.V 
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At Severodvinsk, used fuel assemblies are stored 
aboard three lighters of the same make as the lighter at 
Zapadnaya Litsa (326M). The three lighters arc the 
"PM-124", "PM-63" and "PM-78". These lie at the 
shipyard ov Zvezdochka. Combined storage capacity 
of these three lighters is 240 receptacles containing 
1,680 fuel assemblies in all. All three lighters are filled 
up 8 8 . These lighters are all more than 25 years old and 
do not fulfill present security demands for storage of 
used fuel assemblies89. The Commission for Nuclear 
Safety forbade storage of used fuel assemblies aboard 
the lighters in September 1993. An inspection aboard 
the lighters by Gosatomnadsor and the technical 
department of the Northern Fleet in December 1993 led 
to sharp criticism of the lighters' technical condition. 
The lighters' hulls are corroded, and parts of the techni
cal equipment aboard are defect. 

The fuel assemblies are not taken out of the lighters 
as there are no alternative storage facilities. A supply 
point (DPK-125) for loading of fuel assemblies from 
submarine reactors to lighters has been raised at Zvez
dochka in Severodvinsk. It was built in 1979, and was 
expected to be in operation for 10 years9". The site was 
ascertained as run down and virtually unfit for use at an 
inspection March/April 1993. Fire broke out in the 
cables of a crane during reloading at the site in Novem
ber 1993. Following this incident, all use of the supply 
point ceased. The commission which had inspected the 
site, had furthermore concluded that three of four offi
cers employed in replacement of used fuel assemblies, 
did not have the required know-how to execute their 
assignments91. The removal of used fuel assemblies 
from submarine reactors at Zvezdochka takesplice at a 
quay only 600 metres away from the closest apartment 
blocks of the town of Severodvinsk92. There arc no 
land based storage facilities for used fuel assemblies in 
Severodvinsk. As the storage capacity in Severodvinsk 
is filled up, no removal of used fuel assemblies takes 
place here. 

Two service ships of the 2020-type (NATO name: 
Melina design) each have a storage capacity of 1,400 
fuel assemblies. One service ship is stationed at Seve
rodvinsk, the other one belongs to the Northern Fleet 
and transports unused and used fuel assemblies betwe
en the bases for replacements and the storage facilities 
of Zapadnaya Litsa and Grcmikha. The Northern Fle
et's service ships of the 2020 type arc stationed at the 
innermost quays at the Olcnaya Bay.w These service 
ships are mostly used for transport of used fuel assam-
bclics and not storing. Al the time being, there is no 
further storage capacity al Zapadnaya Litsa or Scverod-

XX Conversations huld al Severodvinsk. Sih of December l u lJ3. 
X9 Severnv Rahochv. 7th of December IW.1. 
'«) Ibid. 
')l Ibid. 
"2 Ibid. 
o j Jane's Intelligence Review. December IW3. 
'M Conversations held with A. Michailov, Murmansk. October I 

ft«, , ft» 
1 - " — ' 

\ 326 M J 
Barge for storage of used fuel 

vinsk. There is probably no capacity for further storage 
at Gremikha either. 

According to available information, 22,729 used fuel 
elements in al! are stored at Zapadnaya Litsa and in 
Severodvinsk. As previously mentioned, the Northern 
Fleet has also stored 476 fuel assemblies aboard Mur
mansk Shipping Company's service ship, "Lotta" at 
"Atomflot". In addition, there are an unknown amount 
of fuel assemblies at the storage facilities of Gremikha. 

The total of the Northern Fleet's used fuel assembli
es includes all fuel assemblies in reactors of laid-up 
nuclear submarines. 55 submarines with fuel assembli
es remaining in the reactors have been accumulated. 12 
of these are condemnated nuclear-powered submarines 
at Severodvinsk, while 43 are at naval bases on the 
Kola Peninsula. In addition, three reactor cores are sto
red in Severodvinsk. Used fuel assemblies in storage, 
and fuel assemblies remaining in condemnated nuclear 
submarines, add up to more than 47,239 used fuel 
assemblies in the hands of the Northern Fleet in the 
region today, see chart. This amount corresponds to 
fuel assemblies for approximately 220 reactors. As has 
been pointed out, the number of used fuel assemblies in 
storage at Grcmikha is not known. 

Used fuel assemblies in storage, on lighters, and in 
submarines no longer in operation 

During 1993, used fuel assemblies from the Nor
thern Fleet's bases or service ships on the Kola Penin
sula have been transported to Majak twice1'4. I.e. bet
ween 800 and 1,600 used fuel assemblies were trans
ported from the Kola Peninsula to Majak in 1993. The 
exact amount is unknown as we do not know whether 
each transport was made up of four or eight railway 
carriages. During the same period, the storage facilities 
of the Northern Fleet have received as many new used 
fuel assemblies from submarines following replace
ment of fuel assemblies, as have been transported to 
Majak. Used fuel assemblies have not been transported 
from Severodvinsk during 1993. 

To calculate the combined amount of radioactivity of 
the used fuel assemblies stored at Zapadnaya Litsa, 
Grcmikha or in Severodvinsk, exact information on the 
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Table 1.3 
Nuclear submarines out of operation 

Submarine-
designs 

Number of 
submarines 

Type of reactor Number of reactors 

Delta-design 4 2xPWR 8 PWR 

Yankee-design 26 2 x PWR 52 PWR 

Oscar-design 1 2 x PWR 2 PWR 

Charlie-design 4 1 PWR 4 PWR 

Echo-design 6 2xPWR 12 PWR 

Papa-design 1 2xPWR 2 PWR 

Alfa-design 7* 1 liquid metal 7 l i qu id m e t a l * 

Victor-design 9 2xPWR 18 PWR 

November-design 13 2xPWR 26 PWR 

TOTAL SUM: 71 PWR and liquid metal 135 reactors 

*one Alfa-desic n submarine is allready decommisioned. 

intensity of operation, isotopic combination and durati
on of storage must he obtained. 

1.7 Submarines out of operation 

At the Northern Fleet's bases at the Kola Peninsula and 
at Severodvinsk there are at present 71 nuclear subma
rines taken out of operation1'?. These are submarines of 
the November-. Hotel-, Echo-. Alfa-. Delta-. Yankee-. 
Charlie-, Oscar-, and Papa design. As shown in table 
?'?. the total numher nf nuclear reactors in these subma
rines is 161. Nuclear submarines built in the 50"s and 
60s arc, due to their age, taken out of use and are being 
condemnated, while submarines of more recent designs 
are taken out of operation as a result of arms limitation 
agreements. The first submarine known to be broken 
up. was the first submarine of Alfa design, at Severod
vinsk in m74w». Nuclear submarines taken out of ope
ration due to accidents comprising the reactor section, 
were, until l^SH, dumped in the Kara Sea. The nuclear 
submarines and reactors were dumped in the sea as 
they constituted a radiational problem to the workers at 
the base. The breaking up of such submarines would 
probably have exposed the workers involved in the 
task, to a relatively high radiation dose 

The number of submarines taken out of operation 
and laid up, has increased considerably the last years. 
During the period 1(W2-IW3 alone. 20 nuclear subma
rines belonging to the Northern FJcel were taken out of 
operation. We do not have satisfactory information as 

to where the submarines out of operation are situated. 
In addition to the 71 nuclear submarines taken out of 
operation, there are several nuclear submarines in less 
than full operational service, which means they at pre
sent do not bekmg among the operational nuclear sub
marines patrolling the Barents Sea or other ocean regi
ons. In Grcmikha there arc. as previously mentioned, 
four Oscar design submarines lying alongside quay, 
due to lack of maintainance. By Western sources, these 
four nuclear submarines are still regarded as belonging 
to the operational Russian Northern Fleet. 

I,aid-up submarines 

Of the total of 71 laid-up nuclear submarines, l(> have 
had their used fuel removed, which leaves ?5 laid-up 
nuclear submarines having used fuel in their reactors. 
In Severodvinsk there are 12 laid-up nuclear submari
nes containing fuel assemblies''^. Three of these are 
Alfa design submarines with one liquid metal cooled 
reactor each. The other nine submarines alf have two 
PWR reactors. Some of the condemnated nuclear sub
marines have been at Severodvinsk since l*>75. The 
remaining 43 submarines containing used fuel, are 
lying al (he previously mentioned bases in the Ara Bay. 
Pala Bay and Gremikha''\ In the Snyda Bay on the 
Kola Peninsula there are eight laid-up nuclear submari
nes at three quays. Apart from at Sayda Bay. there are 
laid-up submarines at the three other bases on the Kola 
Peninsula. 

«5 Juhltikm. A. V. ci ill.. \mx 
W» VSrt Vern. No. I. I W - \ 
WJflhMm. A. V. el ill.. WX 
<JK CaMbcrg. R. * Sehnim Siukkc. 0.. IW2. 
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Two or three of the laid-up nuclear submarines have 
had major accidents concerning the nuclear reactor, 
and as a result, the used fuel is difficult to remove from 
the reactors1'''. One of the two (three) submarines is in 
Severodvinsk1"". 

There are at least 16 to 18 nuclear-powered subma
rines taken out of operation placed at the naval base of 
Grcmikha. Of these, four or five are November, one 
Hotel, six or eight Victor I/II, and four Delta I 1 1 1 1 . The
re is a total of 32 to 36 nuclear reactors in these subma
rines. 

Condemn;! ted submarines 

A nuclear submarine to be condemnated is first disar
med, i.e. the arms are removed from the submarine, 
and the section containing the missiles is cut off. The 
removal of used fuel assemblies from the reactor secti
on and condemnation of the whole submarine, is a far 
more time consuming and hazardous operation. The 
fuel is removed after a minimum of 90 days. The 
nuclear submarines arc normally stored for ten years 
before the task of cutting off the reactor section is initi
ated. Some have even been laid-up for more than ten 
years. When the reactor section has been cut off, the 
rest of the submarine is broken up, and the metal mel
ted. Whether the metal is radioactively contaminated 
is not known. So far, a total of six nuclear submarines 
have been condemnated, i.e. the reactor- and the missi
le section have been cut out of the submarine hull1"-. 
Three of ihc reactor sections arc stored at Severod

vinsk. In the Sayda Bay on the Kola Peninsula, the 
three remaining reactor sections are lying alongside 
the piers for discarded submarines. The reactor secti
ons are moored to the hulls of the condemnated sub
marines, or directly to the pier, as shown in the picture 
below. The radioactivity level in a reactor not contai
ning used fuel, is approximately 1,85(1 TBq (50,0(10 
Ci)" 1 1. The latest removal of fuel assemblies from a 
nuclear submarine took place in Severodvinsk the 24th 
of September 1993. The reactor lid was lifted at 06.00 
pm, then the fuel assemblies were removed, and trans
ferred to a lighter of the 326M type1"4. 

All future condemnation of nuclear submarines 
from all Russia's Fleets are to take place at Severod
vinsk"1-^. According to the START II agreement, a total 
of approximately 150 nuclear submarines arc to be 
broken up ar Severodvinsk. These arc nuclear subma
rines from the Northern Fleet, as well as the Pacific 
Fleet. All the submarines, except 16 of Charlie I/II 
design and 6 of Alfa design, have two reactors each, 
which gives a total of 278 nuclear reactors aboard the 
150 submarines. So far, only 2 nuclear submarines 
have been completely broken up and had their reactors 
(4) stripped at Severodvinsk, which leaves 274 remai
ning reactors. 

Whether the removal of fuel assemblies in all these 
submarine reactors is to take place at Severodvinsk, is 
still not clarified. Fuel may be rem .wed from the sub
marine reactors at both the naval shipyarJs on the Kola 
Peninsula, and at the Pacific Fleet's bases. The used 
fuel is, as previously mentioned, already removed 

Condemnated submarines in the Sayda bay. On the far left is a reactor section moored 

W J i i h l i i k m . A . V . e t a L IW3. 
I f Ml Oleg I'clniv, I lend of Radiation Protection. The Russian Navy, ul a conference at kirkenes. August I W , 
11)1 Jane's Intelligence Review. December IW3. . 
l lCJ i i h l okm. A. V. el i l l.. I «W.I. 
I I I .MI. IL) 
MM Conversations in Severodvinsk, December I W J . 
11)5 Decree No. 514. 24th nf June I W 2 and Decree No. 644-47. 31st of August. IW2 . Moscow. 
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from 16 condemnated nuclear submarines of the Nor
thern Fleet. Of the nuclear submarines presently at the 
Pacific Fleet's bases, IS have had their fuel assemblies 
removed. Fuel assemblies are removed from a total of 
34 laid-up nuclear submarines. The number of these 
nuclear submarines fitted with one single nuclear reac
tor (Charlie I/II design) is not known, but the 34 nucle-
a, submarines contain a maximum of 68 reactors. So, 
a minimum of 206 reactors remains, all of which 
might have their fuel assemblies removed as they arc 
broken up at Severodvinsk. Each submarine reactor 
has, as previously mentioned, 210-215 fuel assembli
es. It is to be expected that, as a result of the breaking 
up of 150 nuclear submarines, approximately 45,000 
used fuel assemblies must be handled at Severodvinsk. 

A detailed plan concerning the upgrading of the two 

submarine shipyards at Severodvinsk is drawn up i 
connection to the breaking up of the nuclear submari
nes and the nuclear reactors. The plan comprises con
struction of more dry docks for work at condemnated 
nuclear submarines, building of a new plant for remo
val of fuel assemblies, improvement of the railway to 
Severodvinsk for transport of used fuel assemblies to 
Majak, and development of quay sites for storage of 
nuclear submarines. The planned development and 
reconstruction at the existing plants at Severodvinsk 
have a total calculated cost of almost 23 billion Rou
bles (July l u u 3 ) . The different projects to be carried 
out in connection to the plans for condemnaling nucle
ar submarines at Severodvinsk, including calculated 
costs, are surveyed in table 1.4.""' 

Table1.4 
Decommisioning of Russian nuclear submarines in Severodvinsk. 

Necessery security measures. 

Methods Can be executed by Expenses 
1/7-93 

Date 

A, Upgrade the plants where replacing of 
fuel assemblies takes place, at Sevmash, Sever 
and Naval Repair Yard No. 412. 

The Center 
«Souzproektverf» 
WRY No. 412 

i in millions of Rubles 
450 1993/1994 

B, Remove the accumulated radioactive waste 
and reactorsfrom decommisioned submarines 
og regelmesssig fjerning av slikt avfall 

The Russian Navy 100 1993/1998 

C, Determine the terms and regulations of 
removing the used reactor cores, which are Jaid 
up whitin the city boundry of Severodvinsk 

Ministry of Defence, 
Minatom, Transport Ministry 
Roskomoboronprom 

1993/1994 

•Execute the complex of measures aimed to 
upgrade the transport positions of the Naval 
Base Belomor5kaya. 

The Russian Navy 150 1993 

•Reconsruct the railways, which are used for 
transportation of used fuel rodsr: 
-On the territory of Bellomorskaya Marine Bas/» 
(to pier No 7) 
-On the territory of Sevmash 
-On the railway part Severodvinsk-Isakogorka 

The Russian Navy 

Sevmash 
Ministry of Transport 

100 

150 
200 

1993 

1993 
1993 

Necessary measures to improve the security of radiation 

D, Upgrade the facilities for inserting the 
new reactor cores in the submarines 

Souzproektverf 
Sevmash 

600 1993/1995 

IIK> VufiouN L'tinvcrviilumv Ruviju I'W.l 
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Methodes Can be executed by Expenses 
1/7-93 
(in millions of Roubles) 

Date 

• Equipe Radiation Security with necessary 
equipment to control radiation-dangerous 
areas or objects. 

The Center, SNIIP 300 1993/1995 

•Upgrade storage facilities for radioactive 
material. 

The Center, Souzproektverf 800 1993/1995 

• Upgrade and improve temporary storage 
facilities for solid radioactive waste. 

The Center, Souzproektverf 300 1993/1995 

•Construct new facilities for maintenance 
and condemnation of nuclear submarines. 
The facilities must include capacity for collection, 
sorting and deactivating, together with 
dismantling and preliminary processing 
and waste depositing in containers 

The Center, VNIPIET, GSPI 1650 1993/1995 

•Conduct researches on the problems concening 
long-term storage of solid waste at the yard, 
-Develop and implement measures to secure 

or eliminate the deposits. 

The Center, Souzproektverf 
VNIPIET 

1800 1993/1996 

•Upgrade existing storages for solid 
radioactive waste. 

Sever, Souzproektverf 2400 1993/1996 

•Develop the technology for decommisioning 
of discarded lighters for l iquid radioactive 
waste from Sevmash 

•Bui ld three new lighters for storage 
of radioactive waste 

•Upgrade the earner «Osetiya» and equipe 
her w i th special equipment lor storage of 
radioactive material 

•Upgrade processing plant for liquid radio
active material (shut down in 1972) and 
introduce better destruction technology 
to reduce the amount of liquid radioactive waste 

•Upgrade dismantling plants and the plants 
for repairments of reactors, and storage 
o l contaminated installation equipment 

•Upgrade washing equipment and install 
highly effective filters 

•Construct a new quay at Sever 

•Improve the f loating dock at Sever lo 
increase the capacity and the technological 
conditions when decommisioning of submarines 
wil l come mto regular forms 

•Construct storages at the center which wtll make 
it possible to carry out decommisiornng of 
submarines m an environmental secure manner 

Sever, VNIPIET 

Sever, Souzproektverf 
VNIPIET 

Sever, Souzproektverf 
VNIPIET 

Sever, Souzproektverf 

Sever, Souzproektver 

Sever, Souzproektver 
Forsknmgsinstituttel Promtey 
VNIPIET 

S U M 

500 

3200 1993/1997 

15 billion rubles 

In addit ion there wi l l be di f ferent measures so that the total sum is est imated t o 23 billion rubles 
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At what point the breaking up of the .submarines 
may commence is uncertain. The city authorities of 
Severodvinsk have temporarily banned the shipyards 
from receiving discarded submarines 1. The reason for 
this is Hrsi and foremost the lear of accidents occurring 
during removal of used fuel assemblies from the reac
tors. The city authorities furthermore fear that the level 
of radioactive waste in Severodvinsk will increase 
considerably. No radioactive waste has been transpor
ted from Severodvinsk since \t-)L)\. and the storage 
facilities are soon filled up. There is not nearly enough 
capacity al Severodvinsk lo store the waste resulting 
from the breaking up of 150 nuclear submarines. 

The plans described in the chart only concern the 
upgrading of existing intermediate storage of solid 
radioactive waste, as well as a slight increase of capa
city for intermediate storage and processing of liquid 
radioactive waste. Transport of solid radioactive waste 
from Severodvinsk is a precondition tor the initiating 
of the breaking up of submarines . Two alternatives arc 
mentioned concerning transport of solid radioactive 
waste from Severodvinsk. One is resuming dumping 
of such waste in the Kara Sea. as was done up until 
IWI. The other is transport to new regional storage 
facilities for solid radioactive waste. No decisions 
have been made as of yet concerning v. hen and where 
such storage facilities are to he constructed. See chap
ter M. 

The breaking up of 150 submarines, containing a 
total of 27-4 reactors, will result in solid and liquid 
radioactive waste of bulk and activity that far exceed 
what is being generated in Severodvinsk lodav. The 
reactors themselves, the primary cooling circuits, and 
some contaminated equipment in the reactor section 
will be of both considerable bulk and activity. In addi
tion, one ma> assume that tools and equipment will 
become radkuclivclv contaminated during the brea
king up of the submarines. 

Whether the nuclear reactors themselves will be 
broken up i\ unclear, but it has been indicated that the
se will be transported avvav from Severodvinsk alter 
lhe> are cut loose Irom the submarines. The -7-4 reac
tors will comprise a considerable bulk ol radioactive 

waste lo be stored. The reactor tank, among other 
things, has to be stored as high level radioactive waste 
even after the removal of fuel assemblies. The primary 
and secondary cooling circuits may possibly be stored 
as low- and medium active radioactive waste, should 
these be removed from the reactor section. 

Upgrading of the shipyards at Severodvinsk are, 
according lo plans, to be undertaken from 1W3 to 
1WN. A number of projects which were supposed to 
have started in llW3 are still on the drawing board, 
partly as a result of lack o{ funds, and partlv due to 
inflation which has made the project far more expensi
ve. Uncertainity concerning responsibility and econo
my may result in the breaking up of the (511 submari
nes to be postponed until after the year 20110. If future 
storage and processing of solid and liquid radioactive 
waste is clarified, the shipyards of Severodvinsk will 
be able to break up a couple of submarines each year. 
These uncertainitics make it hard to say how long time 
the breaking up of the 150 submarines wiJJ t;;kc. In 
addition to the 150 submarines that are to be broken 
up. approximately SO of the Northern Fleet's submari
nes will be taken out of operation due to age between 
2010 and 2030. 

1.7.1 Storing of solid and 
liquid radioactive waste 

"Radioactive waste" means solid and liquid waste pol
luted In radioactivity. The solid and liquid waste is 
divided into three calagories, according to radioactivi-
t\ level and decay time of the different isotopes consti
tuting the waste. It is common practice to refer to low-
level radioactive, medium level radioactive, and high 
level radioactive waste. Definition of the three levels 
of radioa tivily varies from country lo country. In Nor-
vvav. e.g. no quantitative limit for the 3 radioactivity 
levels i the different categories is given. This report 
appfie the Kr Man definitions (given in the Jahlakov 
Report i 
"Low k vet radioactive waste -1uss than 100 kBq/l. 
'Medium level radioactive waste - more than 100 
kBq/l and less than ' ' "q/l. 
•High level radioa. iste - more than 15 GBq/l. 

Table 1.4 
5 tori rig of solid and liquid radioactive waste at Naval bases at the Kola Peninsula 

Naval base 

Zapadnaya Litsa 
Gadzlevo 
Polyarnl) 
Gremikha 
Sevtnorput 

Total SUM: 

Liquid radioactive waste 

200 m 3 + 
200 m 3 

32m3 

? 
2 m 3 

Mm 434 m 3 

Solid radioactive waste 

470 containers of 1.200 m 3 

2 037 m3 

340 containers of 340 m 3 

7 

35 ml 

Mm 3 612 m 3 
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Used fuel is not defined as high level radioactive 
waste, and accordingly is not included in this survey of 
storage and processing of radioact : J waste. However. 
used fuel is high level radioaclive. id is to be treated 
as high level radioactive waste. 

Liquid radioactive waste is generated during the 
running of the nuclear reactors (cooling water from the 
primary cooling circuit), cleansing of the reactors 
during replacement of fuel assemblies, and storage and 
handling of used fuel assemblies. 

Solid radioaclive waste is generated during fuel 
assembly replacement, repairs in the reactor section, 
replacement of cooling water fillers and further reactor 
equipment. Furthermore, solid radioaclive waste is 
generated during processing and storage of used fuel 
assemblies. Such waste includes, among other things, 
contaminated tools, slag fron the reactor section, con
taminated clothes etc. In addition, fillers from the 
destruction plant for liquid radioactive waste and from 
the incineration plant for solid radioactive waste have 
lo be stored. When a reactor is s| ripped, reactor parts 
must be treated us radioactive waste. So. as an increa
sing number of nuclear submarines is to he condemna-
led at Severodvinsk, (he amount of solid radioaclive 
waste from this work wi l l become considerable. 

The Russian Nav> 's nuclear-powered submarines 
and nuclear-powered surface ships generate 2t),IMM) 

Tanker of the Vala design 

cubic metres of liquid radioactive waste and up to 
6,0(X> tons solid radioactive waste a year.1"7 Of this. 
MMXH) cubic metres liquid radioactive waste and 
5.IKM1 ions solid radioactive waste is generated at the 
Northern Fleet's bases on the Kola Peninsula and at 
Severodvinsk. Up to 1991. most of the radioavtive 
waste generated at the Northern Fleet's bases and at 
Severodvinsk, was dumped in the Barents- and Kara 
Seas. It is therefore not until the two or three lasl years 
the problems of storage capacity on land have arisen. 

The Kola Peninsula 
Low- and medium level radioactive liquid and solid 
waste is stored at no less than six of the Northern Fle
et's bases on the Kola Peninsula, see table 1.5. The 
base at Zapadnaya Litsa generates more solid and 
liquid radioactive waste than all of the other naval 
bases on tha Kola Peninsula. At i'ie naval bases Gadzi-
evo, the Pala Bay (shipyard no. 10. "Shkval"). the Ole-
naya Bay ("Nerpa"). and at (ircmikha. considerable 
amounts of radioactive waste are generated as well. 

Al Zapadnaya Litsa. radioactive waste is stored in 
containers placed side hy side in a concrete hunker. 
The differenl sections in the bunker are covered in 

A V cl . i l . I W 
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concrete as they are filled up. When the bunker is full, 
it is seated and covered.11"* The storage facilities of 
Olenaya Bay are situated a couple of hundred metres 
southwest of the habitation quarters, on the beach, 
right on the shore, in a small side bay on the premises 
of the naval shipyard "Nerpa". In the same way, at 
naval shipyard no. 10, "Shkval", in the Pala Bay, the 
storage of radioactive waste is placed within the bor
ders of the shipyard, close to the beach, on the inside 
of the southermost of the two large floating docks 
almost at the inmost of the bay. The storage methods 
for solid radioactive waste at other naval bases are not 
known. 

Bellona has not had access to information concer
ning what amounts solid and liquid radioactive waste 
are being stored at Gadzievo and Gremikha. This does 
not mean that radioactive waste is not being stored at 
the two naval bases. The Northern Fleet does not 
inform the local environmental authorities of Mur
mansk on which amounts of radioactive waste being 
stored at the naval bases serving nuclear-powered ves
sels11". For this reason, the information on the total 
amount radioactive waste being stored at the different 
bases on the Kola Peninsula, is difficult to obtain. 

There is a destruction plant for liquid radioactive 
waste at the naval base at Zapadnaya Litsa . The plant 
has never been in use, and has to be reconstructed 
before possibly being put into operation, as the equip
ment at present is too old and worn. According to 
plans, the plant is to be reconstructed and put into ope
ration in 1W8"». 

Three tankers of the 1783A-type (NATO name: 
Vala design) are connected to the Northern Fleet's 
bases on the Kola Peninsula. One of these (probably 
no. 12) is stationed at naval base no. 10, "Shkval", in 
the Pala Bay.'' ' Each of them has a storage capacity of 
870 cubic metres liquid radioactive waste. Furthermo
re, the Northern Fleet has two radiological auxilary 
crafts of Luza design, with storage capacity for liquid 
radioactive waste. 

Severodvinsk 

40 per cent of all radioactive waste (measured in volu
me) generated by the Russian Northern Fleet originate 
at the shipyards of Severodvinsk19-. Most of the waste 
is generated during repairs carried out by the "Zvcz-
dochka". Considerable amounts of liquid and solid 
radioactive waste arc generated during replacement 
and handling of the reactor cores containing fuel 
assemblies from the nuclear submarines. 

In addition to generation of radioactive waste, there 
are also discharges of radioactive gases in connection 
to the activity at Severodvinsk. Annual discharges are 
calculated to 10,000 cubic metres. The gases are dis
charged during repairments at the reactors and replace
ment of used fuel assemblies. Some of the discharges 
originate from the laboratories at Severodvinsk and 
from storage of used fuel assemblies. The discharged 
gases consist mostly of krypton-85 and xenon-133. 
The gases from the laboratories and workshop at 
"Zvezdochka" are caught in balloons, where the level 
of radioactivity is measured. The gases are filtered 
before they are discharged. The gases are mixed with 
air before they are discharged, should the level of radi
oactivity be too high. There is no upper limit of radio
activity in the total annual discharge of gases"-1. 

Up to 1991, most solid and liquid radioactive waste 
from Severodvinsk was dumped in the ocean. Solid 
waste in containers and aboard cargo ships was dum
ped in the Kara Sea, and liquid waste was dumped in 
the Barents Sea. Solid radioactive waste from Seve
rodvinsk was brought to the Kara Sea in different car
go boats. The "Lepse", owned by Murmansk Shipping 
Company, was one of the boats carrying out the dum
ping on behalf of "Zvezdochka". Liquid waste was 
dumped by the tanker "Osetiya", owned by "'Zvez
dochka". In addition, the military tanker "Amur" and a 
tanker of the 1783A-type (NATO name: Vala design) 
named TNT-25. dumped liquid radioactive waste from 
"Zvezdocka"on a regular basis. The "Amur" also 
dumped solid radioactive waste from ""Zvczdochka". 
the last time was in November 199I 1 1 4. According to 
the concession concerning storage of radioactive waste 
at the shipyards at Severodvinsk, the waste is to be 
temporarily stored for maximum ft months before 
transport115. As a result of radioactive waste no longer 
being dumped in the ocean, and lack of alternative 
storage facilities, the concession's preconditions are at 
present being violataded. 

Solid radioactive waste 

Nearly 520 cubic metres of solid radioactive waste is 
annually generated at Severodvinsk. The majority ori
ginates from the repair yard "Zvezdochka". which 
generates 500 cubic metres solid waste a year. At the 
shipyard constructing new nuclear submarines. "Scv-
mash", 5 to 20 cubic metres solid waste is generated 
annually. 

Solid radioactive waste is being stored at both 

IDS Note. Defence Hcaduuarlcrs (Norway) lothc Ministry of F.nvminmcntal Affairs, 7th of April IW2. 
HNSovjclskv Muiman. 27th og July IW3. 
IIOJaMuW. A. V etui.. I W.I. 
111 Jane's Intelligence Review, December IW.V. 
112 Sevcrny Rghocriy. Ird of June I W.I. 
113 Conversations, Severodvinsk, Hlh of December IW3. 
114 Conversations, Severodvinsk. Hlh of December IW3. 
I If The CTOPO Concession 
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Figur 1.2 Storage for solid radioactive waste at Zvezdochka 

are thus not tight. The holes are made for the purpose 
of dumping in the ocean. It used to be a problem that 
the containers did not sink after being dumped. The 
holes were made to make scawatcr pour in, and thus 
make the containers sink faster. Due to lack of system 
and insufficient leakage security, t ly "Gosatomnad-
zor" prohibited further deposits" 7 

In addition to the concrete construction, there is 
another depot for larger radioac'ive objects, such as 
reactor parts, cooling water pipes, control instruments, 
and equipment used for replacing used fuel assembli
es. The radioactive waste is deposited directly on the 
ground, wilhout any kind of protection, or sa r ' guar
ding against drainage into the sea. 

There arc facilities at "Sevmash" for storing conta
minated equipment used as the new nuclear submari
nes were tested. It is a temporary storage, presently 
containing 79 cubic metres of such waste1 l s . The stor
age's capacity is given as 239 cubic metres. 

12 kilometres south-west of the town of Severod
vinsk, by Ihe Mironova mountain, are storage faciliti-

Figure 1.3 
Storage for solid radioactive waste 

at the Mironova mountain 

14,89 meter* 

"Zvezdochka" and "Scvmash". The largest storage is 
at "Zevzdochka", a large depot placed in a concrete 
construction, see illustration. The concrete constructi
on is divided into ten sections, and the waste deposited 
is placed in containers holding 1 cubic metre each. The 
radioactive waste is. in principle, supposed to be distri
buted according to radioactivity level. The total capa
city is 1.201) cubic metres waste. By December 1993, 
the storage contained 972 cubic metres solid radioacti
ve waste, i.e. X5 per cent of the capacity 1"'. The depot 
wi l l be full before Ihe end of the first quarter of 1994. 
The containers deposited are randomly put down in the 
concrete tank, in spite of the storage's concession pre
scribing an orderly stacking. Most of the containers 
put down in the depot are made with several holes, and 

Map 1.7 Severodvinsk and its surroundings 

I U> ('umcPMlmnv Sc\tnid\inNk. Mh nl IK-cvmhcr VM\ 
117 Irtéd 
I IK Ibid 
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es for solid radioactive waste from "Sevmash", see 
map. The storage facilities were built in the 6()'s, and 
consist of a buried concrete construction divided into 
two sections, each with six rooms, see table. The last 
time radioactive waste was delivered to this storage, 
was in 1976. When the storage facilities were built, 
they were intended as a temporary storage for waste 
later to be incinerated at a planned incineration plant at 
Severodvinsk. However, the waste was not returned. 
The storage facilities contain 800 cubic metres low-
and medium radioactive waste. The radioactivity of 
the waste is not known. The Department of Radiologi
cal Security at "Sevmash" carries out routine controls 
of the radiation level at the storage, and the results of 
these examinations show a radiation of 500-600 
microR/h directly above the concrete construction. 
Plans have been made to cover the whole depot in 
asphalt, to reduce radiation outwards. The depot is 6 
metres deep. See table. 

Furthermore, radioactive waste has been deposited 
at the local civi l garbage dump outside Severod
vinsk ' ' ^ This has happened in defiance of the regulati
ons for depositing radioactive waste, and when such 
depositing has been dicovercd, the sources have been 
brought back to the shipyard's own storage facilities. 

At "Zvezdochka" is an incineration plant for solid 
radioactive waste, which was put into operation at the 
beginning of the 8()'s. During operation, the plant has a 

ipacity of 40 kilos of waste per hour. Mostly, conta
minated clothes, rags, and other inflammable materials 
are burnt. The waste gases from the plant are control
led and led through special filters. When the radioacti-
\ ity of the waste gases rise above certain fixed limits, 

•ant is shut down. As the filter-cleansing is ineffi-
Li i . t l . this happens frequently. Some times the filter-
cleansing functions for only three days after having 
new filters installed. At an average, the incineration 
plant is in operation for no more than one month a 

Liquid radioactive waste 
Between 1,200 and 3,100 cubic metres liquid radioac
tive waste is generated annually at the shipyards at 
Severodvinsk. Most of the liquid radioactive waste is 
generated during repairs and replacements of used fuel 
assemblies at "Zvezdochka" (2.000-2,500 cubic 
metres/year), while 200-600 cubic metres is generated 
at "Sevmash" annually 1 2". 

The liquid radioactive waste is stored aboard cargo 
boats, lighters, floating tanks, tank lorries, and at tank 
plants on land. At "Sevmash", there arc live floating 
tanks, each with a capacity of 19-24 cubic metres. Due 
to old age, three of the floating tanks arc no longer in 
use. Furthermore, "Sevmash"' has a tank lorry of 3 
cubic metres tank capacity. At present, "Sevmash" 
delivers all liquid waste to the storage facilities at 
"Svezdochka", consisting of a building containing 
four tanks, each of a capacity of 500 cubic metres. 
Only two of the tanks arc in use. "Zvezdochka" has a 
lighter, the "Osctiya", filled with 1,033 cubic metres 
liquid radioactive waste. The tanker "TNT-25" (Vala 
design) has a capacity of 870 cubic metres. It is also 
tul l . "Zvezdochka" has a tank lorry used for transport 
of four unattached tanks, each of a capacity of 4 cubic 
metres liquid waste. 

The three lighters of 326M-type, numbered "PM-
124", PM-63", and "PM-78" lying alongside quay at 
"Zvczdochka" each have 200 cubic metres liquid radi
oactive waste stored aboard. 75 cubic metres of the 
liquid waste in each of the lighters are regarded as 
• cdium radioactive, of a radioactivity level of 3,7 
GBq/l (0.1 Ci/I). Aboard the service ship of the 2020-
type (NATO name: Malina design), 450 Lubie meties 
liquid waste is stored. 95 cubic metres of this is medi
um level radioactive, of a radioactivity of 3.7 GBq/l 
(0.1 Ci/I). The combined amount of liquid radioae ve 
waste at Severodvinsk is 4,019 uhic mciics. 

Two destruction plains for liquid waste were built in 
the 60's. One at "Zvezdochka" an* one at "Sevmash". 

i, cts stored 

Table 1.5 
Storing of liquid radioactive waste at Severodvinsk 

Number of objects Volume per object Total volume 

i ating tanks 2 
" ink lorry (5 tanks) c 

.nks on shore I 

a lighter «Osetiya» 1 
he tanker «TNT-25» 1 
ighter design 326M 3 

.ervke ship No. 2020 1 

>al SUM: 15 

24 m 3 

1-3 m 3 

500 m 3 

I 113 m 3 

8(0 n 3 

200 m 3 

450 m 3 

48 m 3 

18 m 3 

1.000 m 3 

1.033 m 3 

870 m 3 

600 m 3 

450 m 3 

4.019 m3 

11'' Ibid 
IJlllhiu 
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The two destruction plants were never used, as it was 
easier to transport the waste out on the Barents Sea. 
and dump it. Today, both these plants ure too old to be 
used. 

1.8 Theft of fuel assemblies 
There huve been two known thefts of fuel assemblies 
from the Norhern Fleet's storages on the Kola Penin
sula. Several fuel assemblies a' stolen from the 
storage facilities in the Andreevu , at the naval base 
of Zapudnaya Litsu in IW2. The i,(eft was discovered 
when the fuel assemblies were found only tens of 
metres awuy from the storuge. The culprits had left the 
fuel assemblies there, and disappeared. The case was 
never solved. A l a routine control at the storage facili
ties for unused fuel assemblies at the nava! ship\urd 
•"Sevmorput" at Rosta in Murmansk the 2 /111 of 
November I W ut (12.00 pm. it was discovered that 
three fuel assemblies were stolen 1- 1. The storage for 
unused fuel assemblies is situated at quay no. 20 in the 
northern part of the naval shipyard. The stolen fuel 
assemblies contained mostly non-irradiated highly 
enriched uranium, probably a couple of kilos. After the 
the ft was discovered, a board of inquiry was appoin
ted, consisting of IS members from the military prose
cution authorities, the counter-espionage, and the poli
ce, respectively. The members of the board of inquiry 
believe the theft was done tin command, and do not 
rule out that workers at the shipyard might be invol
ved. The naval shipyard "Sevmorput" is poorly protec-

The fence surrot •nding the shipyard Sevmorput in 
Murmansk 

led against burglary. The fence surrounding the shipy
ard is partly broken and partly non-existing 1- 2. 

Due to the media commotion following the theft of 
the fuel assemblies from the naval buses on the Kola 
Peninsula, questions were raised concerning any pos
sible attempts of smuggling radioactive material 
across the border from Russia to Norway or Finland. 
The custom authorities in the County of Finnmark in 
northern Norway demanded i.e. that the frontier post at 
Storskog in S0r-Varunger should be equipped with a 
Geiger counter. 1 2 3 However, non-irradiatiated uranium 
is relatively low level radioactive, and is thus hard to 
delect by use of a Geiger counter. 

1.9 Accidents 

1.9.1 Accidents concerning nuclear submarines 

There have been several accidents concerning the 
Soviet nuclear submarines belonging to the Northern 
Fleet. Among the most serious acci.' ''• • several 
reactor break downs and fires causing •- lurines to 
sink, or the reactors to be dumped in the ...ira Sea al a 
later point. At several accidents, a break down in the 
nuclear reactors' cooling system has resulted in radio
active discharges, exposing the crew to radiation. 
According to information gathered by Greenpeace, at 
least 507 persons aboard Soviet nuclear submarines 

121 AtlunpuMcn. .Vtlt)t DcLvnihur I'W.V 
\Z2 Hellt>ri.t\ inspection, ftth i>| Dt-CL-mhcr 1 W . 
I M thiif. 
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have died as a result of accidents1-4. US Naval Safety 
Center has reported 1411 accidents concerning nuclear-
powered submarines in the Atlanlic Ocean during the 
period 1983-1987 alone1-*. 74 of the reported acci
dents concerned fires aboard. It has been difficult lo 
get information on accidents concerning Russian 
nuclear submarines. Bellona has gathered information 
on accidents concerning the Northern Fleet's nuclear-
powered .submarines, indicating 52 known accidcnls. 
See table 1.6. Furthermore, there litis been a number of 
accidents concerning nuclear submarines at the Paeilie 
Flee!, the Baltic Fleet, and the Black Sea Fleet. 

The "Komsomolets" accident 

The 7lh of Apri l 19K9 the Soviet nuclear submarine 
"Komsomolet" (Mike design) was wrecked approxi
mately 180 km southeast of Bjørnøya (Bear Island) in 
the Norwegian Sea. At 11.03 am. a fire broke out in the 
electric installations in section seven at the aft . cau
sing several short-circuits aboard. Most of Ihc securily 
systems aboard failed, and several minor iires broke 
out. After struggling against the liames. the crew had 
to give in. and the submarine sank round S.oo pm 1-' '. 
42 people died in the accident. "Komsomolcts" had 
earlier in 19S9gone through a complete security test in 
the ocean region outside the Litsa Fjord on the Kola 
Peninsula. The test revealed a number of security defi
ciencies. After these tests the Head Command of the 
Northern Fleet decided to take "Komsomolets" oul of 
service, but this was not done. 1 2 7 

Today, the "Komsomolets" submarine is positioned at 
1,685 meters depth, at 73°43.47' N and 13°15.84' E . ' * 
It is embedded 2-2.5 meters down in clay. Aboard, there 
is one nuclear reactor (PWR) and two nuclear warheads. 
The Russian authorities staled that the reactor contains 
3 PBq cesium (!37Cs) and 2.8 PBq strontium (9()Sr). 

The nuclear submarine "Komsomolets" (below) is 
positioned at 1,685 meters depth in the Norwegian 
see. To the left is the gripping device that was used 
during the attempt to raise the salvage capsule from 
the submarine in August 1993. 

tjfe&j! 

124 Handler. J.. I W . 
J 2.̂  liriksvn. V. O.. l*w:. 
12b Ctimersalinns held ivilh Reactor Commander ;il "Kumsnnmlcts". Igor Orlov. 22nd of I'ehruarv l l ) ' '2 , St. Petersburg. 
I 27 Ibid. 
12* In'ormiitiini given lit Bell»))» ahoard the Russian research ship "Acadcmik Msiistav Keldysh" during the expedition in 

Augusl September \(>l>2. 
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The conlenl of plutonium is said to be 1,9 kg (mainly 
239Pu, radioactivity level approximately 4.4 TBq) and 
15 TBq plutonium in the lorpedos containing the 
nuclear explosive charges. 

Several examinations have been made where the 
submaiine sank. Western observers have participated 
on several of these. During the expeditions, the subma
rine's technical condition and possible radioactive lea
kages from the torpedos and the reactor, among other 
things, have been examined. During the Russian expe
dition of August/September 1993, attempts were made 
to raise the rescue unit, placed at a distance of "Kom-
somolets". The atteml failed, as the equipment used 
probably was under-sized. Sec illustration of gripping 
device. 

Video-recordings done by staffed submarines at the 
wreck have revealed major damages of the submari
ne's hull, among them a 20 m2 hole in the front. 
During the expedition of August/September 1993, a 
video-camera was successfully maneuvered into the 
fore section of the submarine, where the torpedos arc 
stored. The video-recordings show large interior dama
ges as well. Russian experts do not rule out a possible 
hydrogen explosion, or an explosion in the conventio
nal torpedos as the submarine was wrecked. The survi
vors heard a bang from the deep, shortly after the 
' Komsomolets" went down12''. Parts from the "Kom-
somolets" are shattered outside the submarine hull13". 
Minor elevated values of 137Cs and 134Cs have been 
measured outside the submarine1^. Russian sources 
have claimed that leakages of plutonium from the tor
pedos aboard "Komsomolct.s" to the marine environ
ment are to be expected in few years.'-^-

1.9.2 
Accidents at storage facilities for nuclear waste 

At the land based storage facilities for fuel assemblies 
in the Andreeva Bay. cooling water of a radioactivity 
of approximately 37 TBq (1,000 Ci) was discharged 
into the Lilsa Fjord several times during the period 
1982-1989. The storage facilities consisted of two 
concrete tanks, in wich capsules containing used fuel 
assemblies hung for cooling in water. The concrete 
tanks were built in the early 70's 1 ' 1 1. Each container 
held 7 fuel assemblies. In 1986, severe corrosion cau
sed the containers to loosen and fall down to the bot
tom of the concrete tank, where they were partly bro
ken. In 19X2. leakages occured in the tanks, and the 
radioactive cooling water started seeping out, into a 
brook, and down into the Litsa Fjord. A group of 

volunteercs under command of captain Bulygin from 
Leningrad Military District was brought in to put an 
end to the leakage. The leakage was stopped in 1989. 
The remaining cooling water was drained out of the 
tanks, and the partly broken fuel assemblies were pro
bably moved. It is not known where and how these fuel 
assemblies are stored at present. The volunteers who 
put an end to the leakage, later received the medal 
"Hero of the Soviet Union". Each of the containers 
with used fuel assemblies had a calculated radiation of 
100,000 Roentgen per hour1-14. The high radiation 
level is illustrated by the fact that one minute in immi-
diate proximity equals a lethal dose for human beings. 

Furthermore, accidents have occurred during stora
ge of liquid and solid low- and medium radioactive 
waste aboard lighters at one of the Northern Fleet's 
bases on the Kola Peninsula. A retired captain of the 
Northern Fleet said in an interview in the newspaper 
Komsomolskaya Pravda in 1991, that three lighters 
containing such waste sank alongside quay during the 
period 1975-I9831-'5. The captain particularly focused 
on a lighter that went down alongside quay in 1983. 
loaded with 6 tons radioactvic waste. He claims no 

The picture shows broken fuel assemblies in the 
Andreeva bay 

1.4 Drawing of a storage tank with a leakage 

1 

12(i Conversations aboard the Russian research ship "Academik Mstislav Keldvsh" during the summer l<Jv2-expcdition. 
13(1 At the Naval Museum in St. Pelernurg. there is a mumurial exhibition foi "Komsomolets". where some of the parts are exhibited. 
131 AUC-news. 24th of Novemher l'J')2./ Bnhmer. N. & Berthelsen. T. Nali..nul Institute of Radiation Hygiene. I "02. 
132 Kudrik I.. The ( iAIA linvironmental Office, Murmansk. 
133 Ibid 
134 Criss-crossing the Sovjel Press. No. 4, IWI. 
135 Natural background radiation: HI-20 microR/h. 
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attempt was made to raise the lighter, and that it proba
bly is still there. It is not stated at which of the Northern 
Fleet's bases this should have occured, but he refers to 
replacement of used fuel assemblies at the base. This 
points towards Polyarny, Zapadnaya or the Sayda Bay. 

At the "Zvezdoehka" shipyard at Severodvinsk, unk
nown amounts of liquid radioactive waste were dumped 
in the sewerage system in 1990. This was caused by 
irresponsibility among some of the workers handling 
the waste. Liquid radioactive waste was to be transfer
red from a minor storage tank to a larger one, but as it 
was simpler to empty the waste directly into the sewer, 
this was done. At the sewage disposal plant at Severod
vinsk, at the time following the discharge, radiation 
levels were measured to 2,600-3,000 microR/hl35. 
Analisys of the sewage show elevated values of cesium, 
europium and cobalt in both water and sediments. Con
taminated sewage water is still drained from the shipy
ard to the sewage disposal plant, but today the levels of 
radiation have decreased to 100 microR/h. The inhabi
tants of Severodvinsk have collected sediments from 
the sewage disposal plant, to use as fertilizer in private 
gardens and fields. Measures performed in the gardens 
have indicated values of approximately 400 microR/h. 
Use of sediments from the sewage disposal plant as fer
tilizer has been banned. 

Severodvinsk 
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Table 1.6 
Accidents concerning Soviet nuclear-powered submarines 

No. Location Design/name Course of events 

Atlantic Ocean K-19/Hotel 

13.9.1961 K-8/November 

K-3/ November 
"Leninski 
Komsomol" 

While patrolling the Atlantic Ocean, the "Hotel" 
design nuclear submarine K-19 on the 4th of July 
1961 lost cooling of its nuclear reactors. This led to 
dispatch of radioactivity and the death of 10 crew 
members1. This may be the same incident described 
in the Moscow newspaper Krashnaya Svesda during 
Christmastime 1992. The newspaper printed that the 
bursting of a gasket led to overheating of a reactor 
on the nuclear submarine K-19 on its way to an exer
cise in the Atlantic Ocean on the 18th of June 1961. 
The crew members who stopped the leakage remai
ned close to the nuclear reactor for two hours, and all 
have supposedly perished. According to KrashnayaS-
vesda, 30 men in all lost their lives in the accident; 15 
on location, 9 within a few days, and 6 within a year. 

A pipe for cooling water to the nuclear reactor 
sprung a leak aboard the K-8, a submarine of 
November design, on the 13th of September 1961 2 . 
Dispatch of radioactive gases was measured. 13 of 
the crew were hospitalized after the incident. The 
submarine returned to its base on the Kola Peninsula 
by itself. 
A fire broke out aboard the nuclear submarine in 
June1962 while under the ice in an unknown posit! 
on on its way to the North Pole. The fire resulted in 
problems concerning the cooling of the nuclear reac 
tor. The submarine was of November design 5. The 
submarine was towed to the shipyard of Severod 

vinsk as its reactors had become seriously impaired. 
At Severodvinsk, the entire reactor section was remo 
ved from the hull in 1965 and dumped in Abrosimo 
va Bay on the eastern coast of Novaya Zemlya. One 
reactor was dumped with fuel assemblies within. 
Two new nuclear reactors were fitted at Severod 
vinsk, and the submarine was put into operation 
once more. 

Atlantic Ocean 

Severodvinsk 

K-27/November 

12.2.1965 K-U/November 

Atlantic Ocean 30.7.1965 K-27, November 

The K-27, a modified November design submarine, 
f i t ted with a liquid metal cooled reactor, lost its 
reactor cooling on patrol in the Atlantic Ocean at 
one point during 19644. Dispatch of radioactivity was 
recorded. 

An explosion in the reactor section of the submarine 
K-27, November design, occurred on the 12th of 
February 1965 at the shipyard for nuclear-powered 
submarines of Severodvinsk by the White Sea5. The 
reactor became overheated when operation was ini
tiated after fuel replacement. A fire broke out and 
radioactivity was dispatched to the town of Severod
vinsk. This incident has been compared to another 
known accident which took place during removal of 
used nuclear fuel from a submarine at Vladivostok in 
1985. The submarine reactors were so damaged that 
they were cut out of the hull and dumped at Ambro-
simova Bay on the eastern coast of Novaya Zemlya in 
1965 or 1966. 

Problems arose aboard the nuclear submarine K-27, 

1 Handler, J. 1993 
2 Ibid. 
3 KomsomoKkaya Pravda, 30. juni 1989 
4 Handler, J. 1993 
5 Castberg, R. 1993 
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No. Location Design/name Course of events 

7. Atlantic Ocean 20.11.1965 K-74/Echo 

November desi^,. in the Atlantic Ocean on the 30th 
of July 19656. Af i re breaks out aboard on the 31st of 
July. Following a leakage of the hull, seawater enters 
the submarine on the 15th of August. A fire breaks 
out in section 7 on the 19th of August, and an auxili
ary motor is destroyed. On the 26th of August, the 
level of radioactivity in the reactor section is measu
red as five times higher than normal. This same sub
marine had problems concerning cooling in 1964. 

A reactor-powered turbine breaks down aboard the 
nuclear submarine K-74, Echo design, while patrol
ling the Atlantic Ocean on the 20th of November 
19657. 

8 Polyarnyy 

9 Arctic 

1966 

8.9.1967 K-3/November 

10 Murmansk Fjord 1968 

11 Atlantic Ocean 

12 Atlantic Ocean 

24.5.1968 K-27/November 

A nuclear submarine dispatches radioactive matter 
while alongside quay at the base of Polyarnyy, at the 
mouth of the Murmansk Fjord 8. The surrounding 
area became radioactively contaminated, and fishing 
outside the base has been banned since 1966, due to 
levels of radioactivity in the ocean 9. 

Problems arise during a patrol in the Arctic on the 
8th of September 1967 aboard the "Leninski Komso
mol" K-3, November design. The submarine surfaces 
and returns, on its own, to its base on the Kola Pen
insula. 39 crew members perished in the accident 1 0. 
This same submarine had a serious incident concer
ning its reactor in June 1962 (see point 3). 

A nuclear submarine of unknown design sank 
outside of Severomorsk in the Murmansk Fjord in 
1968. The incident is described in a report from the 
British Ministry of Defence in 1989, and confirmed by 
the CIA1 V The entire crew of 90 perished. The sub
marine has probably been retreived. 

On the 24th of May 1968, a leakage of radioactivity 
from the cooling circuit to the nuclear reactor abo
ard the submarine K-27 occurred. The K-27 was a 
November design submarine, modified with a liquid 
metal cooled reactor 1 2. Nine crew members died in 
this incident in the Atlantic. This was the submarine's 
third major incident. 

A Soviet and US submarine collide in the Atlantic 
Ocean in the spring of 1968 1 3. The US submarine is 
severely damaged, to what degree the Soviet subma
rine was affected is unknown. 

13 Atlantic Ocean 

14 Barents Sea 

23.8 1968 K-140, Yankee II 

9.10.1968 Echo II 

An accident concerning the reactor aboard the 
K-140, Yankee II design, occurs on the 23rd of 
August 1968 1 4. Dispatch of radioactive gases were 
measured from the reactor, which probably suffered 
a meltdown. Both nuclear reactors of this submarine 
were dumped in the Kara Sea in 1972. 
A submarine of the Echo II design collides with a 
foreign submarine off the coast of the Kola Peninsu
la on the 9th of October 1968 1 5. 

6 Handler, J. 1993. 
7 ibid. 
8 Dagens Nyheter, 9. oktober 1986 
9 Samtaler, Murmansk 1992 

10 Handler, J 1993. 
11 Eriksen V O 1992 
12 Handler, J 1993 
13 Ibid 
14 Ibid. 
15 Handler, J 1993 
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No. Location Date Design/name Course of events 

15 Atlantic Ocean 10.10.1968 K-26/Yankeel A deficiency of the ventilation system aboard the 
submarine K-26, Yankee I design, on the 10th of 
October 1968, results in the death of one crew mem
ber 1 6 . 

16 White Sea 

17 Off the coast 
of Spain 

15.11.1969 K-19/Hotel 

10.4.1970 K-8/November 

On the 15th of November 1969, the submarine K-19, 
Hotel design, collides with the US submarine, US5-
Gato, 40 kilomtres outside the seaward entrance to 
the White Sea 1 7 . Whether any of the submarines 
were damaged is not known. 

During an exercise off the coast of Spain on the 10th 
of April 1970, the nuclear submarine, K-8, November 
design, encountered problems and an ensuing fire, 
most likely in the reactor-powered turbines. The 
submarine was taken in tow, but sank outside of 
Cape Finisterre on the 12th of April 1970. Soviet 
Defense vessels patrolled the area for 10 years follo
wing the incident, probably measuring the water to 
check whether radioactivity leaked out of the sub
marine, and to keep other countries at a distance. 
The submarine is still there, with two PWR reactors 
and possibly some torpedoes and nuclear warhe
ads 1 6 . 

18 Barents Sea 

19 Off the coast of 
Newfoundland 

31.3.1971 ? 

25.2.1972 K-19/Hotel II 

20 Atlantic Ocean 

21 Atlantic Ocean 

22 Atlantic Ocean 

12.1972 ? 

1972 Alfa 

31.8.1973 K-219/Yankee 

On the 31st of March 1971, a US and a Soviet 
submarine collided 17 nautical miles from the Mur
mansk Fjord in the Barents Sea 1 9 . Whether any of 
the submarines were damaged is not known. 

On the 25th of February 1972, the Americans 
discovered that the nuclear submarine K-19, Hotel II 
design, was in distress 1,300 kilometres northeast of 
the coast of Newfoundland. This incident is similar to 
the one concerning the November submarine off the 
coast of Spain two years earlier, with a technical bre
akdown followed by fire. The submarine eventually 
received assistance from a Soviet tanker and a facto
ry trawler, and was towed back to its base on the 
Kola Peninsula. Twentyeight men aboard lost their 
lives in this accident 2 0. The situation aboard is not 
known, but the submarine has since been put into 
operation again. 

According to the CIA, a nuclear submarine suffered 
radioactive dispatch from a leakage in its mine- and 
torpedo section in December 1972 2 1 . Casualities con
cerning this incident have been reported. 

A submarine of Alfa design is taken out of operation 
following an accident concerning the reactor. The 
submarine was on patrol in the Atlantic Ocean 2 2 . 

An accident occurred on the 31st of August 1973 
concerning a missile aboard the nuclear submarine 
K-219. Yankee design, while in the Atlantic Ocean 2 3 

One person perished in the accident The same sub
marine sank in October 1986 

16 Ibid. 
17 Ibid. 
18 Eriksen V. O 1992 
19 Dagens Nyheter, 9 oktober 1986 
20 Handler, j 1993 
21 Ibid 
22 ibid 
23 Ibid 
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No. Location Design/name Course of events 

23 Faeroe Islands 

24 Atlantic Ocean 

1973 

7.12.1975 K-36, Echo II 

A nuclear-powered Soviet submarine by the Faeroes 
is forced to surface either due to fire aboard or reac
tor mishap 2 4 . Extent of damage is unknown. 

While patrolling the Atlantic, the submarine K-36, 
Echo II design, suffers the explosion of a battery on 
the 7th of December, 1975". 

25 Barents Sea 5.1976 In May 1976, a Soviet nuclear-powered submarine 
collides with a Norwegian fishing boat in the Barents 
Sea 2 6 . The tail rudder of the submarine is damaged, 
and it is towed to a base on the Kola Peninsula. 

26 Barents Sea November A Norwegian trawler "catches" a Soviet nuclear 
submarine, November design, in its trawl, July 
1976 2 7 . The submarine is damaged and forced to sur
face. 

27 Atlantic Ocean 

28 North Sea 

1977 

8.1978 Echo I 

According to the CIA, M Soviet Navy Officers are 
flown to Leningrad from Canada due to illness indu
ced by radiation following an accident aboard 2 8 . 

In August 1978, a nuclear submarine, Echo II design, 
is observed adrift by Rockall bank, north of Scotland. 
The submarine had no propulsion whatsoever, and 
was later towed to its base on the Kola Peninsula. 

29 Barents 5ea 

30 Atlantic Ocean 

31 Atlantic Ocean 

32 Atlantic Ocean 

Late 70's Alfa 

12.1979 K-27/November 

30.11.1980 K-222 

8.4.1982 K-123, Alfa 

A meltdown of the nuclear reactor on a submarine of 
Alfa design occurred while the submarine was patrol
ling the Barents Sea2^. The submarine encountered 
significant operational problems just prior to the 
reactor meltdown. Several of the crew members 
perished. This may be the same submarine as the one 
described in point 21. 

In the Atlantic in December 1979, a submarine of 
November design suffered a reactor mishap, leading 
to dispatch of radoactivity 3 0. This was the fourth 
major accident to befall this submarine. The reactor 
was destroyed, and large parts of the submarine was 
radioactively contaminated. The entire submarine 
was sunk in Stepovogo Bay in 1981. 

While patrolling the Atlantic, the submarine K-222 
suffered an uncontrolled reactor accident on the 30th 
of November 1980 3 1 . There was dispatch of radioacti
ve gases aboard. 

While patrolling in the Atlantic, a leakage in the 
primary cooling circuit occurred aboard the nuclear 
submarine K-123, Alfa design, on the 8th of April 
1982 3 2 . There were dispatches of radioactive gases 
from the reactor section. The submarine was taken 
out of operation, and the reactor section was repla
ced in the mid-80's. 

24 Greenpeace. 1988 
25 Handler, J 1993 
26 Ibid 
27 Ibid 
28 Ibid 
29 The Globe and Mail. 8 |uni 1987 
30 Vart Vern, nr 1/93 
31 Handler. J 1993 
32 Ibid 
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No. Location 

33 Atlantic Ocean 

34 Atlantic Ocean 

35 Base-35 

Date Design/name 

18.61983 K-131, Echo II 

Late 
October 
1986 

Autumn ? 
1986 

36 Bermuda 

37 Barents Sea 

38 Kola Coast 

39 Arctic 

40 Bear Island 

6.10.1986 Yankee 

1.1987 ? 

11.11.1987 Delta III 

9.5.1988 Delta I 

7.4.1989 K-278/Mike 
"Komsomolets" 

Course of events 

On the 18th of June 1984, a fire broke out in the 
electrical section aboard the submarine K-131, Echo II 
design 3 3 . 13 crew members died in the fire. 

In late October 1986, a submarine of Delta I design 
collided with the US submarine USS Augusta 3 4 . Sovi
et authorities stated that the submarine only suffe
red minor damages. 

An accident concerning a nuclear submarine of 
Yankee design occurred at Sevmorput in the Mur
mansk suburb of Rosta in the autumn of 1986 3 5 . The 
process of removing fuel from a run-down submari
ne reactor had commenced. A fire broke out close 
by, resulted in the calling of a fire boat. The fire boat 
came at high speed, causing large waves and the 
submarine to rock. The lid of the nuclear reactor was 
somewhat displaced, and an explosion resulting from 
reactor tank pressure, was only narrowly avoided. 

A nuclear submarine of Yankee design sank 1,000 
kilometres northeast of Bermuda in the western part 
of the Atlantic, on the 6th of October 1986 3 6 . A fire, 
followed by a powerful explosion, resulted in the 
wreckage of the submarine. The nuclear submarine, 
with two PWR reactors and 16 nuclear missiles abo
ard, sank to a depth of 5,000 metres. 

A Soviet nuclear powered submarine collided with 
the HMS Splendid off the coast of the Kola Peninsu
la. The Soviet Navy stated shortly afterwards that the 
accident could have become serious 3 7. 

A submarine of Delta III design collided with another 
Soviet submarine by a base on the Kola Peninsula on 
the 11th of November 1987 3 8 . The Delta III submari
ne had reversed into the other submarine. Both sub
marines were seriously damaged. 

On the 9th of May 1988, a submarine of Delta I 
design collided with the lower part of an iceberg in 
the Arct ic 3 9 . The front part of the submarine was 
seriously damaged, but the submarine travelled back 
to its base on the Kola Peninsula by own means. 

A fire broke out aboard the Northern Fleet's only 
submarine of Mike design, the "Komsomolets", on 
the 7th of April 1989. The "Komsomolets" sank 180 
kilometres southwest of Bear Island in the Norwegi
an Sea. Forty-two of the crew members lost their 
lives in the accident. The submarine has a PWR reac
tor, and probably two nuclear missiles aboard. It lies 
1,685 metres under the sea 4 0 . See alsr separate des
cription of the "Komsomolets" incide .. 

33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid 
35 Kudnk. I 1992 
36 Forsvarets Overkomando, 1992 
37 Handler. J 1993 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid 
40 Nilsen T 1992 
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No. Location Design/name Course of events 

41 Barents Sea 25.6.1989 Echo I Cracks occurred in the pipes of the cooling circuit of 
the reactors in a nuclear submarine of Echo II design 
on the 25th of June 1989. The submarine was situa
ted 100 kilometres northwest of the island of Senja 
in the Norwegian county of Troms. This type of com
plication is one of the most common experienced by 
1st generation nuclear submarines. The smoke-emit
ting submarine was partly towed, partly powered by 
its own diesel engine, and brought back to its base 
on the Kola Peninsula. 

42 Barents Sea 16.7.1989 Alfa 

43 Kandalakshaya bay 5.12.1989 Delta IV 

44 Severodvinsk 21.12.1990 ? 
29.1.1991 

On the 16th of July, a submarine of Alfa design 
encountered problems with its reactor, while 120 
kilometres east of Vardo in the Barents Sea. The sub
marine was towed to a base on the Kola Peninsula. 
This was the third incident involving Soviet nuclear 
submarines off the coast of Norway during a period 
of only a few months. 

An accident occurred during the testing of a new 
submarine of Delta IV design in the Kandalakshaya 
Bay in the White Sea on the 5th of December 1989 4 ' . 
Toxic missile fuel was dispatched. Whether the sub
marine was damaged is unknown. Kandalakshaya 
Bay is the deepest part of the White Sea, and is a 
well-known testing ground for new submarines from 
the shipyard of Severodvinsk. 

A fire broke out on a submarine lying at the 
roofed-over docks at the submarine shipyard of Seve
rodvinsk on the 21st of December 1990^. No infor
mation on the consequences of the fire are available. 
On the 29th of January 1991, af i re broke out in the 
same submarine at Severodvinsk. 

45 White Sea 27.9.1991 Typhoon An accident occurred on the 27th of September 1991 
during test launching of a missile from a Typhoon 
submarine in the White Sea 4 3 . 

46 Kildin Island 11.2.1992 Sierra A Russian submarine of Sierra design collided with 
the US nuclear-powered submarine USS Baton Rouge 
outside the island of Kildin in the outermost part of 
the Murmansk Fjord, on the 11th of February 1992. 
Some claim the US submarine was within Russian ter
ritorial boundaries 4 4. 

47 Litsa Base 29.5.1992 ? An explosion occured in an electrical compressor 
aboard a submarine alongside quay at the base on 
the Litsa Fjord on the Kola Peninsula on the 29th of 
May 1992 4 5 . The nuclear reactor was not damaged in 
the explosion, but according to specialists, there was 
a fire risk. One officer was killed in the explosion, 
and four others were seriously hurt. 

41 Natur 09 Samfunn, nr. 1/91. 
42 Castberg. R. 1993 
43 Handler, J. 1993 
44 Radio Murmansk. 3. mars 1992 
45 Sovjetsktj Murman, 6. juli 1992. 
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No. Location Design/name Course of events 

48 Barents Sea 1.10.1992 ? 

49 Murmansk-60 10.11.1992 ? 
11:00 am 

50 Polyarnyy 30-31.1.1993 November 

A fire broke out aboard a nuclear submarine 
patrolling the Barents Sea on the 1st of October 
1992 4 6 . The design of this submarine is unknown. 
The fire followed a short-circuiting of the control 
board, and the command section was filled with 
smoke. The captain ordered a run-down of the 
nuclear reactors. On the 2nd of October an auxiliary 
vessel from the Northern Fleet towed the submarine 
to its base in the Litsa Fjord on the Kola Peninsula. 
The incident did not lead to any injuries, and the fire 
was quickly extinguished. 

A fire broke out in the mess aboard a nuciear 
submarine alongside quay at the naval base of Mur
mansk-60, on the outermost part of the Murmansk 
Fjord on the 10th of November 1992 at 11 a m 4 7 . The 
fire was caused by welding performed aboard. The 
fire-extinguishing system aboard was put into opera
tion, and the fire was extinguished by noon. The 
commander at Murmansk-60 claims the fire at no 
point could have ted to dispatch of radioactivity. 

A fire broke out in a submarine of November design 
lying alongside quay at the base in Polyarnyy by the 
mouth of the Murmansk Fjord on the 30-31st of 
January 1993 4 8 . According to the head of radiologi
cal security of the county of Murmansk, Alexandr 
Mikhailov, there was at no point danger of radioacti
ve dispatch. 

51 Base 35 

52 Kola Coast 

Late '. 
January 1993 

20.3.93 Delta 

A fire broke out in a workshop situated on a quay 
where a discarded submarine was moored, in Base 35 
in the Murmansk suburb of Rosta, at one point 
during the last two weeks of January 1993 4 9 . The 
submarine suffered insignificant damage. 

A Russian Delta-submarine and the USA submarine 
«Grayling» collidied of the coast of the Kola Pennin-
sula. There were only minor damrnagde on the sub
marines. The situasion i shown below. 

«Grayling» 

A 

J 
46 Komsomolskaja Pravda, 9. oktober 1992 
47 Sovietskij Murman, 12. november 1992 
48 Kuérik, t 1993 
49 Ibid 
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Chapter2 
Nuclear weapons 

More than 45,000 nuclear warheads have been 
produced in the Former Soviet Union and Rus
sia. Most of the warheads are at present in stora
ge, due to voluntary reductions by Russia and 
the START agreement between the USA and 
Russia. In Russia, BeJorussia, Kazakhstan, and 
the Ukraine, there are at present (the 1st of 
June, 1993) 10,500 nuclear warheads, mostly 
placed on Russian territory'. The amount of 
warheads on the Kola Peninsula is not known. 

"Stra'egic/ballistic missiles" ure missiles launc
hed into u ballistic trajectory. Most of the missiles' 
trajectory is covered outside the almospcre. Inter
continental strategic missiles (ICBM) are land-
based missiles ranging from 5.5011 to 14.8011 kilo
metres, while the submarine-based strategic missi
les (SLBM) have a range of 3.00(1 to 9.1(10 kilome
tres. The missiles may be fitted with several warhe
ads aimed at different strategic destinations. 

Cruise missiles are steered, and slav within the 

atmosphere all the way. The range of the submarine 
based cruise missiles is approximately 3,00(1 kilo
metres. Cruise missiles constitute part of the tacti
cal forces. Furthermore, the tactical nuclear forces 
consists of anti-submarine missiles, torpedoes, and 
deep-sea bombs charged with nuclear explosives. 
The Russian Ministry of Defence stated the 4th of 
February 1993 that all tactical nuclear warheads 
have been withdrawn from vessels/submarines, and 
placed in central storages-. There arc no internatio
nal agreements limiting the number of tactical 
nuclear warheads. 

Nuclear weapons at sea 
Nuclear submarines may be equipped with different 
nuclear weapon systems, such as strategic-, cruise-, 
and anti-submarine missiles, torpedoes, and deep 

Model of the first Soviet bomb to go into serial pro
duction 

I lnliTn.itinn.il Inthluu- lor SlMtt-)Mt' SIUII ICN. I 'W) 
; i h u l 

http://lnliTn.itinn.il
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Table 2.1 

Submarine Weapon Number of Explosive force per Range 
designs types warheads warhead (kilotons) (km) 

Akula SS-N-21 1 200-300 3000 
Sierra SS-N-21 1 200-300 3000 

Victor 1 None _ _ _ 
Victor II None - - -
Victor III SS-N-2'i - 1 200-300- 3000 

Yankee 10-20 pes. SS-N-21 1 200-300 3000 
or 12 pes. SS-N-24 1 Not known Not known 

Juliett (Diesel; 4 pes. SS-N-3a 1 350 460 
Echo II 8 pes. SS-N-3a 1 350 460 

Charlie 1 8 pes. SS-N-7 1 Not known Not known 
Charlie II 8 pes. SS-N-9 1 200 100 

Oscar 1 24 pes. SS-N-19 1 500 560 
Yankee 1 16 pes. SS-N-6 2 MRV 1000 3000 

Delta l/ll 12/16 pes. SS-N-8 1 1500 9100 
Delta III 16 pes. SS-N-18 7 MIRV 500 6900 
Delta IV 16pcs..SS-N-23 4MIRV 100 8300 

Typhoon 20 pes. SS-N-20 10 MIRV 200 8300 

sea bombs. The attack submarines in the Northern 
Fleet may be equipped with long distance missiles 
of the SS-N-21 type for attack of targets on land, 
anti-submarine arms, such as missiles of the SS-N-
16 type, and deep sea bombs of the SS-N-15 type'. 
Submarines wi th cruise missiles may be equipped 
wi th different kinds of cruise missiles with nuclear 
warheads. In addit ion, Oscar and Charlie I/II may 
be equipped wi th nuclear deep-sea bombs of the 
SS-N-15 type, and anti-submarine missiles of the 
SS-N-16 type. SS-N-15 deep-sea bombs have a 
range of 45 kilometres, and an explosive force of 
approximately 5 kilotons. The strategic submarines 
may be equipped wi th ballistic strategic missiles of 
different types. A survey of the varying missiles 
which may he placed on the different submarine 
designs is shown in table ??. In addition to thc»c 
nuclear weapons, all nuclear submarines may be 
equipped wi th nuclear torpedoes of the 53-nK 
HWT- or 65-HWT types, which may be fired from 
standard torpedo barrel of 533 mm or 65(1 mm in 
diameter, respectively. 

In addition to the nuclear-powered submarines 
and the two nuclear-powered battle cruisers, the 
Northern Fleet possesses 24 more surface vessels 
carrying warheads. As shown in table 3, it is possi
ble to place 288 nuclear arms aboard surface ves
sels in the Northern Fleet. 

Land- and air based nuclear weapons 
In addition to the sea based nuclear weapons, seve
ral nuclear warheads are placed on land. On the 
Kola Peninsula, there are several Scud batteries 
capable of f i r ing missiles wi th nuclear warheads. 
Furthermore, the Northern Fleet's Ai r Force and 
the Russian A i r Defence have a considerable 
amount of attack aircrafts and bombers which may 
be equipped wi th nuclear arms. These are based at 
the airports of Olenonogorsk. K Ipjarv. and Severo-
morsk, among others. 

The S T A R T U agreement 
As a result of the START-II agreement. Russia and 
the USA are both obliged to reduce the total num-

.1 SS-N- (Surface I" Surraet N.iv, 
•U'mhran ct at I ' lHI 
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I" Table 2.2 Surface vessels which are able to carry nuclear warheads 

1 
Design/Name Vessels Number Nuclear weapon Total number 

designs types of warheads 

Adm. Kuznetsov Aircraft-carriers 1 12 pes. SS-N-19 36 
24 pes. SA-N-9 

Adm. Gorshkov Aircraft-carriers 1 12 pes. SS-N-12 44 
32 pes. SS-N-6 

Kiev Aircraft-carrier 1 8 pes. SS-N-12 8 
Kirov-design Cruisers 2 20 pes. SS-19 40 
Kresta ll-design Cruisers 2 8 pes. SS-N-14 16 
Slava-design Cruisers 1 16 pes. SS-N-12 16 
Udaloy-design Destroyers 6 8 pes. SS-N-14 4 
Sovremennyy-design Destroyers 8 8 pes. SS-N-22 64 
Mod Kashin-design Destroyers 1 4 pes. S5-N-2C 4 
Krivak ll-design Frigates 3 4 pes. SS-N-14 12 

Total Sum 24 288 
Source: Militærbalansen 1993-94. 

Nuclear warheads 
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ber of their strategic warheads to between 3,000 
and 3,500 before 2003. Furthermore, the START-H 
agreement states that the number of warheads on 
strategic submarine-based missiles (SLBM) on 
each side are to be reduced to 1750, and it bans 
intercontinental strategic missiles (ICBM) with 
multiple independently steerable warheads 
(MIRV). The agreement increases the significance 
of the strategic submarines based on the Kola Pen
insula, and Russia may after 2003 keep all its Typ
hoon (6 of them, all with 200 warheads) and Delta 
IV (7 of them, all with 64 warheads) submarines in 
operation. The remaining strategic nuclear wea
pons may be placed on mobile launching ramps and 
bombers*. 

Accidents concerning storing of 
nuclear weapons 

The Northern Fleet has two major storages for 
nuclear warheads: One at the main base at Severo-
morsk, and one in the rockbed by the Sayda Fjord, 
just to west of Polyarnyy in the Murmansk fjord''. 
In addition, there are two major storages for nucle
ar warheads for ballistic missiles at Revda at Lovo-

zero, centrally situated on the Kola Peninsula, and 
one storage at Nenoksa in the county of Arkhang
elsk 7 , Furthermore, several of the Northern Fleet's 
radiological supply ships most likely store nuclear 
warheads intended for nuclear-powered submari
nes". Most nuclear warheads on the Kola Peninsula 
by far are now placed in these central storages. 

Accidents during handling of missiles aboard 
submarines have taken place several times, but 
whether was any risk of nuclear explosions occur
red is not known. At the submarine shipyard of 
Severodvinsk, accidents of this kind occur once a 
year, on average''. One accident of this kind, follo
wed by a leakage of missile fuel from a submarine, 
is to have occurcd at the port of Severomorsk in 
February 1991'". In 1986, there was a major explo
sion in a missile storage at Severomorsk11. The 
explosion was strong enough to be heard all the 
way to Murmansk, 20 kilometres south of Severo
morsk. The powerful shock wave blew out most of 
Severomorsk's windows facing the missile storage. 
The subsequent fire was not extinguished until 
three to four days later. The amount of nuclear war
heads in the storage is not known, nor if any of 
them were damaged by the explosion or the fire. 

5 (hid. 
h Conversations held in Murmansk. Sepumher l'J l>2. 
7 Ciivihcrg. R.. I W 1 
S Cochran. T . U . e t a l . I*W>. 
M Handler. J.. I*»)). 
lOCaMhurg. R.. I 'WJ. 
11 C o n v e r s i o n held in Murmansk. K'hru;ir\ llJ<)2. 
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Chapter 3 
Civil nuclear-powered vessels 

Russia is in possession of 8 nuclear-powered civil 
vessels. 7 of these are nuclear-powered icebrea
kers, and one is a nuclear-powered container ship. 
This is the world's largest fleet of civil nuclear-
powered vessels.1 All vessels are operated by the 
Murmansk Shipping Company (MSC), and their 
base, "Atomflot", is situated 2 kilometres north of 
the town of Murmansk. (See map) Service of the 
nuclear-powered vessels, as well as storage and 
processing of radioactive waste, is undertaken at 
"Atomflot". Furthermore, the Murmansk Ship
ping Company operates 3 diesel-powered icebrea
kers. 

3.1 Murmansk Shipping Company (MSC) 

The civil nuclear-powered vessels are owned by the 
Russian state, but are run by MSC. Until 1992, MSC 
was a state-run shipping company, under the authori
ty of the Russian Ministry of Transport. During 1993 
the MSC underwent large structural changes of 
ownership. The shipping company was partly privati
zed as a limited company, where employees own 51 
per cent of the stock and 49 per cent is in the hands of 
private investors and the Russian state. Apart from 
the nuclear-powered vessels, MSC also operates 
ships for transport of iron ore and other cargo, traw
lers and passenger ships. 

In 1991 it was estimated that foreign trade consti
tuted 60 per cent of the shipping company's total car
rying trade-. An increasing proportion of the foreign 
trade provides the MSC with foreign exchange ear
nings. However, as the operation of the nuclear-
powered icebreakers is highly expensive, the compa
ny as a whole is run at a loss. Furthermore, the com
pany has encountered difficulties in getting paid for 
commissions. In October 1993. MSC had 12.6 billion 
Roubles in outstanding claims, of which 8.5 billion 
were owed by the merged Norilsk/Nikel companies 
for transport of nickel ore and use of icebreakers in 
connection with shipping of nickel ore and metals 
from Norilsk in Siberia'. The operation of the nucle
ar-powered icebreakers alone led to a loss of 5.6 billi
on Roubles in 1993. liven Ihough the stale has gua
ranteed economic aid for the operation of the nuclear-

powered icebreakers, only 800 million Roubles of the 
total debt was paid by the state4. This led to a crisis 
in terms of liquidity, and as a result the employees of 
the MSC received no wages for October and Novem
ber. Demands were raised by the employees that the 
nuclear-powered icebreakers were to be precipitated 
as a separate state-run company, economically inde
pendent of the MSC. The demands were met by the 
Russian authorities, and further management of the 
nuclear-powered icebreakers will, in principle, be 
subsidized by Moscow. Until money actually is trans
ferred from Moscow, the parts of the MSC that are 
operated at an economic balance or profit, shall subsi
dise the management of the nuclear-powered icebrea
kers. 

3 million tons made up the carrying trade on the 
northern coast in 1993. By comparison, it made up 
6.7 million tons in 1987. During the 1980«s, plans 
were made for the construction of 15 new nuclear-
powered icebreakers, but these plans have now been 
shelved. The demand for icebreakers in the Russian 
Arctic has been greatly reduced as previous plans of 
large-scale industrialisation in northern Siberia are 
not being put into action. Most nuclear-powered iceb
reakers were put into operation after 1985, and at the 
time being, there is a surplus capacity of icebreakers. 
For the operation of nuclear-powered icebreakers to 
be economically viable, each icebreaker must trans
port one million tons of cargo each year. Considering 
the present level of transportation in the Russian Arc
tic, this gives basis for the profitable operation of 
three vessels. The "Ural" will be the last large nucle
ar-powered icebreaker to be delivered, but after the 
year 2000 the construction of a scries of smaller and 
less expensive icebreakers may be feasible. 

3.2 Nuclear-powered icebreakers 

The nuclear-powered icebreakers were constructed 
for the purpose of increasing the shipping along the 
northern coast of Siberia, in waters covered by ice for 
long periods of time. The nuclear-powered icebrea
kers are far more powerful than their diesel-powcred 
counterparts. During the winter, the ice along the nor
thern seawav varies in thickness from 1.2 to 2 meters. 

I Three other e'l\ il nuclear-powered surface vessels have heen hmll in ihe world. Nunc of these are in commercial operation In addi 
lion, a CIS it nuclcar-pnucrcd submarine ITrcnch'('anndlun) has been hull! 

: ( ' js lkr i ! . R. I ' « : 
.1 Conversation held with V Ililinov. f Icud nf Information at "Atomllol" 
4 Arktichcsk.ivi A c / d a . :.Hih of October I W . 
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The ice in central parts of Ihc Polar Sea, is 2.5 meters 
thick, at an average. Nuclear-powered icebreakers 
can force this ice al speeds up to 10 knots. In ice-free 
waters the maximum speed of the nuclear-powered 
icebreakers is 21 knots5. 

From a Russian point of view, the material stan
dards aboard the nuclear-powered icebreakers arc 
very high. Most nuclear-powered icebreakers have a 
swimmingpool. a sauna, a cinema and a gymnasium. 
In the restaurants aboard there is a bar and facilities 
for live music performances. The nuclear-powered 
icebreakers "Vaigach" and "Taimyr" have a crew of 
120 each, while the nuclear-powered icebreakers of 
the "Arklika" design have a crew of more than 21 HI. 
In all, 2,(KX) people work aboard the nuclear-powered 
icebreakers, the nuclear-powered container ship and 
aboard the service- and storage ships stationed at 
"Atomflol". The crew on the civil nuclear-powered 

Nuclear-powered icebreaker "Arktica " in operation 
and a drawing of the same. 

vessels have received special training al the Makarov 
college in Si. Petersburg. 

Al its launching in l°57. the icebreaker "Lenin" 
was the world's first civil nuclear-powered vessel. 
"Lenin" was put into ordinary operation in 1454. In 
all, nine Russian civil nuclear-powered vessels have 
been built in Russia. Eight of these arc nuclear-powe
red icebreakers, and one is a nuclear-powered contai
ner ship (sec chart). In addition lo Ihese. a new nucle
ar-powered icebreaker, the "Ural", will be delivered 
al Murmansk during 1W4. The "Ural" was launched 
al Ihc shipyard of St. Petersburg November I W . The 
"Vaigach" and "Taimyr" are huill at shipyards in Kin-
land, while all nuclear-powered icebreakers of Ihe 

3 Murmansk Shipping (\impanv 

file:///impanv
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for yet another 10 to 15 years. However, if no more 
money is grunted for upgrading, neither the "Arkti
ka", or the "Sibir" might ever come into operation 
again. Furthermore, economic aspects indicate that 
these icebreakers will not be put into operation again. 
Unless there is a significant increase of transport in 
the Arctic, it will not be profitable to operate seven 
nuclear-powered icebreakers, ft is to be expected that 
the oldest icebreakers would be the first ones to be 
taken out of operation7. 

Use of nuclear-powered icebreakers 

The nuclear ice-breakers of the Arktika design are 
used to force through the ice for the benefit of cargo 
ships and other vessels along the northern seaway. 
The northern seaway comprises the eastern part of the 
Barents Sea, the Pctchora Sea, the Kara Sea, the Lap
tev Sea and the Eastern Siberia Sea to the Bering 
Straight. Important ports on the northern seaway are, 
among others, Dixon, Tiksi and Pcvck. 

The nuclear-powered icebreakers "Vaigach" and 
"Taimyr" have been built for shallow waters and arc 
usually used on the river Jenitsej to Dixon, where 
they break ihrough the ice followed by cargo ships 
with lumber from Igarka and cargo ships with ore and 
metals from the Norilsk Company's port Dudinka. 
These nuclear-powered icebreakers can also be used 
as fireboals. 

The nuclear-powered icebreakers have also been 
used for a number of scientific expeditions in the Arc
tic. The nuclear-powered icebreaker "Arktika" was 
e.g. the first surface vessel in the world to reach the 
North Pole, on the 17th of August 1977* 

Since \i>Hi) the nuclear-powered icebreakers have 

Map 3.1 The Northern searoute 

h Arkik:hv*Lit.i A L A I . I . > i h nl (M«K* i I'"»* .mil J.Mh uf Ninvmhrr I W 1 
7 ( t«mr>.#Jn>*)s M i l with J J o i J n l Inliirmalinn HitintA. "Altunllttl". > l h t>l <Mt'bvr I 1 " * 
Hhwsll.t. IHth ivt VlplM | '* '7 

Table 1 
Nuclear-powered civil vessals 

Name Operational Type 
Since 

Lenin 1959 icebreaker 
(taken out of 
operation in 1989) 

Arktika 1975 Icebreaker, Arktika-type 
Sibir 1977 Icebreaker, Arktika-type 
Rossiya 1985 Icebreaker, Arktika-type 
Sevmorput 1988 Container ship 
Taimyr 1989 River Icebreaker 
Sovjetskij 
Sojuz 1990 Icebreaker, Arktika-type 
Vaigach 1990 River Icebreaker 
Jamal 1993 Icebreaker, Arktika-type 

Source: Murmansk Shipping Company. 

"Arktika" design have been buill at the Admirality 
Shipyard in Si. Petersburg. 

The nuclear-powered icebreaker "Lenin'" was 
laken out of operation November 1 WW and laid up at 
"Atomflol". the base lor nuclear-powered icebrea
kers, in the Murmansk Fjord. The nuclear-powered 
icebreakers "Arktika" and "Sibir" are presenlJy not in 
operation and at "Alomflot" for extensive repair. 
Among other things, the nuclear reactors and turbine 
generators are to be upgraded as these do not satisfy 
the safely standards established for newer nuclear-
powered icebreakers. The costs have been estimated 
at III billion Roubles ( I 'W) . but money has as of yet 
not been granted from Moscow. The "Arktika" will 
he upgraded by the winter of IWS/yfi. while the 
"Sibir" will, according to plans, be ready by the end 
of I'WrV . Afterwards, the vessels will be in operation 
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also been used for purely touristic purposes, carrying 
financially strong tourists to the North Pole. Each 
participant pays up to US$ 25,000 for cruises lasting 
three weeks. The "Sibir" was used for the two first 
tourist cruises in 1989 and 1990. In 1991 and 1992, 
the tourist trips to the North Pole were undertaken by 
"Sovjetsky Sojuz". During the summer of 1993, the 
"Jamal" was used for three tourist expeditions in the 
Arctic. Aboard the "Jamal" is a separate accommoda
tion section for tourists. The nuclear-powered icebre
aker "Ural" will at its delivery in 1994, contain an 
accommodation deck customised for tourists. MSC 
calculates in its budget for 1994, an income of US$ 
450,000 for tourist trips1'. 

Furthermore, negotiations arc being held between 
the MSC and the owners of the Canadian oil rig 
"Canmar", concerning the towing of the rig to the 
western Arctic in 1994. Expected profits from this 
commission have been estimated at US $ 5 million111. 

3.3 Nuclear-powered container ship 

MSC operates a nuclear-powered container ship, the 
"Sevmorpuf, put into operation in 1988. The "Scv-
morput" was built by a shipyard in the town Kerch by 
the Black Sea. Its bull is fortified against the ice. and 
it can. by its own means, advance through ice of up to 
one meter's ihickness. The "Scvmorput" is 260 
meters long, weighs AI 000 tons, and is able to trans
port 74 lighters of moderate size, or 1,336 contai
ners1 1. The ship is mainly used for transport of ligh
ters and containers from Murmansk to towns along 
the northern coast of Siberia. The entrances to most 
of the Siberian coaslal lowns consisl of very shallow 
waters, and the '"Scvmorpul" is therefore used for 
transporting the lighters offshore, where Ihey are 
unloaded and lowed ashore by smaller vessels. The 
ship is also employed for transporting cargo to and 
from other parts of Ihe world, i.e. The East and Cuba. 
The use of Ihe "Scvmnrput" to Ihe Russian Far Easl 
has been reduced the last few years, as several impor
tant ports, among them Vladivostok, have denied the 
ship permission to call because of it being nuclear-
powered'-. This limits the earning prospects of "Scv
morput". and today ihe ship is run al loss. When the 
ship started running in I9KK, it satisfied the require
ments lixed by Ihe International Maritime Organizati
on (IMC))". In 1991. ihe "Sevmorpul" was in for 7 
months' repair. 

Sevmorput 

The construction of another nuclear-powered con
tainer ship, similar to the "Scvmorpul", began in 
1984, but this container ship was fitted with ordinary 
diescl-powcred machinery in stead of a nuclear rcac-
lor. The ship was not fitted with a nuclear rcaclor for 
propulsion, due to lack of financing, as well as the 
negative attention thai arose concerning nuclear-
powered civil vessels in ports in the eastern part of 
Russia. 

3.4 Types of reactors 

The main machinery of the nuclear icebreakers and 
the nuclear-powered container ship is based on nucle
ar turbines. The reactors in use are Pressurized Water 
Reactors (PWR), a reactor type developed further 
from ihe basic construction of the reactors of Ihe first 
nuclear-powered submarines. The reactor's model-
design is KLT-40. The main difference between the 
icebreaker reactors and the submarine reactors, is 
size. The core of the lirsl design of reactors lined in 
the "Lenin" was approximately 1.5 meters in height 
and approximately I meler in diameter14. 

The reactor core in the nuclear icebreakers has bet
ween 241 and 274 fuel assemblies. The fuel consists 
of 30-40'/ enriched uranium-235'\ in comparison to 
civil nuclear plants, which use 3-4 '< enriched urani-
um-325 in their fuel. American submarine reactors 
use up lo 97.3 '( enriched uranium-2351". The fuel 
avsemblies in an icebreaker rcaclor have to be repla
ced every third or fourth year under normal running 

'> Afkln.hok.i>.i A i ' / t U > l h ul ik-uiKr I'Wt ,ind :<lh nl Nmcmh» I W I 
IlllhlU 
11 Murmansk Shipping ( umpanv 
i : Cnlhcry. H . I'WJ 
11 l.okM-n. V ( ) . |««: 
IJ Vtnhik Nmlc.il tn irp AityrtK.ilo M>A «.pint t JII71. NiivcmlKr I'm» 
IS Murmansk Shipping ( nmpiim I**'* 
101 nkiin. V ( ) . If»; 
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Servicebace "Atomflot" outside Murmansk 

conditions. Replacing the fuel assemblies lakes place 
in the service base "'Atomflot". see paragraph'.'? .1.5. 
Replacement of fuel assemblies takes approximately 
I 1/2 months 17. 

To avoid boiling, the water in the reactor tank is 
kept under high pressure. This hot water (.10(1-400 ; 
C) from the reactor tank gives off heal to another clo
sed water circuit, where steam is generated and led lo 
steam turbines, which in turn run the propellers. For 
each of the reactor cores in the nuclear icebreakers, 
there are four steam generators that supply the turbi
nes with steam. The third cooling circuit contains sea-
water that condensates and cools down the steam 
after it has run through the turbines. Afterwards, the 
water circulates back lo the sleam generator to be 
healed anew by the water in the reactor lank. (Sec 
tabic 3.4) The icebreaker reactors' cooling system is 
application-designed for arctic seawater of low tem
peratures. 

Schematic illustration of reactors 

The two nuclear icebreakers "Vaigach" and "Taymyr" 
hoih have one nuclear reactor. The reactor core has up 
lo 274 fuel assemblies, and actual power transmission 
lo Ihc propellers is 5IMHM) hp. The number of fuel 
assemblies may vary slightly. 

The nuclear icebreakers "Sibir". "Arktika". "Ros-
sia". "Sovjclsky Soju^". "Jamal". 

and the coming "Ural" all have two nuclear reac
tors, liach reactor core has 241 fuel avsemblicv Actu
al power transmission lo the propellers in the nuclear 
icebreakers wilh two reactors, is 75 tMMt hp (1.15 
MW) Including Ihc "Ural", there are a loial of 15 
nuclear reactors running aboard civil vevscls based in 
Murmansk 

The container ship "Scvmorpui"» reactor produces 
-l-I.IMNI hp lo the propellers The reactor is similar lo 

P Mwrm.m f̂c Shipping < emptnv. I'l*»* 
I» An.nhvr rumir li» Atumllm is Rr» "2 
P'PH pumphkr puMtshviJ hv At/thiuhfi.i 'Nhtptiuildini: *hip rv] 

the ones aboard "Tuimyr" and "Vaigach", containing 
a maximum of 274 fuel assemblies. The cooling sys
tem of "Scvniorpufs reactor differs slighllv from Ihc 
ones aboard the nuclear icebreakers, and it is not 
dependent on seawater of low temperatures. For this 
reason. "Sevmorput" may be employed in warmer sea 
regions. 

3.5 The service base "Atomflot" 

"Atomflot" is. as previously mentioned, service base 
for the civil nuclear-powered vessels. The base is 
situated by the Murmansk Fjord, to kilometres north 
of Rosla. a suburb of Murmansk, see map l s . In addi
tion to a rather large quay structure, the base consists 
of several workshop halls, storage- and processing 
plants for liquid and solid radioactive materials, 
administration building, and five application-desig
ned assistance vessels for storing radioactive waste 
and used fuel assemblies. 

The lirst quay structure at "Atomflot" was buill in 
the I960*s, and consisted of just one pier and a woo
den house, which was to serve the nuclear icebreaker 
"Lenin". All maimainance of the reactors and additio
nal repayments was done by the Zvezdochka Shipy
ard at Seredovinsk'1'. Throughout the 7l)\s and Kit's. 
"Atomflot" was expanded on. and in l°92 the con
struction of the new administration building was 
brought to an end. 

When Ihc nuclear icchri'iikirs are out of operation, 
they are docked al "Atomflot" quay lo receive neces
sary repairments. Owing to the lack of dry docks at 
"Alomflol". hull maintance is done at dry docks in 
central dock areas close to the centre of Murmansk. 
Mainlainance work is mainly carried oul during the 
summer, bul most of the lime a nuclear icebreaker is 
lo be found in dry dock in the harbour of Murmansk. 
Service and maintainance of "Sevmorpul" is done at 

Nudtar poweredicebreaker "Tåymir'mdrydoekin 
lerttråt harbour of Murmansk 
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Map 3.2 The Murmansk fjord 

"Atomfiot" in Ihc same manner as the nuclear icebre
akers. But owing to the length of the ship (260 
meters), hull maintenance is carried out at larger dry 
docks than those used by nuclear icebreakers. The dry 
dock used for mainlainance of "Sevmorput" is milita
ry, and situated within the military zone of the main 
base of the Northern Fleet. Severomorsk. in the Mur
mansk Fjord. The dock is also used for maintainancc 
of larger nuclear submarines, such as the Typhoon 
design. 

3.6 Radioactive waste Tram civil 
nuclear-powered vessels 

Until 1986 all low and medium level radioactive 
liquid and solid waste from the nuclear icebreakers 
was dumped in the Barents- and Kara Sea, sec chap
ter concerning dumping. Since dumping in the sea 
was put and end to in 1986. low and medium radioac
tive nuclear waste has been stored and processed at 
"Alum Hot". 

3.6.1 Service- and storage boats for 
radioactive waste and used fuel 

The Murmansk Shipping Company ha.s also, as previ
ously mentioned, five service and storage boats for 
nuclear waste and used fuel assemblies. The live 
boats are lying at "Atomflot". and may also be used 
lor transporting nuclear waste, or. should the necessi
ty arise, muintainancc of the nuclear icebreakers in 

open sea. The service ship 'imandra" has storage 
room for unused and used fuel assemblies. "Lotta" 
has application-designed containers for storing used 
fuel assemblies. The tanker "Serebryanka" has stora
ge capacity for liquid nuclear waste. "Volodarsky" 
has storage room for low- and medium level radioac
tive waste. "Lepsc" has storage tanks for used and 
partly destructed fuel assemblies. 

At normal running time, the fuel assemblies in the 
reactors of the icebreakers and the container ship are 
replaced every third or fourth year. Before the fuel 
assemblies can be removed, the reactors must be coo
led down for about a month. Afterwards, the reactor 
lid i v removed and the fuel assemblies are ready to be 
transferred to special tanks aboard the service ship 
'"Imandra"". New fuel assemblies are installed. The 
whole operation lasts 3-5 days. 

Six of the nuclear-powered civil vessels are delive
red after 1985. As the fuel is used for 3 or 4 years 
before it is replaced, the amount of used fuel from the 
nuclear-powered vessels has not increased until the 
last years. Until 1985, approximately 5,000 used fuel 
assemblies had been accumulated. Today the number 
has reached approximately 12,000. see figure 3.1. 
Approximately half of the fuel assemblies arc sent to 
Majak for reprocessing. The rest is stored aboard the 
Murmansk Shipping Company's service ships at 
"Atomflot". Approximately 35 % of all the fuel 
assemblies that are stored in "Imandra" and "Lotta" 
has sirkonium surrounding the plutonium fuel. Such 
fuel assemblies cannot be reprocessed, and will there
fore not be despatched to Majak. Prior to 1980, as 
only "Lepse" was running as storage boat for used 
fuel assemblies, Murmansk Shipping Company also 
made use of the military storage facilities for fuel 
assemblies in the Litsa Fjord. The amount of used 
fuel assemblies from nuclear icebreakers transported 
to this -itoragc. is unknown. 

"Imandra" 

The service ship "Imandra" is application-designed 
for storing unused and used fuel assemblies. The ship 
was put in operation in 1981. after having the cargo 
room specially lilted with storage tanks for fuel 
assemblies. The storage tanks were built by the 
Admirality Shipyard outside St. Petersburg. The 
"Imandra" is 130 m i 17 m. and weighs 9.5IMI tons. 
The removal of used fuel assemblies from the nuclear 
reactors to the storage rooms of the "Imandra", is car
ried out al "Alomflol", and the ship is also capable of 
assisting the nuclear icebreakers in open sea. in emer
gencies that call for removal of fuel assemblies from 
the reactors. Aboard, there are six sections for storage 
of fuel assemblies, livery section contains SO contai
ners, each of which has room for live fuel assemblies. 
Total capacity is 1.500 fuel assemblies, or fuel assent-
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hlies Trom live ur six icebreaker reactors, l-acb siora-
ge seclinii has 22(1 mm lliick steel walls. The fuel 
assemblies are placed in certain walerprool recepta
cles to avoid all contact hel w m i the fuel assemblies 
and the cooling water. The receptacles are cooled 
down In a closed cooling system in each container. 
Such dry storage ot ihc fuel assemblies has heen 
practiced ahoard the " lmumlra" since the mid-M)V" . 

The fuel assemblies are normally stored aboard the 
"(mandri l" for approximate)) 'i months, before the) 
are transferred to the storage boat " I .o l la". I he last 
lew years, the storage lime has been longer, since 
"l.otla"s storing rooms t'tu fuel assemblies have been 
lul l . One id the storing sections on the 'Imandra" is 
always kepi \acant. in case ol an emergency in one of 
ihe nuclear icebreaker reaciors. where lucl assemblies 
need lo he replaced i|iiicklv. In December l'>*M, llie 
"lmandra"s storing capacilv was tilled up. 

During the storage ol used lucl assemblies aboard 
the "Imandra". discharges ol small amounts ol radio-
aclive gases occur. During the whole slunge period 
lor fuel assemblies Ironi one rcaclor core, the dischar
ges are estimated lo a maximum ol I I . 4 I l i i ) - 1 . *»0 per 
cent ol Ihe discharges take place during ihc lirst ihree 
months nt ihc storage lime lor ihe fuel assemblies 
aboard. 

(he "Imandra" has 12 storage lanks lor radioactive 
contaminated cooling water trom ihc icebreaker reac
tors, and w .iter Irtmi the handling ol used reactor 
cores, (he two categories ol radioactive waste are 

Table 3.2 
Tanks designed for liquid waste aboard the 

«Imandra» 

Tank Types of waste Capacity in m^ 
No. 

! 1 
i 

Cooling water from reactors 95 

| 2 
i 

Acidiferous cleansing water 46 

! 3 Alkaline cleansing water 46 

1 4 Water from drying tank 52 

: 5 Water horn drying tank 50 

; 6 Filtrated water 72 

7 Filtrated water 20 

8 Filtrated water 36 

. 9 Control tank 22 

! io Control tank 24 

' 11 Sanitary tank 41 

12 Oram walcr from washing 
contaminated clothes 

41 

Total Sum All kinds of waste 545 

_*(»( onvL-rs.iiittnofivMwirh X / « ' M l . " . I " " * 
1\ Miinn.mik Shipping ( " " i p . im l ' * * ' ' 
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The service ship "Imandra ". 
stored in separate tanks. The 12 tanks have a total 
capacity of 545 cuhic metres liquid waste, as shown 
in t-ihl • '} "> Storage room for used nuclear fuel elements 

The liquid waste from the tanks is filtered aboard, 
tor decrease ol' the level of radioactivity in the water. 
When the cooling water is filtered, it is transferred to 
the special tanker "Scrcbryanka". or directly lo the 
tank plant at "Alomflot" . A part of the liquid radioac
tive waste that presently is stored aboard the "Iman
dra". is saline, and cannot be destrucled at the present 
facilities at "Atomtlot". In l n n 2 . 241 cubic metres of 
radioactive liquid waste was transferred from the 
nuclear icebreakers to "Imandra". The total radioacti
vity of the liquid waste was 4S ( iUq- - . The 5th of 
January I'I'M. at I I pm. following the "Imandra's 
replacement of used fuel assemblies in Ihc reactor, 
radioactive water Irom Ihc nuclear icebreaker "Vai-
gach" was transferred lo the " l m a n d r a " : \ 

During hull mainlainance at the "Imandra" in 
I'I'M. while it was in dry dock in Ihc Murmansk har
bour, elevated radiation values was measured under 
Ihe h u l l - ' . 

" l .o l tu" 

I he " l .ot la" is a storage boat for used fuel assemblies 
from nuclear icebreakers and military submarines, 
(he boat was built in l ' " i l . and was originally owned 

: : ihni 
? W Mtmrvilnii» hcM with \ /nltlui* Murmansk. Mh Ml >.tnu.m l'l*H 
J4( nmvrsatmnsMd wilh \ /n l lkm M»rm.msk. hth nl AuguM I'W* 
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by Northern Shipping Company i Arkhangelsk, by 
the name of "Pavlin Vinogradov". The Murmansk 
Shipping Company acquired the boat in 1984, and 
changed its name to "Lotta". The boat is 122 m x 16 
m. As the Murmansk Shipping Company acquired the 
boat, it was partly rebuilt, and containers for storage 
of used fuel assemblies were installed. The "Lotta" 
was partly rebuilt during the summer of 1993, and 
new containers adapted to the new railway carriages 
for used fuel assemblies were installed. The storage 
containers belong to a newer design than "Imandra"s. 

Today, the "Lotta" has specialized equipment for 
removing used fuel from old fuel assemblies and pla
ce them in the new assemblies intended for transport 
to the reprocessing plant in Majak, sec chapter 6. 
Murmansk Shipping Company and the Northern Fle
et have an agreement of collaboration on the operati
on of the "Lotta". In the future, used fuel assemblies 
from submarines are to be transported by military ser
vice ships from the Northern Fleet's central storage 
facilities in the Litsa Fjord to "Atomflot" and the 
"Lotta". Here, the outer capsules of the fuel assembli
es are replaced and prepared for transport containers. 
This collaboration project between the Northern Fleet 
and "Atomflot". is to take place until the new storage 
facilities and a planned reloading plant in Ihe Litsa 
Fjord is finished by the end of the °0's.- 5 

Aboard Ihe "Lotla's cargo room, there arc 16 secti
ons for storage of fuel assemblies. Each section has 
68 receptacles, each holding 5 fuel assemblies. By the 
autumn of 1992. "Lotta"s whole storage capacity of 
5,440 fuel assemblies, an equivalent to that of 12 
icebreaker reactors, were filled up. The used fuel 
assemblies are being stored aboard the "Lotta" for a 
minimum of 3 years, before they arc sent lo Majak. 
Some of the fuel assemblies presently stored aboard 
"Lolla". have been there for an even longer stretch of 
time. Since the mid-KO's, I6K receptacles containing 
fuel assemblies from approximately 3 nuclear subma
rine reactors have e.g. been stored aboard the "Lotta". 
The Murmansk Shipping Company accepted subma
rine fuel as the Northern Fleet storage facilities at that 
lime were full. 

In addition lo the 6N receptacles containing used 
fuel assemblies stored aboard Ihc "Lolla", there arc 
13 fuel bundles consisting of a lolal of 65 fuel assem
blies stored in certain reeeplacles without water coo
ling. The 13 fuel assemblies originally were aboard 
the "Imaniira". but in I9K5 there was a leakage cau
sing Ihe cooling water lo become r.idioaclively conta
minated. The waler was pumped out. and the assem
blies transferred lo the "l.olta" Subsequent inquiries 

The service ship "Lotta" 

revealed that approximately 10 per cent of all fuel 
assemblies delivered from the factory in Gorkij (pre
sent Nisnij Novgorod), had defects that could cause 
radioactive contamination of the cooling water**. 
Since 1985. all receptacles put into use, have been 
thoroughly controlled. Defective fuel assemblies can
not be brought to Majak for reprocessing. 

Every second year, the "Lotta" is laid in dry dock 
in the central harbour area of Murmansk, to have the 
hull examined and maintained. During the 1W1-exa
mination, it was measured elevated radiation in one 
of the sections storing used fuel- 7. Elevated radiation 
was also recorded under the hull. 

"Serebryanka" 

The tanker "Screbryanka" was put into operation by 
the Murmansk Shipping Company in 1975. It was 
then fitted with equipment for filtering cooling water 
to lower the radioactivity level. "Sercbryanka" is 102 
m x 12 m. and weighs 4.000 tons. Radioaclivcly con
taminated cooling water from the nuclear reactors 
aboard ihe icebreakers is transferred from the tanks of 
the "Imandra" to Ihe tanks of the "Screbryanka". and 
in certain cases, it can lake such cooling water direct
ly from Ihe nuclear icebreakers. The "Sercbryanka" 
has N tanks, and a capacity totalling 851 cubic metres. 
Up to 19X6. the radioactive cooling waler was trans
ported out on Ihe Barents Sea for dumping. The last 
two years, the "Serebryanka" has only lo a minor 
extent been used as storage vessel for radioactive 
water In stead, Ihe boat has been used for several 
geological expeditions lo the regions surrounding the 
southern lip of Novaja Zemlja. where, among other 
things, inquiries have been made concerning possibi
lities of ihc establishment of storage facilities for 
radioactive waste. 

^ <'nnvi-tsdlinns hvttl with A Mivhailm. Murmansk. (XI 'tier l'"'t 
r̂> Nntv. lunr Kunlrik. Mvrnnu u> Ihc ( ommmcv Iw RadHihiyivnl Sciunr* JI ' Auinilliii' 

11 K.lilit> P.v»nk. rvfcmngl Hi NjUm Murmansk. I W I 
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"Volodarsky" 

The "Volodarsky" is the oldest of Murmansk Ship
ping Company boats for storing radioactive waste. 
The boat was built in 1929, and has a hull made of 
riveted steel plates. It was put in use by the Mur
mansk Shipping Company in 1969. It is 96 m x 16 m, 
and weighs 5, 500 tons. Up to 1986, the " Volodarsky" 
was used for transporting solid radioactive waste in 
containers from "Atomflot" to east of Novaja Zemlja, 
where the waste was dumped into the ocean. Today, 
14.5 tons low- and medium radioactive waste are sto
red aboard the cargo rooms in the boat. The waste has 

The tanker "Serebryanka" 

an estimated activity of 11 TBq (300 Ci) 2 ! t. The waste 
consists largely of cesium-137 and strontium-90. 

"Lepse" 

Up to 1980, the "Lcpse" was used as a service ship 
for replacing and storing used fuel assemblies from 
the 3 nuclear icebreakers "Lenin", "Arktika", and 
"Sibir". After 1980, the "Lepse" was replaced by the 
"Imandra" and "Lotta". The "Lcpse" was also used 
for transport of radioactive waste from "Alomflot" to 
cast of Novaja Zemlja. where the waste was dumped 

Tht ttotagtahlp "Volodanky" 

IX CtinvwrMtMirw hvW.it 'Ah»mHi>r, V p u - m N i 1***2 
2*'<onvi;i"Mlttirw hvlilwtth Murmansk l i m l i m c tnvimnmcnfail Ift'pKtlfcm, I'P'? 
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into the ocean. Today, used fuel assemb. 
and medium radioactive waste are bein . M-
ard the "Lepse". The "Lepse" was built in •-'..;>, and 
has a hull made of 12 mm steel plates. The boat is 87 
m x 17 m, and weighs 5.000 tons. The "Lcpse" was 
put into operation as service ship at "Atomfiot" in 
1962. 

There are two storage sections for used fuel assem
blies aboard. Each section has storage capacity for 
366 fuel assemblies. Each fuel assembly is placed in a 
hole, as opposed to the storage of fuel assemblies 
aboard the "lmandra" and "Lotta", which both have 5 
fuel assemblies in each receptacle. 

Following the reactor accident aboard the nuclear 
icebreaker "Lenin" in 1966, 319 to 321 fuel assembli
es from the destroyed nuclear reactor were removed 
and transferred to one of the storage sections of the 
"Lepse". Due to hick of cooling in the reactor, the 
fuel assemblies som-* what enlarged. As a result, some 
oi" the fuel assemblies did not fit into the containers 
aboard the storage section. The workers used sledge
hammers lo push the fuel assemblies down. During 
this work, some of the fuel assemblies were partly 

Figure 3.2 "Lepse" 

Container 

Storing room 

z:~y 

Fuel assembly 
Cooling system 

"Lepse" 

destroyed, and ended up at the bottom of the storage 
section. Between 10 and 20 partly crushed fuel 
assemblies are assumed to lie in this section. A num
ber of the fuel assemblies which were not crushed, 
got greater or smaller damages. Majak has refused lo 
accept damaged fuel assemblies, which therefore 
were left aboard the "Lepse". The damaged fuel 
assemblies represent a radiation problem, and by the 
end of the 80 "s, it was decided to tuver this section in 
cement, a sarcophagus to prevent radiation. The work 
was completed in 1993. Bui outside the storage secti
on, the radialion is still elevated, lor this reason, the 
dock area by the "Lepse" was separated by a siring 
and wa.ning-sjgns indicating radioactivity, Elevated 
radialion is also measured under ihe "l.cpse's hull : ' J . 

Lepse's other storage section contains 303 luel 
assemblies, and all in all 621 fuel assemblies arc sto
red aboard the ship. Each container has cooling sys
tems to preven) the temperature in the luel assemblies 
from rising. In l*W3, the total rudioaciiviis was esti
mated to 28,000 THq (750,IMHI ( i ) l , p . hSti THq are 
irans-uraniums, of long decay time. 

The concrete sarcophagus o\cr the storage secti
ons, with used fuel assemblies, makes it sers dillieult 
to remove these fuel assemblies. This is m.iinK due lo 
Ihc great risk of being exposed lo high radiation tor 
Ihe workers who would luve lo do such an 
operation." The consequences ol this tact are that the 
entire hull of "Lcpse" would hase lo be sioreil as 
nuclear waste in 2IMMHJO to HMMHMl sears •' 

A third storage section aboard contains Vi contai
ners o| low- and medium radtoactisc «asie I his see-

10 the J J M . . * . ^ Rt-port I 'm 
M < nr»i:r*atH>iis hvltl w ilbStnv..». v Murmansk IklnK-r t*i*rl 
\1 *m.in, t I*'"'* 
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Sir 
1 

Due to radiation the harbour is fenced off 

tion is also HI led with cement. Furthermore, there is a 
tank containing 4b.5 cubic metres contaminated coo
ling water. The radioactivity in the cooling water is 
estimated to approximately 0.6 TBq (16 Ci)-1-1. 

In IUM3. the "Lepsc" was moved to a separate floa
ting dock outside " A t o m f l o f s quay, where it remains. 

As seen by table 3.3. there is. Ibr the lime being, 
no vacant storage capacity for used fuel aboard the 
service- and storage ships alongside "A tomf l o f s 
quay. 

3.6.2 Liquid radioactive waste 

Liquid radioactive waste is generated during operati
on of the nuclear reactors, replacement of used fuel 
assemblies, cleansing of the reactor, and storage and 
handling of the fuel assemblies aboard the service 
ship "Imandra". During one reactor's running time 
{3-4 years). 130 cubic metres liquid radioactive waste 
is generated 3 7. Approximately 50 per cent of this 
amount originates from the reactor's first cooling c-
ircuit. 25 per cent is water, contaminated during the 
cleaning of the reactor following the removal of the 
fuel assemblies after the expiry of the running period. 
25 per cent of the amount is produced during hand-

Table 3 3. Used fuel and low-and medium level radioacive waste stored aboard ships at the base «Atomf lot» 

Ships 

Used fuel 
(number) 

Liquid waste(m^) 
Capacity 

Solid waste 

«Imandra» 1.500 S4534 

«Lotta» 5.453 

«Serebryanka» 851« 

«Volodarskij»- 14,5 tons (11 TBq) 

«Lepse» 621)6 46,5 (0.6 TBq) 36 containers 

Total Sum 6.23) 1.442.5 14,5 tons + 36 containers 

33 Murmansk Shipping ('«»mpan\. l l , , ' V 
34 Imcrmcdiiik' Mwagi: hclnre iransk-r mig Uinnshnri- storage. 
35 l-iir the l imt hceing "Serehrvanka" is nul used lor storing. 
3b The storage is CM\ c r tJ tn a m u c k ' and the lucl assemblies can nut he laken i 
37 Murmansk Shipping ( nmpanv. I 1 ' * ' * 

I j c t u i i ) :s(HI() TIU| 
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Table 3.4 
The amount of solid radioactive waste whichis generated from one nuclear reactor (KLT-40) and through the 

storage of the fuel assemblies aboard the service ship «Imandra» 

Category of waste Annual waste from one reactor core 

Activity m 3 

Lifetime waste from one reactor core 
(3-4 year) 
Activity m 3 

Operation of reactors aboard nuclear powered vessals 

Low level 148 GBq 3 37 GBq 12 

Medium level 444 GBq 1 110GBq 4 

Total 592 GBq 4 148 GBq 16 

Service at «Imandra» 

Low level 74 GBq 2.5 19 GBq 10 

Medium level 74 GBq 1 19 GBq 4 

High level 1.630 GBq 0,5 407 GBq 2 

Total 1.780 GBq 4 444 GBq 16 

Total Sum 2.370 GBq 8 592 GBq 32 

Source: Murmansk Shipping Company. 

l ing unci storage of the fuel assemblies fol lowing the 
transferment to the service ship "Imandra". The 130 
cubic metres of radioactive liquid waste from the run
ning time of one reactor core, have a total radioactivi
ty of approximately 22 GBq (O.ft Ci)-1». 

At "Atomfiot". there is a land based lank plant for 
storing liquid radioactive waste. The plant has a capa
city of 2(1(1 cubic metres. At the time being, there is 
no liquid waste in this tank plant. 

Destruct ion plant fo r l i qu id waste 

"Atoml lo t " has a destruction plant for liquid radioac
tive waste. Radiouctivcly contaminated water from 
the nuclear reactor's cooling circuit is led to a tank 
plant on land, directly, or via the application-designed 
tanker "Scrcbryanka". At the destruction plant, the 
contaminated water is cleansed several times through 
a chemical tiller system, until the level of radioactivi
ty is lower than I I Bq/(dm)3. Afterwards, the clean
sed water is discharged into the Murmansk Fjord. The 
lillers from the plant is stored as radioactive waste in 
certain containers, along with low- and medium radi
oactive waste from the nuclear icebreaker base. The 
plant is capable of destructing 2.5 cubic metres liquid 

waste per hour. The plant is not capable of cleansing 
liquid waste containing salt. 

760 cubic metres water of this kind was discharged 
in the fjord in l u 0 3 . "Atomfiot" has permission to 
process up to 2,000 cubic metres a year-1''. There is no 
storage of l iquid radioactive waste at "Atomfiot" at 
the time being (December 1°°3), as the destruction 
plant has superfluous capacity to handle the liquid 
waste from the nuclear icebreakers. 

Negotiations between the Northern Fleet and 
"AtomfJol" concerning a possible reception of l i qu i j 
radioactive waste from both the Northern Fleet a.id 
from the Pacific Fleet, took place during the autumn 
of I r ø t 1 1 . "Atomf lo f 's destruction plant is the only 
one in Russia constructed for treating liquid waste 
from ship reactors. According to the plan, "A loml lo t " 
is expected t.> process military liquid waste on a com
mercial basis. The cost of destructing one cubic metre 
liquid radioactive waste is K0.000 Roubles (autumn. 
l u n 3 ) . and the Northern Fleet is to begin with able to 
pay 4(1 mill ion Roubles for the destruction of 500 
cubic metres liquid radioactive waste during the first 
quarter of 1444. There is still some degree of uncer
tainty, however, whether the technology of the 
destruction plants of today can he used for destrucli-

.1S Ihid. 

.W Conversations held uilh A. Michuiluv. Ix-uder of the Radiation Protection Committee in Murmansk Counts. 27lh tit October 
I 'W.I 

-40 Conversations held uilh V Ulirtov. Head ot Information at "Atomllot". Oeloher !'»'».'. 
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Table 3.5. Low- and medium level radioactive waste stored at «Atomflot» 

Storage Capacity (m3) Storage (m 3) Activity(GBq) 

1 14,5 -j 263 

II 63,6 32 666000 

III 173,4 140 ? 

IV 212 178 63100 

V ? ? 66,2 

Total Sum (minimum) 464 357 729430 

on of radioaclively contaminated water from subma
rine reactors. These problems stem from the fact that 
the chemical composition of this cooling water devia
tes somewhat from that of the cooling water of the 
nuclear ice-breakers. The exact nature of the differen
ce is unclear. 

A new destruction plant at "Atomflot" is presently 
under construction, including a new cleansing tech
nology based on evaporation. The cleansed water can 
be used as cooling water, thereby reducing the 
amount of radioactive water disehargedd in the Mur
mansk Fjord. The precipitate is stored with the solid 
low- and medium radioactive waste. Furthermore, the 
capacity wi l l improve slightly, and it wi l l be able to 
cleanse saline waste. The plant presently under con
struction, is to he placed in a building 90 meters long 
and 25 meters lull, and is, according to plans, lo he 
finished in 1995-96 4 1. In connection to the destructi
on plant, a new lank plant is raised, but is presently 
not in use. When the plant has come into operation, 
liquid radioactive waste is lo he stored here until it is 
being destructed. 

3.6.3 Sol id radioact ive waste 

During replacement of fuel assemblies from the iceb
reaker reactors, repairs in the reactor section, replace
ment of cooling water filters, cables, and gaskets etc.. 
solid radioactive waste is generated. Furthermore, 
solid radioactive waste is generated through proces
sing and storage of the fuel assemblies aboard the ser
vice ship "Imandra". Clothes and work equipment 
contaminated during work of this kind, are also regar
ded as solid radioactive waste. Cleansing fillers from 
the destruction plants loi solid and liquid waste is 
also stored as radioactive waste 70 per cent of all 
solid radioactive waste generated, arc low level radio

active. 25 per cent are medium radioactive, and 5 per 
cent are high level radioactive waste. The amount 
generated may vary from year to year, depending on 
the number of icebreakers replacing fuel assemblies 
the actual year. The average amount of solid radioac
tive waste generated per year is shown in table 3.4 

Based on the table, one may calculate the total 
amount of solid radioactive waste generated annually 
at "A tomHof , by the X nuclear-powered civi l vessels, 
containing a total of 13 nuclear icactors. A l l together, 
104 cubic metres solid radioaclivc waste of a total 
radioactivity of 7,696 GBq. are generated. The distri
bution between the waste categories is as follows: 
Low level radioactive 71.5 cubic metres, radioactivi
ty 728 GBq. Medium level radioactive 26 cubic 
metres, radioactivity I, 677 GBq. High level radioac
tive 6.5 cubic metres, radioactivity 5,291 GBq. The 
amount of generated waste was probably smaller than 
this in 1993, since the "Sibir" and "Ark l ica" are out 
of operation, but the amount might increase in 1994. 
as the new nuclear icebreaker "Ura l " is put into ope
ration. 

There are 5 land based storage facilities for solid 
radioactive waste at "Atomt lo l " . The storage facil it i
es were taken into use. after dumping in the Kara Sea 
ceased. Total capacity at one of the storage facilities 
is 14.45 cubic metres. There are 7 cubic metres solid 
radioactive waste of a radioactivity of 263 GBq sto
red at these storage facilities today. The other storage 
facilities are connected lo a woikshop. where fuel 
assemblies are put together to form a reactor core. 
Here, the capacity is 63.6 cubic metres. 32 cubic 
metres (24 tons) of a radioactivity ol 666.000 GBq. is 
stored in the storage facilities at present. The third 
storage facilities are intended for storing contamina
ted equipment used in connection with replacement 
of fuel assemblies and repair of the reactors. The 

41 Murmansk* \otmk. I 7lh «I DdL-mhvr I 'W 
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capacity is 173.4 cubic metres. 140 cubic metres was
te are being stored here. The fourth storage facilities 
are intended for solid waste, and contains filters from 
the reactor sections' first cooling circuit (Can no. IK). 
The filters are regarded as highly radioactive waste 4-
. More contaminated equipment is also stored here. 
Total capacity 212 cubic metres. At present, 178 
cubic metres (79.1 tons) arc stored here. Radioactivi
ty: 63,100 GBq. The fifth storage facilities are outdo
ors, and which types of waste being stored here are 
not known. The radioactivity of the waste is said to be 
66.2 GBq. A survey o f the five storage facilities on 
land is shown in table ?. 

Furthermore, "Atomf lot" has an incineration plant 
for low- and medium radioactive waste. The .ncincru-
tion plant is capable of burning solid waste of an radi
oactivity of up to 37 MBq (10-4 Ci/kg) 4- 1 . In this 
way, the volume of the solid radioactive waste is 
reduced up to 80 times. 30 tons solid waste were 
burnt at the plant in 1991. The waste gases from the 
plant arc filtered, and the ashes and filters are stored 
in containers. Radioactive contaminated metal waste 
cannot be incinerated, and are being stored. By Janu
ary 199], 749 cubic metres waste of this kind were 
being stored at "A l om f l o f . Slightly more than 360 
cubic metres of this is stored al the five depots on 
land, of a total capacity of al least 730 T B q 4 4 . The 
remaining 389 cubic metres solid waste are aboard 
the storage boats "Volodarsky" and "Lcpse". 

In addition to what at present is being stored al 
"Atomf lo l " , the Murmansk Shipping Company has 
delivered radioactive wasle to the civi l depot 
"Radon" outside Murmansk. Because of lack of stor
age room at "Atomflot" , 10 containers of metal waste 
and filters from the reactors al the nuclear icebreaker 
"Len in" were sent to "Radon" at the beginning of the 
7 0 \ . The 10 containers Ihen had a total radioactivity 
of 370 TBq (10,000 Ci) 4 ^. 

In addition to the waste, there arc 603 different 
other "sources" where radioactive material is in use at 
"Atomflot". Among other things, these are different 
kinds of measure instruments, and mcdtcal/X-ray-
sourccs. The radioactive sources have a total radiouc-
l i v i t y o f 4 . 6 T B q n r u ' i ) - > < \ 

3.8 Security at Murmansk Shipping Company 

The most well-known and serious two accidents con
cerning Russiiin civi l nuclear-powered vevsels, affec

ted the icebreaker "Lenin". When the "Len in" was 
put into operation in 1959, it was filled with 3 nucfear 
reactors (OK-150), of which one was a combined 
reserve- and research reactor. More than once, pro
blems arose in the reactors* cooling system. After 6 
journeys into the Arctic, and 82,000 nautical miles, 
the "Lenin" was taken out of operation to receive 
necessary maintainance in 1966. Whelher it was one 
major leakage, or several small, is nut clear, Ihough 
there are certain indications of a major discharge of 
radioactivity from the reactor section aboard in the 
winter of 1966. Western intelligence reports claim 
there was an accident, causing the dealh of 30 crew 
members, as a result of radiation injuries 4 7 . As the 
fuel assemblies in the reactor at the "Len in" were to 
be replaced in 1966, it was discovered that several of 
the fuel assemblies had expanded, due to overheating 
during periods in which the cooling system was not 
functioning as normal. 40 percent of the fuel assem
blies were removed, and transferred to the "Lepse". 
60 per cent of the fuel assemblies were left in the 
reactor. For this reason, the whole reactor core was 
taken ashore and placed in a container filled with 
polyester. 

Furthermore, there was a major leakage in the coo
ling system of one of the reactors in 1967. Cooling 
water leaked out. and the reactor section was radioac-
lively contaminated. During the work to slop the lea
kage, (he reactor l id was removed. More problems in 
the reactor core arose during this task, causing more 
leakages. For this reason, it was decided to replace 
the whole reactor section, containing the 3 reactors. 
The "Len in" was towed to the Kara Sea. and the three 
reactors, along with the 1966-container holding the 
fuel assemblies, were, in 1967. dumped in the Tsivol-
ky Bay east of Novaja Zcrnlja. The contaminated 
cooling circuit of ihe reactor section, was also dum
ped in the same area, sec chapter concerning dum
ping. The "Len in" was towed to ihe submarine shi
pyard al Severodvinsk, and arrived al the "Zve/do-
cha" Shipyard the 12lh of December at 5.20 p m 4 \ 
Two new, second generation reactors were installed. 
These had a considerably improved cooling system. 
The installation of the new nuclear reactors was to be 
finished for Vladimir Lenin's lOOlh birthday in Apri l 
J970. During the 2 J/2 years of reconduct ion work, 
between 800 and l,HH) people were working to get 
the "Lenin" ready for the anniversary. The 23rd of 
Apri l 1970 al 04.12 am. Ihe first reactor was Marled4''. 
The second reactor was started the Isl of May 1970 .ti 

42Ctmvcr\alMn held with Andrei /o lo ikov , (KJn Mwroanvk, Win it! J jnu-m IM'14 
•1.1 Murmansk Shipping ( ompjinv. I W 
44lbitl. 
45Sinynev. Head of K J I I I D I M ^ I C I I Seeuril al Murmansk Shipping ( ompanv (k in in:r I*'*»! 
46Nok\ Regional Lnvmmmcni. i l ( ommiitee of Murmansk. Depaiimenl Inr Raiholo^nal Secunl\ 
47June\ Kpnl ing Ships. t W V / 4 . pp. M M ' M 
4M)Mm Rn/ovv v lie lom (The R n / m v Peninsula in ihe While Seal. 1***2 Severmh insk 
4'Jlblil. 
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"Lenin" is layd up at "A tomf lo t " 

7.15 pm. T h e " L e n i n " left Severodvinsk the 2IHh o f 
M a y I n 7 l l . and arrived in Murmansk the 24th o f M a y 
at midnight. The "Lenin " is at present at "Atomllot". 
The ntiicia! report on the reactor accidents at the 
"Lenin" is still not released in Russia. 

November I WW. a serious would-be accident thre
atened one of the nuclear reactors ahoard the icebrea
ker "Rossya". A reactor melt-down was narrowly 
avoided while the icebreaker replaced the fuel assem
blies in Murmansk*". The exact course of evenls is 
nol clear. 

February l (> l'll. there was a lire aboard one of the 
icebreakers, during its sta> in the dry dock in the cen
tral harbour of Murmansk, lite lire broke out during 
repairs. 

The 25lh of January I1)1).?, there was a leakage in 
the cooling system of one of the nuclear reactors on 
the icebreaker "Arklika'. during its operation in the 
Kara V-a. Discharges of smaller amounts of radioac
tivity into air. were measured. I he level ol radioacti
vity i the reactor section increased as a result of the 
leakage. In spile ot radioactive gases leaking from the 
reactor, it was nol run down until three days later. 
Then the reactor's power production decreased, and 

the leakage of cooling water was discovered. The dis
charge of radioactive gases during the event, was. 
according to the ship's log. estimated to 55 GBq (1.5 
Ci) short-lived isotopes. After the reactor was run 
down, the "Arktika" was towed back to Murmansk, 
by the nuclear icebreaker "Sovjctsky Sojuz". 

March llJlJ3. a computer error in the control room 
caused the reactor ahoard the icebreaker "Vaigach" to 
be run down, without the operators being able to stop 
the erroneous programme. The computer erroneously 
recorded strong vibrations in the nuclear reactor.*1 

The terror security at the nuclear icebreakers and 
"Alomflol" became a topical issue last year. The 
KGB executed e.g. a "terrorist attack" at the "Sibir" 
at the end of July 1'W. Following a successful opera
tion, which among other things, also involved heli
copters, the KGBs particular anli-lerrorisl unit over
powered the "terrorists"*-. A television crew of the 
TV-station "Osiankino" in Moscow, managed, in 
November l l) lJ2, to steal a radioactive source of cesi
um out of "Atomflof" without being discovered'". 
Following the scandal created by the TV- ivw. con
cerning the missing security at "Atomlloi . H «as 
decided to install instruments for measuring ans i.nli-
oaclive sources in cars leaving "Alomllol". at its 
entry*J. 

^IICiMhvrjt. H .Kui i i 'pof in» i I ' * ' - , n-lemni! I" Vinlnv transport the V i in l April I 'WI 
M ( nnvcrsalinns held vvilh .in i>|Ki.ilur of the ennmil iinim <<l "V.ii)!;K-h~s nuclear react»!. CMlhtif Julv I'Wt 
< : Sovulsks Mutnun' hlh «I \iiunM I 'WI 
1l"s<»|clskt Motman _'Mh nt Nuvimher \v>2 anil : i M » l November I 'WI 
*-l ( nnvcrsallons held Ith the itiiirnahst ll imln km' lm in "(Klakimi". Muimansi. 'lihnf (Hiuhvf I 'WI 
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Chapter 4 
Dumping of radioactive waste 

4.0 Dumping 1 9 6 0 

Radioactive waste has been dumped in the ocean 
ever since the Soviet Union started testing their 
first nuclear-powered submarine at the shipyard of 
Severodvinsk in 1"59. The dumped waste arises 
from operation of both nuclear-powered submari
nes and civil nuclear icebreakers. In all, the former 1962 
Soviet Union, now Russia, has dumped more than 
twice as much radioactivity as other countries 
having dumped radioactive waste at sea 1. The 12 
other nations having dumped radioactive waste 
into the ocean are: Belgium, France. Germany. Ita
ly, Japan, South-Korea, the Netherlands. New Zea
land. Switzerland. Sweden, Great Britain, and 
USA-, The Soviei/Russian dumping has. as oppo
sed to that of other nations, taken place in shallow 
waters, north of the 50th latitude, and on the conti- , 9 6 ° 
nenlal shelf. 

4.1 Rules and conventions 

Dumping of radioactive waste into the ocean is 
regulated by international conventions (The Lon
don Convention). Furthermore, a number of Soviet 
(present) Russian) laws and rules from different 
ministeries and the Naval Command have been 
passed. The Soviet/Russian Northern Fleet ha> 
broken the country's own sel of regulations lor 
dumping radioaclive waste, as well as acted in 
'lefiance of international regulations a number of 
times. In addition, (he Soviet Union has given erro
neous information on the country'*, dumping of 
radioactive waste into the ocean lo (he Internatio
nal Atomic hnergv Association (INLA). whose 
task is to control whether the countries having sig
ned the t.undon l'onvcninm observe lhe regulati
ons. Bellona bas put together the following chro
nological survev of the development of the diffe
rert national regulations and international conven
tions limiting dumping: I''75 

1972 

The first document permitting dumping of 
liquid radioactive waste containing long-
life isotopes is written by "The Soviet 
Ministry of Medium Machine Constructi
on" in cooperation with the third main 
directorate in "The Soviet Ministry of 
Health Care" 3. 
A new version of the 1960-pcrmission 
becomes operational . This regulates the 
dumping of liquid radioactive waste by pro
hibiting dumping of more than 1,000 cubic 
metres, and specifies that the radioactivity 
may not exceed 1,850 kBq/I for short-life 
isotopes, and 370 kBq/1 for long-life isoto
pes. The total level of radioactivity may not 
exceed 370 GBq (10 Ci). Dumping directly 
from nuclear-powered vessels is only per
mitted in emergencies. 
The regulation of 1962 is replaced by the 
more detailed "VSTZ-66"-rcgulation drawn 
up by the Navy and "The Soviet Ministery 
for Health Care". The regulation establis
hes that dumping is to take place in certain 
areas, and thai the radioactivity level is to 
be regulary monitored in these areas. 
During 1966-67, the Northern Fleet deter
mines that solid radioactive waste is to be 
dumped in bays on the eastern coast of 
Novaja Zcmlja. and liquid radioactive was
te in limited areas of the Barents Sea. 
The London Convention limiting the dum
ping of radioactive waste at sea from ships 
is signed by a number of nations, among 
them the Soviet Union. The convention 
becomes operational in 1975. and bans 
dumping of high level radioactive waste, 
among other things. Furthermore, it limit:» 
the dumping of low- and medium level 
radioactive waste. Dumping of such waste 
is limited by the IAEA's demands, slating 
that dumping is to take place outside the 
continental shelf, on waters deeper than 
•1,000 metres, and between latitudes of 50 s 

S and 50° N \ 
The Snvicl Union ratifies the London Con* 
vcnliun, which becomes operational on the 
?9th of January 1976. In spile of signing I he 
jg'ccmcnt, ihc Soviet Union continues 
dumping of solid and liquid radioactive 

I '>* PHtjJ <M< , (.>rriu.il R.t-si.in l i t f i m - U m l 4». I'M.) I _U \l< > | l \ l \ ohm.iU-».Mfct>rtl nuh Snou» J j M . d m \ \ u j l 

J IAI X. I'WI 
1 fhv n.imt' *>1 l)U tlntumcnt *.»<> Kre»p»»r.tH viml.ir> rt t imrtnwnu li>i tfu «jumping jl H J from ruvi l moUll.ilion* ••( itu 

IUIUHI W.I*U- tnnuin»n£ Um« hit- ntlMMttivt MthM.iiHi'* of l'»M» s,»rriv JJMI>H..% \ \ i t .it l1**'! 
4 fohlfiki» A \ i l i l i w » 
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waste. Furthermore, reactors containing 
fuel are dumped in the Kara Sea in both 
1981 and 1988. See table 4.12. 

1979 The Soviet Union draws up a plan concer
ning the limitation of dumping of radioac
tive waste, in order to comply with the 
London Convention6. A new law, PS-82, 
prohibiting regular dumping of radioactive 
waste from ships, aircrafts and platforms is 
formulated, and becomes operational in 
1983. The prohibition is based on the 
negative effects the dumping in the sea 
might have on the environment. The prohi
bition is drawn up in cooperation with 
"The Soviet Ministry for Fisheries". At the 
same time, the Navy draws up regulations 
for dumping of radioactive waste in the 
sea. 

1983 The London Convention carries a tempora
ry prohibition on all dumping of radioacti
ve waste. The Soviet Union waives its 
vote. 
"The Soviet State Committee for Hydro-
metrology" refnses to approve of the Nor
thern Fleet's further plans for dumping in 
the Kara Sea. 

1987 PS-82 is withdrawn the 1st of December 
1987, and further regulations for dumping 
is established by the Navy. 

1988 The 21st of July 1988, the Soviet delegates 
at the London Convention claim that dum
ping of radioactive waste in the sea is pro
hibited by Soviet law. Furtehrmore, they 
claim the Soviet Union has never dumped 
radioactive waste in the sea, and does not 
intend to do so in the future7. Only a few 
weeks later, the Northern Fleet dumps two 
submarine reactors containing fuel in the 
Kara Sea. See table 4.12. 

1992 The 24th of October, president Boris 
Yeltsin signs a decree, appointing a com
mission to investigate the information con
cerning dumping of radioactive waste at 
sea. The commission is presided by the 
president's environmental counccllor Ale-
no i Jtiblokov". 

1993 In November 1993. the London Conventi
on agrees on making the temporary dum
ping prohibition a pcrmenent prohibition. 
England, France, Belgium. China, and 
Russia waive their vole». 

4.2 Dumping performed by the Northern Fleet 
and the Murmansk Shipping Company 

The Russian Northern Fleet (formerly the Soviet) 
has since 1960 dumped radioactive waste in the 
Barents Sea and Kara Sea on a regular basis. This 
comprises solid radioactive waste, liquid radioacti
ve waste, and nuclear reactors with and without 
fuel. Furthermore, radioactive waste has been 
dumped in the Barents Sea and Kara Sea from the 
civil state-run Murmansk Shipping Company's fle
et of nuclear icbreakers. The navy has also dumped 
radioactive waste in the Japan Sea, Pacific Ocean, 
and Baltic Sea. In all, Russia (former Soviet Uni
on) has dumped between 115,000 TBq (3,1 million 
Ci) and 333,000 TBq (9 million Ci) at sea". In 
comparison, ail other countries put together have 
dumped 46,000 Tbq (1,24 million Ci) during the 
period of 1946-19821". 

4.2.1 Liquid radioactive waste 

Liquid radioactive cooling water from the ship 
reactors -nil storage tanks for used fuel assemblies 
has since ''59 been dumped at sea. The last dum
ping of liquid radioactive waste took place Novem
ber 1991, and this practice may be resumed if no 
alternative solutions are found. According to regu
lations set forth by the Soviet Navy in 1968, the 
liquid radioactive waste should have a maximal 
concentration of radiactivity of 370 Bq/I of long-
life radioactive isotopes, and 1850 kBq/l of short-
life isotopes". Whether these regulations arc 
observed, is not known. 

The tables I and 2 show the total amount of 
radioactive liquid waste dumped in the Barents 
Sea, Kara Sea, and While Sea from the northern 
Fleet and the civil fleet of nuclear icebreakers. As 
shown in table I , the liquid waste of the highest 
radioactive concentration has been dumped in the 
three dumping fields furthest to the north in the 
Barents Sea, while the less radioactive waste is 
dumped outside the shore of the Kola Peninsula. 
The various dumping fields in the Barents Sea are 
marked on map I. 

From 1959 up to 1991, 3.7 Tbq (MHI C'i) liquid 
radioactive waste has been dumped in the White 

h '( nunul nt Minister* " I l ; SSH IH't'fvi- nn 222' tarries Measures I W flruviding Ihe fulfilment »f the ciimniitmvnts t>> Ihe 
Nnsiet side in tunntuMin with ihe ( unvtnlitin lot pretenlmn til eunlaminalmn nf the sea hv Jumping nf waste and nlhvr 
malenalsnl I '» ' : 

? I A I A . I 'WI 
.1 D u r s t Hum president Hun» Yellsin m> It I t rp. J4IB til (Htiihcr |w»i 
'' tn lahliifcnv A \ el .tl. I't*''. Itlt'.imnum ul tittiMuitiviit uumrivil ln inc A n t i i - ( X v j n l» >^id fohc dppiu«tmalcl> KS.IMN) 

FMi| 12 * milium ( i) t~r, • .imnum tuiwevcr thus n«it intlude Ihe submarine rcot'turs dumped wilhtiul fuel, plus unc leavtur 
tiinuininu Imi rhw i,it,tl amount «I ueluwsttse *asle dumped in inv sea, invluding these rcat-tnrs. is thus I ts.INN) T!li | < 1 I 
milium I I I l ing life ISI Hopes AeenrJmg In ealeulallnns Its ' I aw rente t iter more National Laboratory" in the I 'SA. the 
mielear realtors dumped in the Kara Nea might have had a radlnaelttnt til as muth as 1?J.INN> rtl«| |H 7 nullum ( Da l the 
lime . ' I ilto'iping V.urte Mount M via l I'l*'* 

I l l l A I A. Iw i l 
I I laMoki.v A \ eial I " " ' 
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Sca. 451 Thq (12 . I7 I Ci) in Ihc Barents Sca, and 
315 TBq (S.5II0 Ci) in Ihc Kara Seal-, 430 TBq 
( I l.nOO Ci) radioactive water has leaked out in the 
sea following accidents concerning storage of fuel 
assemblies, submarines, and the civil nuclear iceb
reaker "Lenin". The radioactivity of the liquid was
te dumped in the Barents Sea. Kara Sea. and White 
Sea totals USD TBq (23.771 Ci). In figur I the annu
al amount of dumping of liqiud radioactive waste is 
shown. 

As shown in tables 4.1 and 4.2. the amount of 
radioac!ivity in the liquid waste dumped at different 
points of time, varies concidcrahly. Below, the 
major individual dumpings are reeled off: 

The tanker "Amur" is a radiological auxiliary 

• 1965 Northeastern Barents Sea (Dumping Field 2), 
37 TBq (1.000 CO 

• 1975 Giey area of the Barents Sea (Dumping Field 3), 
30 TBq (800 Ci) 

• 1976 Kara Sea. 3IS TBq (8.500 CO Dumped by the 
nuclear icebreaker "Lenin" 

•1988 Northeastern Barents Sea (Dumping Field 1). 
196 TBq (S. 300 CO 

•1989 Ara Bay. on the coast of the Kola Peninsula, 74 
TBq (2.000 Ci) Following a submarine accident 

11982 89 Andreeva Bay. Litsa Fjord. 37 TBq (1.000 CO 
Leakage from storage facilities for used fuel 

The tank er «Amur» is dumping liquid radioactive 
waste in the Barents Sea 

Map 4.1 Dumpingareas for liquid 
radioactive waste 

i : ihi.i 
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Table 4.1 
Dumping of radioactive liquid waste in the Barents Sea 

Year Field 1 Field 2 Field 3 Field 4 Field 5 
Volume Activity Volume Activity Volume Activity Volume Activity Volume Activity 

(m3J (Ci) (m3) (CO (m3) ICi) (m3l (Ci) (m3) (CO 

1960 760 0,21 
1961 930 16,5 
1962 850 4,61 
1963 1054 358,15 
1964 910 153,11 
1965 6520 963,62 
1966 3540 366,84 1220 5.97 449 1,01 
1967 144 30,17 530 2,2 2000 2,69 
1968 353 2,81 1357 0,50 1400 1,52 
1969 316 109,51 3416 51,87 1290 0,29 750 0,41 
1970 2703 65,42 4370 96,13 2257 0,56 
1971 2371 20,65 1096 3,62 1549 1,41 
1972 850 5,90 930 19,50 4101 101,33 2560 8,40 
1973 882 22,00 4057 76,60 3872 129.36 885 4,00 
1974 8645 265,70 3155 321,30 838 0,80 
1975 1947 430,00 4720 55,27 851 15,30 835 6,35 1610 8,16 
1976 1800 63,00 6229 75,90 2788 811,90 830 11,20 
1977 1500 68,32 4150 47,35 860 1.50 870 8,70 
1978 340 30,19 5170 90,25 
1979 604 12,01 7286 78,40 
1980 650 27,06 3405 22,32 3957 37,67 800 8,00 
1981 2146 268,27 2130 201,06 906 3,99 2755 21,13 
1982 1250 169,00 1745 11,07 1477 18.58 1855 9,70 
1983 685 72,41 1772 265,34 472 11,06 3247 22,34 
1984 5125 222,13 820 5,99 740 2,78 1615 51,38 
1985 2377 65,85 3980 21,90 
1986 900 10,59 870 29,49 1410 5,74 3410 23,73 
1987 1740 34,80 780 14,70 2211 22,38 2063 20,61 
1988 365 5278,51 
1989 2472 39.76 875 1,41 2752 11,10 
1990 751 0,84 1267 7.12 5914 59,03 
1991 263 3.99 2383 19.61 
1992 3066 18.00 

Total 14244 6356 6CS11 3341 53300 2082 8507 54 49838 335 

ioune libtokov A V el*l 

Dumping o ' liquid ndioattivr w*\l* outvdt the ttvr dumping ttttdi i* Xhown i i f * 1 / e 1 

Sunt held ' 5 Volume 191)00 mi III!) Ci 

1 C. - 111 illionx at Ball CBttt 
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Tabel 4.2 Different dumping of liquid waste 

Year Volume m 3 Activity Ci Place 

1959 600 0,002 The White Sea(N 65°44E 35°54) 

1965 100 100 Severodvinsk (Following an explosion, see 
chap.2.) 

1976 ? 8500 The Kara Sea, dumped by the icebreaker "Lenin". 
1982 t i l 1989 ? 1000 Andreeva-bukta, leakage from storage facilities 

for used fuel. 
1989 ? 2000 Ara-bukta, following a submarine accident. 

Total Sum 700 + 11600 
Source: Jablokov A. V.etal. * conversations 

Fig jre 4.1 Dumping of liquid radioactive waste 
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vessel pul inln use hy Ihc Northern Klccl in I W 7 . 
the "Amur" hus demising tacililics for radioactive 
cooling water frum submarine rcaclms. The coo
ling water is then dumped in the ocean. After the 
"Amur" was put into operation, it has cleansed unO 
"75 tons of radioactive cooling water1 V 

The "Amur" is at present al the Northern Fleet's 
naval shipyard Nr. 10 "Shkval" in the Pala Hay lor 
rebuilding Another tanker similar to Ihc "Amur" 
will be delivered to the Northern Klcet in I'W-I. Al 
the new lanker, evaporation as opposed to filler-
cleansing will he used lo lower the level of radio 
activity of the cooling water prior I» ils dumping in 
the ocean. l iquid radioactive waste has also heen 

dumped from vessels of the l783A-type 4Vala 
design). 

4.2.2 Solid radioactive waste 

The Northern Heel has sunk a total ol 17 ships and 
lighters containing radioactive waste in the 
Barents- and Kara Sea. Aboard the ships there are 
different types of radioactive wasie of varying 
levels of radioactivity, made up mainly of contai
ners with radioactive waste, reactor parts, and 
other contaminated equipment. The dumped con
tainers are mostly filled with low- and medium 
radioactive waste, such as contaminated metal 

11 Thv vkitntinu <>t the l»t|iiut r,i«Ji»,Hiivc WA^IK I« «Jtinc hs filleting lh« w,r<i« ihrouiih 'pscial rtlltrrs. dmJ ths-rciMcr timing it 
wtih 'v.iw.iti.-r in it «upuMU- Mnk The fnned water Is then ifumpvil in Ihv l l j fenu V J fh i * cleansing lethmih»B> is rcøjidcd 
,r» un*»n*f,uhirv h> t^ ' vnunly Mitrmimes in Murmansk Suuree Vrsiclsl* Murmjn. I7lh»il tKlHher 1**12 
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Map 4.2 Dumping areas for solied radioactive waste in the Kara Sea 
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Table 4.3 
Sunken ships and lighters containing radioactive waste. 

Ship/Name 
«y 
(rr,3) 

Year Place/Po 

M/V Jose Diaz 1967 Kara Sea, 

L igh te r No. 3 1968 Kara Sea, 

Conta inersh ip Sayany 1972 Kara Sea, 

Tanker TNT-15 1973 Kara Sea, 

Cargo boa t Oma 1974 Kara Sea, 

Cargo boa t L-3 1975 Kara Sea, 

MBSN-801250 1977 

Tanker TNT-15 1980 

Cargo boat N. Bauman1964 

Cargo boat Kolczhma 1976 

Lighter SV 5 1968 

Lighter 1966 

Lighter MNN-231500 1967 

Lighter MBSN-3782501967 

Cargo boat L-8711 1980 

Cargo boat No. 4 1988 

Cargo boat Nlkal 1978 

Kara Sea, 

Kara Sea, 

Tsivolki-bay, 

Tsivolki-bay, 

Oga-bay, 

Abrosimova--
bay, 

Abrosimova-
bay, 

Abrosimova-
bay, 

Abrosimova-
bay, 

Techeniy-bay, 

Near Kolgoyev. 

(Ci/GBq) 

N72°21'E57°508-

N73°06'E59°10' 

N72°24'E57°55' 

N72°23' E58°00' 

N72°11E57°40' 

N72°38E58°20' 

N72°1922-E57°46' 

N72°1802 -ES7:36°06' 

N74°22E58°41' 

N74-22- E58°42 

N74°07'E53°12' 

N71'56'E55"19' 

N71"56E55°2r 

N71"56E55°21 

N71'56E55°21 

N73'59 E66"18 

N69"44 E47 66 30" 

Deep 

50m 

50m 

80m 

20m 

20m 

20m 

20m 

50m 

Volume 

910 

150 

A k t i v i -

359 

5,6 

160 

600 

243 

640 

0,6 

118,4 

977.4 

1233 12 

400 4 

7 7 

? 0.28 

? 30/ 

750 10/ 

229 1811 

1 100 40/ 
ioutte /abloMovA V rial 

Table 4 4 
T»t<h«nya-bay 

Year North 

1 M 2 76 58 
1 M B 73 59 

Ca*t 

66 20 
66 18 

Deep In the dumping field 30 50 meter 
m3 Ci Container* Ship 

175 
229 

33.3 
1811.2 

146 
Ship No 4 

part" IJIJU» the «uhnhwuu*' leuctui i c t t i o n v clul-
hev .mil equipment med for work i l l the rc ic lnrv 
Mdfoi item* ihttl have heen dumped, ale cooling 
water pumr* f iom reaetnrv pencratoiv and vary-
in|t reactor p;in-« Sumr of thc^c ale placed ahoard 
-»hip* and Itchier* helor*- IheM.* were »unk 

r he *unk *hip* are aho plotted in l a b l o 4 4 t*i 
4 11 Of . f ivn. i f «Here*! i* Ine hwl that < Mf» ho»! 

no 4. sunken in Ihc I c t hcn i y j l ) j> in I'lKK. has I he 
v ime pmi t iun as rcacluf Mrctton m> * * H , also \unk 
in IWX, see lahlc 7 and H r r m may indicdic lh«ii 
ihc icaclof section was ahoatd Ihc cargo hoal when 
II ««it sunk 

Solid ladioactivc waste in and without conlat< 
neis has since l*Wi< u» I 'WI Keen dumped in X «III. 
Icrcnt bays o f l ihc eastern coast of Nosaya / c m -
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Table 4.5 
Kara Sea 

(Deep in the dumping areas 300-350 meter.) 

Year North East Volume 
(m3) 

Activity 
(Ci) 

Containers Ship Larger 
objects 

1967 73°17'3'' 59'54' 212 35,3 1 
1967 72"21' 57°50'18" 910 359,0 Jose Diaz 
1968 73°06' 59°10' 150 5,6 Lighter No. 3 
1969 ? ? 144,8 159,2 7 ? ? 
1970 73°ir 59°54' 144 5,6 7 ? ? 
1972 72°24' 57°55' ? 160,0 Cargo boat Sayany 
1973 72"23' 58°oo' ? 7 Tanker TNT 15 
1974 72°lr 57°40' ? ? Cargo boat Oma 
1975 72°38' 58°20P 5000 30,0 Cargo boat L-3 
1977 72"19'22 57°46' 600 0,6 MBSN-801250 
1980 72°18 T ' 57°36'4" 243 118,4 ? 7 
1980 72°15' S7°35' ? ? • > ? 

1984 72°15' 57°30' 295 248,6 ? 
1984 4 5,8 1 
1984 3 14,8 1 
1985 72°21' 57°50'18 - ' 5182 738,2 1027 1 
1985 73°06' 59°io' 693 507,0 535 
1986 72"21" 57°50'18" 419 156,8 321 
1987 73°06' 59°10' 1302 628,1 847 2 
1989 73°06' 59°10' 370 87,1 256 
1989 72°21' 57°50'18" 142 24,2 57 
1991 73°17'3" 59°54' 308 35,5 131 1 
Total 16134+ 3320+ 3174+ 8+ 9+ 

Source: JablokovA. V. eta!.. 

Table 4.6 
Abrosimova-bay 

Deep in the d umping field 20-40 meter. 

Year North East Volume Activity Containers Ship Objects 

1966 71-56,1' 55=19,5' ? ? Lighter 
1967 71°56,5' 55°21,5' ? 0,3 Lighter MNN-231500 
1967 71°56' 55-21' 7 30,0 Lighter MBSN-3782S0 1 
1974 71°56' 55-21' 520 229,0 ? ? 
1977 71°55,3' 55°22,1' 255 387,0 8 
1980 71°56' 55-21' 750 10,0 Ship L-8711 6 
1981 71-56' 55°21,2' 392 5,0 ? ? 
Total 1917+ 661 + 8+ 4+ 7 

Source: Jablokov A. V. et al.. 

Table 4.7 
Blagopoluchy-bay 

Deep in the dumping field 50 meter. 

Year North East m3 Ci Objects 

1972 75°40'9' 63°39' 331 234,8 1 
Source: Jablokov A. V. etal.. 
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Table 4.8 
Oga-bay 

(Deep in the dumping field 80-150 meter.) 
Vear North East m3 Ci Containers Ship Objects 

1968 74°07' 53°12- 400 4,0 Lighter SB-5 1 
1976 74°35,1 ' 59°1S,4' 560 929,0 7 
1978 74°17' 58°18' 170 15,5 
1980 74°35' 59°14' 278 274,4 
1980 74°35' 59°14' 500 59,2 7 
1981 7 7 ? 349,1 ? 
1983 74°35' 59°13,5' 540 205,3 212 
1983 74°35.1 • 59°13,r 580 190,6 260 
Total 3028 2027 472+ 1 4 

Source: Jablokov A. V. et al.. 

Table 4.9 
Tsivolky-bay 

(Deep in the c umping field 50-180 meter) 

Year North East m3 Ci Containers Ship Objects 

1964 74°22'3 58°41' 640 977,4 1600 N.Bauman 1 
1965 74°223 58°4V 266 448,9 
1966 74°223 58°4V 446 534,2 
1967 74°22'3 58°42' 240 374,9 
1967 74°22"2 58°41'5 25 28,6 
1967 74°223 58°42'1 72 77,2 
1976 74°22' 58°42' 1233 12,0 Kolezhma 
1978 74°22' S8°41' 438 230,5 ? 
Total 3360 2684 1600+ 2 6 

Source: Jablokov A. V, et al.. 

Table 4.10 Sedovo-bay 

Year North East m3 Ci Containers Objects 

1982 74°40' 59°55' ? 100 ? ? 

1982 74°40' 59°55' 2358 1718,2 298 95 
1982 74°42' 69°56' 218 63,6 182 
1982 74°41' 59=53" 276 118,3 230 
1983 74°40' 59°56' 281 1121,4 231 
1984 74°41' 60°17' 137 172,8 108 
1984 74°4V 60°17' 3 6 7 
1984 74°4V 60°17' 11 52,5 1 
1984 74°4T 60°17' 151 57,2 59 1 
Total 3433 3140 1108 104 

Source: Jablokov A V. et al.. 
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Tabell 4.11 
Stepovoy bukta 

Deep in the d umping field 40-50 meter 

Year North East m3 Ci Objects 

1968 72°324 55°339 185 184,8 1 
1970 72°33' 55°29,2' 243 371,1 1 
1972 72°33,2' 55°26,2' 242 212 1 
1973 72°33,2' 55°23,3P 532 325,2 1 
1975 72°33,4' 55°24' 445 187 1 
Total 1647 1280 5 

Source: Jablokov A.V.et a/.. 

lya, and in the Kara Sea. A survey of the amounts 
of radioaetive waste dumped in the different bays 
is given in tables 4.4 to 4.11. The dumping sites in 
the Kara Sea are shown on map 2. Both the Nor
thern Fleet and the c iv i l fleet of nuclear icebrea
kers in Murmansk have dumped radioactive waste 
in these areas. 

According to the Jablokov Report, a total of 
6.508 containers of radioactive waste has been 
dumped directly in the Kara Sea 1 4 . The Northern 
Fleet has dumped 4,641 of these 1 5 . In archives of 
the Murmansk Shipping Company, dumping of 
11,090 containers into the sea has been recorded. 
This implies the company has dumped 1,867 indi
vidual containers, while the remaining 9,223 con
tainers arc placed aboard lighters and ships before 
they were sunk. 

During the first dumping missions in the 60's, 
many containers did not sink, hut remained floa
ting al the surface. The crew aboard the bouts car
rying out the dumping solved the problem by 
shooting at the containers wi th machine guns, 
causing water to seep in, and the containers to 
s ink 1 6 . This took place in Abrosirmrva Bay on 
the southeastern coast of Novaya Zemlya. Fur
thermore, reports have been made concerning 
repeated finds of containers of radioactive waste 
f loating in the Kara Sea. One container was 
found ashore on Novaya Zcmlya 1 7 . At later dum
ping missions the problem has been solved by 
placing rocks along wi th the radioactive waste in 
the containers to make them sink. 

Moreover. 155 major radioactive items have 
been dumped. Some of the containers and items 
were aboard the lighters and cargo boats wi th 

radioactive waste dumped in the same areas. The 
containers hold 0.5 to I cubic metre waste, and 
are made of plain iron. Some of the containers are 
lined wi th concrete. 

In addition to radioactive waste dumped in bays 
on the eastern coast of Novaya Zemlya, the ship 
" N i k e l " was sunk by the island of Kolgoyev in the 
Barents Sea (69:34'1 N 47:56"3 F) The ship was 
loaded wi th 18 radioactive items corresponding to 
1,100 cubic metres of a radioactivity of 1.5 TBq 
(40 Ci) . 

A total of 31,534 cubic metres solid radioactive 
waste of a racioactivity of 574 TBq (15,502 Ci) is 
dumped, made up of 6,508 containers, 17 ships, 
and 155 major items. 

4.2.3 Dumped nuclear reactors 
As shown in table 4.12, 13 nuclear reactors from 
submarines have been Humped in the Kara Sea. Six 
of the submarine.reactors have been dumped with 
used fuel aboard. A l l reactors come from nuclear 
submarines having had serious accidents where the 
reactors have been a radiation problem. The reac
tors were so wrecked, and the radiation so strong 
that the nuclear fuel was impossible to remove. 
This is the reason why the fuel is not removed 
before the reactors are dumped. In addition to the 
subamarine reactors, three reactors from the nucle
ar icebreaker "Len in " have been dumped 1 " . 

The dumped reactors had been stored for from 
one to fifteen years from the date of the accident to 
when they were dumped in the Kara Sea. 5 of Ihe 
suhmarine reactors were f i l led with protective 
material of steel, cement, and polyester to prevent 

14 The figure n.50N is laken from Ihe Jabloknv Report. In fi le documents from A. Solotkov the total an 
radioactive waste dumped in (he Kara Sea is claimed to be I I .OW. The difference is prohuhly explar 
ly 5,000 containers are loaded in some o f ihe ships sunk in the Kara Sea. 

15 Ibid. 

imoiini of cmilainers o f 
;ncd bv (lie fuel thut near 

IS Ibid. 
If> Polyarnaya Pravda. 25m of September 1W1 
17 Ib id. 
IN Jablokov A . V , el a l . 1»W3. 

Murmansk. 
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Table 4.12 Dumped reactors 1 ' 1 

Place Position Name/Design Year Reactors Activity Deep 

Abrosimova-
bay 

N 7 T 5 6 0 3 
E55°1808 

K-3, November-design 
"Leninskij Komsomol" 

1965 Reactorsection 800.000 Ci* 
No. 285. 
1 withused fuel 
1 wi thout fuel 

20 m 

Abrosimova-
bay 

N71°56'04 
E 55°18'15 

K-19, Hotel-design 1965 Reactorsection 400.000 Ci 
No. 901 
2 withused fuel 

20 m 

Abrosimova-
bay 

N71°55'22 
E 55°32P54 

K-11 orK-22 1965 Reactorsection 
No. 254. ? 
2 without fuel 

20 m 

Abrosimova-
bay 

N71°56'03 
E55°18'08 

K-11 orK-22 1966 Reactorsection 
nr. 260. ? 
2 wi thout fuel 

20 m 

Stepovogo-
bay 

N 72°31'25 
E 55°3025 

K-27, November 
-design 

1981 Reactorsection 200.000 Ci 
No. 601. 
2 withused fuel, 
" l iquid-metal" 

50 m 

Tsivolky-
bay 

N 74°46'4 
E 58°37'3 

"Lenin"-icebreaker 1967 3 wi thout fuel 150 000 Ci 50 m 

Techenya-
bay 

N73°59' 
E66°18' 

1988 Reactorsection 
No. 538. ? 
2 without fuel 

35-40 m 

Kara Sea N 72°40' 
E 58°10' 

K-140, Yankee ll-design 1972 Reactorsection 800.000 Ci 
No. 421. 
1 withused fuel 

300 m 

Total 1965/ 
1988 

6 w i th usedfuel Minimum 
10 w i thout 2.3 mil. Ci 

20/300 m 

Table 4.13 Survey over du mping in the Kara Sea and near Novaya Zemlja 

Place Deep Cont. Ship/ 
lighters 

Larger 
objects 

Volume 
(m 3) 

Reactors 
with without 
fuel fuel 

Radioactivity 
(TBq) (kCi) 

Kara Sea 300-350 3174+ 8+ 9+ 16134+ 1 297000+ 803+ 

Sedov-bay 80-150 1108+ - 104+ 343+ 116+ 3,1 + 

Oga-bay 80-150 472+ 1 4+ 3028+ 75 2,0 

Tsivolky-
bay 

50-180 1600+ 2 6 3360 3 5650 153 

Stepovog-
bay 

40-50 - 5 1647 2 7450 201 

Abrosimova-
bay 

20-40 8+ 4 7+ 1917+ 3 5 55000+ 1500+ 

Blagopoluchy 
bay 

- 50 1 331 9 0,2 

Tetchenya-
bay 

30-50 146 1 - 404 2 7470 202 

Total -6508+ 16+ 136+ 30254+ 6 10 106000+ 2860+ 

l<) Ihid. 
' Cuku la l im i based on reactors wi lh fuel. 
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Figure 4.2 So l id w a s t e a n d reac tors 
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Figure 4.3 
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radioactivity to seep out into the marine environ
ment. According to Russian reactor constructors, 
this protection may last For up to 500 years. As 
very little technical data on the different nuclear 
reactors is available, the amount of radioactivity 
represented by the nuclear reactors is hard to cal
culate. Very rough calculations made by Russian 
experts based on the information available in the 
Jablakov Commission's report estimate the total 
radioactivity to be 85 PBq (2,300 kCi) for the sub
marine reactors containing fuel and the 3 reactors 
from "Len in " - " . 

Calculations made by the "Lawrence Livcrmorc 
National Laboratory" in the USA conclude, howe
ver, that the amount of radioactivity dumped in the 
Kara Sea may be higher than what is stated in the 
Jablokov Commission's report. The laboratory has 
made calculations based on avaiabic information 
on the reactor's power production, assumed run
ning t ime, and assumed isotope composition of the 
used fuel. The results of the American calculations 
indicate that the radioactivity of the reactors dum
ped wi th used fuel and the 3 reactors from "Len in " 
might have been 178 PBq (4,800 kCi) at the time 
of the dumping. The radioactivity of the submari-
nereactors without fuel is estimated to about 3,7 
PBq (100 kCi) per reactor.^! 

Based on the Jablakov Report og the calculati
ons done by the ""Lawcrcnce Livermore National 
Laboraty" the solid radioacliv waste and the reac
tors arc dumpe as shown in table in table 4.13 

As shown in the survey of dumped, nuclear reac
tors, clumped ships, items, and conlainers with 
radioactive waste, plus the survey of dumped 
l iquid radioactive waste, the variations in amount 
of radioactivity at the different dumping fields are 
considerable. I f it 's asumed lhat a reactor without 
fuel represent a radioactivity of 3,7 PBq (100 
kCi). then more than SO per cent of the total radio
activity is dumped at the Abrosimova Bay (52 per 
cent) and at the dumping fields in the Kara Sea (30 
per cent). At the Blagopoluchy Bay. Oga Bay. and 
Sedovo Bay, on the olher hand, only minor 
amounts of radioactivity have been dumped.See 
figure 4.2 and 4.3. 

Table 4.14 shows a survey based on the Jablakov 
Report of the different sources of radioactive pol
lution of Arct ic waters. 

2(IJab|jikov A. V. ul al, l 'W3. 
21 M u u n i i - t i i l . 1*W.V 
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Table 4.14 
Different sources of radioactive pollution of Arctic waters 

Source 
Fallout fol lowing the Chernobyl accident 
and nuclear testings. 

Activity (Ci/TBq) 
6.300 TBq 

Eroding from the rivers Ob and Jenitsej.-- Some millions Ci. 

The Glof Stream, mainly from 5ellafield. 7.400 TBq 

Dumping in the Barents- and Kara Sea. Between 3 and 9 millions Ci 

Under water nuclear testings. No availiable information 

Possible leakages from underground nuciear 
at the two testing sites at Novaja Zemlja. 
Total 

testings No availiable information 

Between 5 and 15 millions Ci 
Kilde: Jablokov-rapporten og «Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory». 

4.3 Measurements of radioactivity in 
(he Barents- and Kara Seas 

Examinations of the radioactivity have been made 
in areas where waste has been dumped, bul Ihe 
analyses are executed by military laboratories, and 
the results have never been released2-'. Examinati
ons by Russian institutes have been performed by 
"The Maritime Department of the Soviet Ministry 
of Defence's I2th Central Scientific Institute", 
"Roskomgridromet's Typhoon Institute of Scien
ce" and "The Naval Central Laboratory of Medici
ne". Civilian scientists have since 1967 not been 
granted permission to perform research closer than 
50-HIO kilometres to the dumping sites 2 4 . 

A joint Norwegian-Russian research expedition 
to the Kara Sea in August/September 1992 was not 
granted permission to go within the 12-mile boun
dary of Novaya Zcmlya, or lo take tests at the 
dumping fields in the Kara Sea. A new Norwegian-
Russian research expedition was undertaken in Ihe 
Kara Sea in September/October 1993. This expedi
tion was granted permission to examine the dum
ping sites in the Kara Sea. as well as those in the 
Tsivolky- and Stepovogo Fjords. They were, 
however, not permilled lo examine the Abrosimo-
va Bay where, among other things, mosl reactors 
containing fuel have been dumped. Promises have 
been made in Russia that this bay may be exami
ned in 1995. 

Results of the first Norwegian-Russian expediti
on indicate following pollution of sediments in the 
Kara Sea: 137Cs-radioactivity from 3 to 22 
Bq/m3, 90 Sr-radioactivity from 3 to 12 Bq/m3, 
and 239Pu+ 24()Pu-radioactivity of approximately 
1.8 to 11.5 mBq/m3. Measurements indicate this 
pollution is due to contributions from reprocessing 
in Sellaficld (UK), the rivers Ob and Jenitsej. and 
fallout following the Chernobyl accident 2 ' . The 
preliminary results of the 1993 expedition indicate 
a possible leakage from one of the dumping sites 
in Stcpovogo Bay2''. 

Following the completion of the examinations 
of the submarine "Komsomolcts" in the beginning 
of September 1993, the science ship "Akademik 
Mstislav Kcldysh" sailed to the Abrosimova Bay 
to examine the conditions of the dumped objects. 
This ship is equipped with two manned submarines 
with video cameras and test-equipment for radio
activity. Results of these examinations have as of 
yet not been released. 

Radioactivity has furthermore been measured 
on the eastern coastline of Novaya Zemlya. The 
examinations were performed by scientists from 
the nuclear testing field at the Matotchin Straight 
on Novaya Zcmlya 2 7. It was claimed that, with one 
exception, elevated gamma-radiation was not 
deteeled. The exception concerns Abrosimova 
Bay, where parts of a used fuel assembly was 
found on the beach. Here, values exceeding 100 
Roentgen/h was measured2*. 

22 The radioactivity reaching the Arctic Ocean through Ihe rivers Ob and Jenilsej originates in many different sourees. In the 
two rivers' fluvial basin, several nuclear power plants, the lest field at Semipalnlinsk in Kazakhstan, approximately Ml civil 
nuclear lesl explosions, three plutonium plants eonlaining enormous waste storages (Majak. Tomsk-7. and Donovn) are situ 
ated. There are several reprocessing plains tor used fuel assemblies al these Ihree military nuelear complexes. Bellona is wor 
king on an extensive charting of sourees of radioactive pollution in the fluvial basin of the two rivers. 

2.1 Conversations hclit with engineer Andrei Solotkov ;i[ (he nuclear icebreaker base "Alonjflol" in Murmansk, Julv I W2. 
24 Jahliikm- A.V. el al. I'M 
25 Joint Russian-Norwegian l-lxperl Group for Investigation of Radioactive Conlamination in the Northern Seas 1W3. 
2h l-'ovn I.. & Nikitin A.. I'l'J.t. 
27 JuKlokuv A.V.elal. 
2K Ihid. 
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Chapter 5 
Kola Nuclear Power Plant 

The Kola Nuclear Power Plant is the only nuclear 
power plant in the county of Murmansk. The 
nuclear power plant is centrally situated in relati
on to the heavy industry on the Kola Peninsula, 15 
kilometres west of the town of Polyarnyy Zori on 
the shores of the lake Imandra. The industrial 
towns of Monchegorsk, Kirovsk, Apatity and Kan
dalaksha are placed within a radius of 120 kilome
tres of the Kola Nuclear Power Plant. The distance 
to the Norwegian border is 200 kilometres. 

The Kola Nuclear Power Plant was the first nuclear 
power plant in the Soviet Union to be built north of 
the Polar Circle. The temperature in the area during 
wintertime may reach 30; C below zero. 

6(1 per cent of the electric energy produced at the 
Kola Nuclear Power Plant is supplied to the local 
heavy industry, while the remaining 40 per cent are 
exported to Karelia. St. Petersburg and Finland1. The 
Kola Nuclear Power Plant is the largest producer of 
electricity in the county of Murmansk and covers bet
ween 60 to 70 per cent of the combined production of 
electricity (approximately 19 TWh) in the 
county-Parallell to the construction of the nuclear 
power plant, the town of Polyarnyy Zori was raised. 
The nuclear power plant is the most important 
employer in the town, and approximately 6.(1(1(1 of the 
town'* 22.000 inhabitants work there. 

5.1 Types of reactor 

The Kola Power Plant has four reactors running. The 
two oldest reactors of the VVER-440/230 type are 
placed in Reactor Room no. 1. while two more recent 
VVER-440/213 type reactors arc placed in Reactor 
Room no. 2. The construction of the first reactor was 
initiated in 1970, and it was put into commercial ope
ration in 1973. The three other reactors were put into 
operation in 1975. 1982. and 1984. respectively1. 

A VVER-440 reactor is a pressurized water reactor 
developed from a reactor design based on the first 
nuclear submarine reactors in the Soviet Union, where 
demineralizcd light water is applied as both cooling 

agent and for moderating the neutrons. The first versi
on, VVER-440/230. was developed in the 60's, while 
the VVER-440/213 was introduced in the early 80's. 
Each of the reactors has a power production of 440 
MWe. The annual power production is approximatly 
12 TWh 4. The reactor schematically presented in figu
re 1. 

The reactor core in a VVER-440 reactor is 3 metres 
in diameter, has a height of 2.5 metres, and is enclosed 
by a sylindric pressure receptacle of steel, of a diame
ter of 4.3 metres anda height of 11.8 metres. The total 
weight is 200 tons. The reactor core contains 312 fuel 
assemblies and 37 control assemblies. Each fuel 
assembly consists of 126 fuel pins, which in turn con
sists of uranium-dioxide pellets. The content of 235U 
in the fuel is 3.6 per cent, and every year 1/3 of the 
fuel is replaced by new. non-irrudialed fuel assembli
es'. 

The temperature of the cooling water as it leaves 
the reactor is between 295; C and 300j C. Each of the 
reactors has six independent primary circuits. In the 
secondary circuit there are six steam generators and 
two electrical generators. The condensators are cooled 
by water from the Imandra Lake. The four reactors 
use a total of 1890 million cubic metres cooling water 
a year. The cooling water is discharged in the Imandra 
Lake through a one kilometre long canal. Parts of the 
cooling water arc used for heating greenhouses and a 
fish farm situated next to the Kola Nuclear Power 
Plant. 

The main difference between the VVER-440 reac
tors and reactors of Western type is the degree of safe
ty containment surrounding the reactor tank of the 
VVER-440. The airtight safety containment of Wes
tern power plants encloses the reactor tank, the prima
ry- and secondary circuits, as well as the steam gene
rators. At n possible leakage, the safety containments 
will see to that the radioactive steam does not escape 
to the surroundings. At Western reactors, this safety 
containment is normuUy made of prestrcssed concrete, 
and is meant to resist a pressure of 4 to 6 bars. Fur
thermore, there are devices for cooling the steam to 
decrease the pressure in the containment. 

The construction surrounding the reactor systems 

1 Conversations held wilh Head ol Information. Danilo\. September }W2. 
2 Ihid. 
3 IAEA. 1W. 
4 Conversations held with the administration at Kola Nuclear Power Plant. September l o u 2 . 
5 Information folder. Kola Nuelear Power Plant. 
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Figure 5.1 Pressurized water reactor WER-440. 

1. Reactor 
2. Steam Generator 
3. Circulation Pump 
4. Safety valve 
5. Pressure Tank 
6. Bubble Tank 

of the VVER-440/230 has a volum too small to relie
ve the pressure arising should u breach occur in pipes 
of more than 32 mm in diameter. The construction is 
fitted with valves which arc released i f the pressure 
gets too high. At the VVER-440/213. the contain
ment is improved. It has, among other things, a larger 
volume, and a device for cooling the steam and redu
cing the pressure in case of a possible accident. This 
containment is constructed to resist a pressure of 
approximately I bar. Full scale tests on this type of 
containment have not been performed. Though this 
containment represents an improvement compared to 
the VVER-440/230, it is not on par with Western stan
dards. 

The pressure of the primary circuit in Western pres
surized water reactors is 150-170 bars, compared to 
the 123-124 hars in the VVER-441) reactor. Thus, the 
temperature of the cooling water must he kept at a 
lower level. As a result, the reactor is exposed to less 
strain, compared to Western pressurized water reac
tors. Larger amounts of water are available in the coo
ling circuits, above all in the secondary circuit. As 
water has concidenible heat capacity, the VVER-440 
reactor is relatively resistant to minor disturbances. 
Reports have been made of a reactor in Armenia 
managing for o hours without electricity for cooling, 
without damaging the fuel'1. 

5.1.1 VVER-440 compared to R B M K 

Along with the VVER-440/230, the RBMK reactors 
are emphasized when it comes to safety. The Cherno
byl accident put focus on this reactor type. The 
RBMK reactors are water-cooled, but. as opposed to 

Reactor VVER-440/230 

the VVER-440, moderated by graphite. At the Cher
nobyl accident, the loss of cooling caused a uncontrol
led and rapid increase of power production. This 
increase incinerated the graphite in the core. The fire 
lasted for *,everul days, and caused long life isotopes 
of a radioactivity of 46.0(10 TBq (1.2 million Ci) to be 
discharged to the surroundings. 

Like the VVER-440, the RBMK reactor lacks satis
factory safety containments. But the RBMK reactors 
have a built-in positive energy coefficienti.e. the fissi
on process increases as the temperature decreases. 
This might cause an increased risk of uncontrolled 
enlarged p:>wer production as the reactor is run down. 
Furthermore, plenty of combustible graphite in the 
core makes it even more vulnerable to fire following 

h"Nudennks Week", lebniiirs l*W3. 
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an uncontrolled rise in temperature in the core. Nor is it 
possible to upgrade RBMK reactors to Western stan
dards.? 

5.2 Disturbances and accidents during operation 
S instances causing operational disturbances were 
recorded at Kola Nuclear Power Plant during the period 
WtH-lWl*. Each reactor at the power plant has an 
average of I-2 emergency stops a year1'. In 198", the 
secondary cooling system of one of the reactors was out 
of operation for nearly two months. In spite of this, the 
reactor was not run down, as demanded by internatio
nal and Russian safety regulationsl".During 1992. a 
total of 39 incidences occured at the Kola Nuclear 
Power Plant. 6 of these were of 1st level on the IAEA's 
Event Scale, and I on level 2 " . The 12th of December 
1992. 450 cubic metres cooling water leaked out of a 
lank in a separate room at the power plant, but radiacti-
vc discharges into the air were not recorded1-. 

The most serious accident so far happened the 2nd of 
February 1993, as the oldest reactor was but short time 
away from a melt-dowr. accident. During the rough 
weather the electricity supply broke down, and the 
external electricity supply was broken off. The two die
sel aggregates necessary for cooling the oldest reactor 
would not start, due to poor maintainance. The cooling 
system of the reactor was without electricity for two 
and a half hours, and the reactor was cooled by natural 
circulation. No reports have been made of any damages 
of the fuel1 -\ 

The last accident at the nucear power plant so far 
took place the 27th of May 1993 in the oldest VVER-
440/213. as a valve in the reactor's cooling circuit bro
ke down. The pressure in the primary circuit decreased, 
and the reactor had to be run down. The reactor was not 
restarted until the 30lh of July 1993'+. The accident 
was classified as an event of 2nd level on IAEA's sca
le'?. 

As the consumers of the electricity produced by the 
Kola Nuclear Power Plant do not pay, the plant has 
concidcrable economical problems. The autumn of 
1993. the nuclear power plant had a total of 14.5 billion 
Roubles in outstanding claims, mainly from the Pets-
henga nickel- and the Severo nickel smelting works on 

the Kola Peninsula. As a result of this, the plant could 
not afford to pay the worker's wages, nor purchase fuel. 
The 19th of September 1993. the manager V. Shmidl 
resolved to shut down the plant due to economical pro
blems. After two hours he was fired by "Rosenergoa-
tom". This caused the workers to go on strike. Head of 
"Roscnergoatom" was then fired, and Shmidt was 
appointed as m; nager anew' f l. 

5.3 Safety assessments 
There have been two inspections from the IAEA, and 
one delegation from the Norwegian authorities, among 
others, investigating into the safety precautions of the 
power plant the two last years. In addition. Bellona has 
examined the conditions at the plant a number of times. 
During these inspections, several defects at the plant 
were unveiled. IAEA has discovered 1.300 items rela
ting to the safety. It is commonly agreed that it is 
impossible, for all practical purposes.to bring the plant 
up to Western safety standards and that the VVER-440 
reactors along with the RBMK reactors (the Chernobyl 
type) arc most accident-prone17. 

The group of the world's seven richest countries 
(G7) has concluded that all reactors of the VVER-440 
type must be shut down as soon as possible, as the reac
tor construction render any upgrading to Western safety 
standards impossible'^. Even the World Bank emphasi
zes the serious safety defects of reactors of this type, 
rendering any reconstruction unprolitable. From an 
economical point of view, the World Bank claims 
nuclear power plant with reactors of the VVER-440 
type in Russia to be the most expensive energy alterna
tive for the years to come1'1. Norway contributes 20 
million NOK (1993/I994) to -improve" the security at 
the Kohi Nuclear Power Plant. A dicscl generator for 
the emergency power supply and wireless telephones 
are among the purchased items. 

5.3.1 VVER-440/230 

In iiddition to the two VVER-44II/230 reactors in ope
ration at the Kolti Nuclear Power Plant, there are eight 
VVER-440/230 reactors in operation in former Fastern 
Europe and Russia. These are localized at the r.uclcar 
power plants of Kozloduy in Bulgaria (four reactors). 

"; Friends nllhe Farth. l '«2. 
X -Finmarken". 2711] of April l'M2. 
') Backe. S.. 1 W . 
H) C'onversalions held with the adminislraliuii of Kola Nuclear Power Plain. September l 'N2. 
11 -Rvhnv Murrnan". I l l t l l of December. I W . 
12 Murmansk Radio. 14th nf September I'«2. 
1.1 "Nucleonics Week". February ITO. 
14 "Sovietsky Murninn". Is! nf August I 'M. 
1^ Conversation hekl with Ihc "Rauialion Proleclion Authority" in Norway. June l u l t .V 
to "Komsomolets Zapolvnmy". 2nd of October I W and 2sili ot September 10'l.V "So\ielsk\ Munnan ". 22iul tit* October I'10.1. and 
"Polvarny Pravda". 21 sl o t September P W . 
l7Uaeke. S.. 1W2. 
IK Financial Times. .Ird ol Julv l ' « 2 . 
1') World Dank. Marell I'W3. 
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Bohunice in Slovakia (two reactors), and Novovoro-
nezh in Russia (two reactors). 6 additional reactors of 
this type have formerly been in operation in , but are 
now shut down. Four reactors were in operation at the 
nuclear power plant of Grcifswald in former DDR. 
The reactors were dismantled by the German authori
ties after the reunion due to the lack of security at this 
type of reactor. There arc two reactors of the VVER-
440/230 type in Armenia, but they are temporarily 
shut down due to their poor state, and their localisati
on in an area exposed to earthquakes211. 

Western experts agreeon the fact that among the 
reactors of the former Soviet Union and Eastern Euro
pe, the fifteen RBMK reactors abng with the six reac
tors of the VVER-440/230 type cause greatest con
cern-1. 

On the construction side, the WER-440/320 reac
tors deviate from safety standards of Western reactors. 
IAEA performed in 1991 a safety analysis of the 10 
reactors in operation, and found 100 safety aspects 
connected to the design and the operation of the 
plants. More than 60 per cent of these aspects are of 
great importance when safety is concerned. The main 
problems concerning the design of the reactor type is 
as following:— 

• Lack of safety containment surrounding the core. 
H Deficiencies in the construction concerning the 

limitation of discharges to the surroundings in 
case of breaches in pipes of more than 32 mm in 
the primary circuit. 

• Limited capacity of the cooling system. 
• (insufficient "backup" of the cooling system and 

safety system. 
• Lack of distinction between control systems and 

safety systems. 
• Unsatisfactory routines and equipment for com

munication and safety precautions concerning fire. 
• Obsolete control room technology. 

Neutron irradiation of the reactor tank, causing the 
steel to become brittle, is a vital safety issue, accor
ding to Western experts. The proximity of the fuel 
assemblies to the steel walls in the VVER-440 reac-
tortank, causes higher neutron irradiation than in other 
types of reactors, and the walls to become brittle at a 
higher pace than normal. The VVER-440 rcaclorlank 
is made up of welded rings. The welded seams are 
particularily exposed to neutron irradiation. As a 
remedy, the outermost assemblies of the VVER-

2IHAEA. IW.V 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
23 IAEA. I w I , 
24 Conversations held with Head of Information at Kola Nuclear 
25 Friends of the Earth. IW2. 

The control room for WER-4401230 

440/230 were replaced with steel rods during the late 
80's. The VVER-440/213 is equipped with an additio
nal steel lining between the steel wall and the fuel 
assemblies. The steel may be heated up to 450 to 500j 
C over a period of time to stall the embrittlement. This 
was done on Kola in 1989. 

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 
investigated into the safcy at the four reactors of Kola 
Nuclear Power Plant in 1991, and closely examined 
reactors of the VVER-44t)/230-typc. The IAEA report 
concluded that the chance for a serious reactor melt
down at these two reactors was 1 for 180 working 
years-1. According to the calculations of the IAEA, 
the chance of a serious reactor meltdown in the two 
oldest reactors at Kola Nuciear Power Plant in the 
course of 23 years is 25%. These two reactors have 
been in operation for 20 and 21 years, respectively, 
and arc planned to slay in operation until 2003 and 
2004-4. 

5.3.2 VVER-440/213 

F.ven though some improvements have been made on 
the VVER-440/2I3 system, it is still a far cry from 
Western safety standards. Among other things, this 
type of reactor is lilted with an insufficient safety con
tainment around the reactor system, the cooling sys
tem and the lire system leave much to be desired, and 
the control and instrumentation is not on an internatio
nally acceptable level-''. 

In addition to ,he Iwo VVER-440/213 reactors at 
Kola Nuclear Power Plant, there are 12 other such 
reactors in operation in Eastern Europe and Russia. 
There are four reactors at the nuclear power plant of 
Dukovtiny in the Czech Republic, four reactors al the 
nuclear power plant of Paks in Hungary, two reactors 

Power Plant. A. Dnnilov. Polvarnyy 7.ori. August I° (.I3. 
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Table 5.1 
Low- and medium level radioactive waste stored at Kola Nuclear Power Plant 

Storage Started Capacity Capacity used Activity 
( m 3 ) ( m 3 ) (%) (TBq) 

Block 1 , 1973 4166 3233 78 73 

liquid 
Block 2, 1981 3160 2419 77 14 
liquid 
Central hall 1975 0,80 0,1 12 126 
block 1, room No. A-301 

Fast l a v a k t i v t 1985 12060 3500 30 17 

Block 1, 1973 1375 1375 100 53 
Solid waste 
Block 2, 1982 6100 625 10 120 
Solid waste 

at the nuclear power plant of Bohunicc in Slovakia, 
and two reactors at the nuclear power plant of South 
Ukraine in the Ukraine-'1. The pressurized water reac
tors in operation at the nuclear power plant of Loviisa 
in Finland and the nuclear power plant of Cienfuegos 
on Cuba are based on the VVER-44II/2I3 reactors, but 
arc. among other things, equipped with a safety con
tainment around the reactors. 

Maintainance of a reactor of the VVER-440/230 design 

5.3.3 General insufficiencies 

In addition to technical weaknesses, fecklessncss con
cerning general maintainance has been unveiled. 
During an inspection by Bellona on the 14th of Sep
tember 1992, several conditions were revealed. 
Among these were very run-down reactor halls with 
large cracks in the concrete walls. There was lack of 
proper illumination, due in part to nonexistence of 
secure light-fittings, and in part to light bulbs which 
didn't work. The corridor between the reactor hall, the 
controll room and the workshop was draped in almost 
complete darkr.css. Cables and wires were in disorder, 
a. -1 had loosened from the wall at several places. 

During the inspection, waste was lying scattered 
around the reactor hall. Radioactively contaminated 
equipment was placed in a corner of the reactor hall, 
and separated by string. The warning lamps for eleva
ted levels of radiation were constantly switched on. 
By the two oldest reactors, O.ft mSv/h was measured 
close to the reactor tank. 

Furthermore, very little fire extinguishing equip
ment was placed in the reactor hall. In Reactor Hall 
no. I, the only kind of fire extinguising equipment 
was a couple of shovels and some rusty buckets. Stairs 
and corridors were covered with a thick layer of plas
tic which in a lire would develop a dense and poiso
nous smoke. Smoking is not prohibited in the control 
room or in the reactor halls. The videocameras moni
toring Reactor Hall no. I were in August 1993 out of 
operalion- 7. 

26 IAKA 
27 (unvursiitions held with upc-ralnr in C'nnlrcil Rttnm ni). t. Kniii Nuclear Power Plant. August I'J'J.V 
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Some improvements of the safety measures are 
being undertaken. Among other things, an acoustic 
system for registration of leakages in the primary coo
ling circuit of the two oldest reactors is being instal
led». 

Another point of great significance in evaluating the 
safety measures of Kola Nuclear Power Plant, are the 
human factors such as morale and attitude towards 
safety. One conclusion from the last inspection of the 
power plant by the IAEA, was that an accident would 
more likely be a result of human glitch than technical 
defects. 

The Russian Ministry of Security (formerly the 
KGB) reviewed the safety by several nuclear power 
plants, including the Kola Nuclear Power Plant, in 
1992. Sharp criticizm was expressed in a report to the 
Russian government and MINatom, (The Russian 
Atomic Ministery). The report concluded with stating 
the operators at Kola Nuclear Power Plant lack insight 
into the importance of their work. There is a great lack 
of qualified instructors to teach the workers safety pre
cautions. Furthermore, the report stresses that the con
struction of the reactors at Kola Nuclear Power Plant 
are safety risks themselves, and should be run down as 
soon as possible-1'. Several of the operators in Control 

Room no. I at Kola Nuclear Power Plant had never 
participated in courses on how to handle a crisis-111. 

5.3.4 Radioactive waste and used fuel 

The used fuel assemblies from the reactors are ware
housed in a waterpool beside each reactor. The ware
housing lasts for up to 3 years, before the elements arc 
transported to Majak for reprocessing. The consign
ment is undertaken by application designed railway 
carriages travelling on the civic railway system 
through the whole of Russia to Majak in South Ural. 
See chapter 6. 

Low- and medium level radioactive waste is stored 
by the power plant. Some low level radioactive waste 
is burnt at the power plant's incineration site for com-
primation. Low level radioaclive waste is stored in a 
service building between block 1 and 2. There is also a 
plant for solidifying low- and medium level radioactive 
waste before storage. Contaminated cooling water is 
stored in tanks on the premises. Information on various 
warehouses and storage facilities for low- and medium 
level radioactive waste is given in chart 5.1. According 
to these data, the storage capacity for low- and medium 
level radioactive waste is relatively satisfactory. 

Storagetanks for liquid radioactive waste 

2K Backe. S.. I W 
2 U Russian Minisir\ til S 'anils. Keporl no. 1344-G. nth of July I 
3(1 CoinxTsir ons hckl uilh operator in Control Room no. I. Kohi 

IW2. 
Nuclear Power Plant. August 1°W. 
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Chapter 6 
Transport of fuel 

Used fuel assembelies from nuclear powered 
subamrines, sivilian nuclear powered vessels 
and Kola Nuclear Power Plat are transported 
for reprocesing in Majak in South Ural. 

6.1 Transport to Majak 
Russia has one reprocessing plant for used nuclear 
fuel. The plant (Complex 300), is situated in 
Majak, 60 kilometres to the north of the town of 
Tshelabinsk in South Ural. Majak lies in the fluvial 
basin of the water system of Ob, which runs into 
the Kara Sea. This is one of Russias closed towns, 
and was, during the Soviet era, the largest producti
on site for wcapongrade plutonium in the Soviet 
Union. Considerable amounts of radioactive waste 
(37 million TBq/ 1 billion Ci) and 26,000 kilos of 
plutonium are stored here 1. 44,000 used fuel 
assemblies, among other things, are stored at Majak 
(August 1992)2. Between 1948 and 1978 the repro
cessing plant of Majak was used for production of 
plutonium intended for use in nuclear weapons. 
Fuel came from the four large military plutonium-
production reactors in the area, and contains a large 
amount of the plutonium isotope 239Pu. The repro
cessing plant of Majak was rebuilt in 1978 to recei
ve used fuel from VVER-44 reactors, submarine 
reactors, icebreaker reactors and some supply reac
tors. Transport of used fuel from the Kola Peninsu
la to Majak before 1978, has not been reported. 

Majak does not receive used fuel assemblies 
from liquid metal cooled reactors of submarines, or 
used fuel assemblies encapsuled in zirkonium from 
icebreaker reactors. Used fuel from military pluto
nium production reactors were between 1978 and 
1991 sent by rail for reprosessing at Seversk 
(Tomsk-7), north of Tomsk3. 

A number of accidents have occurred at the sites 
of Majak over the years. The Kystym accident of 
1957 is the most well-known, when a storage tank 
containing liquid radioactive waste exploded and 
large amounts of radioactivity was dispersed. In 
addition, large amounts of liquid radioactive waste 

was let out in the river of Tech between 1948 and 
1956. After 1958, the liquid waste was let out in the 
dammed up lake of Karatsay. At the time being, this 
lake contains long-life isotopes of a combined radi
oactivity of 4,4 million TBq (120 million Ci). 

The last serious accident up to now, ocurrcd in 
1967 when Karatsay was partly dehydrated. The 
radioactive sediments, containing mostly 90Sr and 
137Cs were carried by the wind and polluted an 
area of 25,000 square kilometres. Radioactivity of 
185,000 TBq (5 million Ci) was probably dispersed 
at this incident. Some of the most radioactively pol
luted areas of the world are to be found in this regi
on 4. The sites at Majak are part of the Russian mili
tary industrial complex, and neither civil authoriti
es nor the IAEA arc granted access to inspect 
them 5. 

At the reprocessing plant of Majak, used fuel 
assemblies arc stored for up to ten years before the 
used fuel is taken out of the assemblies and dissol
ved in pickle. Uranium and plutonium is precipita
ted through chemical processes, while other isoto
pes such as cesium and strontium arc stored. 
During this process, considerable amounts of solid 
and liquid radioactive waste is generated. Large 
amounts of the radioactive v* .isle is let out to the 
lake of Karalsay. In 1991, the clischargeof radioac
tive waste into Karatsay amounted to 30,000 TBq ( 
800,000 Ci)''. Use of plutonium in reactors 
demands adapted reactors, and plutonium is not 
used much in reactors these days. For this reason, 
most of the plutonium is stored. 

The reprocessed uranium can be used for produc
tion of new fuel assemblies for RBMK reactors 
(Chernobyl type) 7. Plans have been made to expand 
the reprocessing plants at Majak in order to increa
se their capacity. The plant shall also produce 
mixed oxidised fuel (MOX) which in the future 
may be used as fuel for third-generation pressuri
zed water reactors (VVER-1.000), among other 
things". 

1 Nilsen. K.E.. and Hauge, F.. I "«2. 
2 Conversations held with Evgcnij Rvzkov. Tsjekihinsk, August !" u 2. 
3 Nilsen. K.E.. and Hauge. F.. 1992. ' 
4 Ibid. 
SBlix, H. 1'Xtf. 
d Nilsen. K.E.. and Hauge, F.. I "92. 
7 Egorov. N.N. MINalom-decree 05-231. IDlli of February 1993. 
X Ibid. 
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Map 6.1 Transport route for used fuel elements with train 

Transport by rail 
Used fuel assemblies from both the Kola Nuclear 
Power Plant and the storage facilities of the Nor
thern Fleet and "Atomflot" for reprocessing at 
Majak is transported by rail. The railway containers 
used for this purpose are application designed and 
are sent by special trains where particilar security 
measures have been catered for. 

Carr iage types for transport of fuel 
from the Northern Fleet 

and Murmansk Shipping Company 

Each carriage for transport of used fuel assemblies 
from the Northern Fleet and Murmansk Shipping 
Company (MSC) is made up of four containers. 
Each container is 3 metres tall, weighs l() tons 
(type TUK-7), and is uncovered. Each container 
has five holes with space for one receptacle contai
ning five fuel assemblies, giving each carriage a 
capacity of lot) fuel assemblies. There arc normally 
eight carriages on each train from the Kola Penin
sula to Majak. which uses on the civic railway sys
tem. Accordingly, each set of coaches transports 
801) fuel assemblies, or used fuel from slightly 
more than three reactor cores. The carriages do not 
satisfy the demands of security for transport of 
radioactive waste established by Russian authoriti

es. The Majak-complex owns these carriages and is 
responsible for the transport9. 

New and safer railway containers of the TUK-18 
type are under construction to replace the contai
ners in use today. The new type of container is 
made up of three receptacles, each with a capacity 
of 35 fuel assemblies, divided into 7 compartments, 
each holding 5 fuel assemblies. Each train from the 
Kola Peninsula has 4 carriages, carrying 420 fuel 
assemblies for each transport. This corresponds 
roughly to used fuel from 2 reactor cores. One con
tainer weighs 40 tons, and the weight creates pro
blems for the railway system in use today. The Nor
thern Fleet has ordered between 50 to 100 such 
containers1". 

The Northern Fleet has concession to use the old 
container types (TUK-7) throughout 1993, and the
se have been used for transport of used fuel to 
Majak in 1993. The MSC has not transported used 
fuel to Majak during 1993, but plans to do so at one 
point during the spring of 1994. The company plans 
to borrow containers of the TUK-18 type for this 
operation. The MSC service ship "Lotta" will by 
that time be equipped for handling of the new con
tainers. At the time being, the Northern Ficct has no 
service ship capable of handling the new type of 
containers, and will depend on cooperation with the 
MSC. 

Another problem with the new containers con-

9 Conversations hold in Murmansk. February 1992. 
10"Nuclt:ar fuel nids transportation". Igor Kt ldr ik . I u t ) 3 . 
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cerns 168 receptacles containing five fuel assem
blies each. This used fuel originates from Ihc Nor
thern Fleet, but is stored at " Atomflot". These con
tainers are not 100 per cent compatible with the 
new TUK-IK containers, and require a special per
mit for transport to Majak. Another alternative is to 
store the fuel assemblies in another type of recepta
cle adapted to the TUK-1N container 1 1. 

6.3 Transport of used fuel for the Northern 
Fleet and Murmansk Shipping Company 

Replacement of used fuel for the submarines of the 
Northern Fleet takes place at Polyarny, while used 
fuel is taken out of discarded submarines at the 
repair shipyard of '"Sevmash" at Severodvinsk. At 
the shipyard of Polyarny. used fuel is loaded into 
service ships of the "Malina" design (NATO name) 
to be shipped to Sevrnorput (base-35) in the suburb 
of Rosta in Murmansk. Here, used fuel is loaded 
aboard railway carriages and transported to Majak. 

The "Lotta" and "Imandru" are used at replace
ment of used fuel assemblies from the nuclear-
powered icebreaker fleet. Used fuel is transported 
on lorries for approximately 2 kilometres to Sev-
morput where it is reloaded onto trains. Used fuel 
from the Kola Nuclear Power Plant is loaded 
directly into railway carriages after having been 
warehoused for at least three years. 

Transport of used fuel from "Sevmash" at Seve
rodvinsk to Murmansk was banned by the county 
authorities of Murmansk in 1992, as the as the aut
horities of Murmansk did not wish to take responsi
bility for used fuel from other regions. As a resull 
of this ban. the management of the shipyard at 
Severodvinsk have made plans for loading used 
fuel directly onto railway carriages at Severod
vinsk. These plans must be cleared by. among 
others, local authorities and railway authorites 
before they can be carried out. In addition, the local 
railway line at Severodvinsk must be improved. As 
a result, the warehouses for temporary storage of 
used fuel assemblies at "Sevmash" are full, and the 
last removal of used fuel took plaee in September 
1993 1-. 

A railway line has been built all the way to 
"Atomflot** to avoid reloading of used fuel at Sev-

morput. This line was completed in November 
1993. but as the new railway containers are heavier 
than the old ones, improvement must be made on 
the new line before it can be used. Intentionally, 
used fuel is to be transported from Polyarny to 
"Atomllot" where it will be reloaded onto the rail
way. 

The Northern Fleet has plans to improve the rail
way line lo the base of Zapadnaya Lilsa for reloa
ding to take place there. According to plans, this 
line will not be completed before 1999. Plans have 
also been made for construction of a railhead at Lil
sa for reloading from ships and warehouses to rail. 
When the railway line and railhead are completed, 
all waste from both the Northern Fleet and "Alom-
flot" will be transferred to the railway by the site at 
Zapadnaya Litsa 1 1. 

The agreement concerning deliverance of used 
fuel assemblies from the Northern Fleet and Majak 
has since 1991 been shrouded in some uncertainly. 
An ongoing debate is being held between MINatom 
and the Northern Fleet concerning responsibility 
for the used fuel. MINatom was previously respon
sible for used fuel, but allempls have heen made to 
transfer this to the Northern Fleet, which in turn has 
been dismissed . As a result of this discussion, 
Majak (owned by MINatom) presently demands 
paymenl for receiving used fuel assemblies from 
the Northern Fleet and MSC. 

The Murmansk Shipping Company has not been 
able lo pay Majak for receiving fuel assemblies, 
due to severe financial problems. For this reason, 
several planned transports from "Atomflot" to 
Majak have been cancelled. Transport is expected 
to be resumed in March/April 1994 as the Russian 
State's economic contribution lo the operation of 
nuclear icebreakers is expected to cover costs of 
the consignment to Majak, which is also state-run. 

Transport of unused fuel assemblies, which are 
not very radioactive, to their users on the Kola Pen
insula does not present the same problems of radia
tion and security as transport of used fuel. At 
"Atomflot". new fuel assemblies are stored aboard 
the '"Imandra" until they are filled in ihe reactors 
aboard the icebreakers. Fuel for submarines is sto
red al Sevmorpi'l (quay no. 20; in Rosla. and at 
"Sevmash" in Se\. rodvinsk. 

11 "Murmansk Sh'P' i ini ; Company", l i nks , lyor Ktulr ik. 
12 Conversations i.eiJ at Severodvinsk. 1'N.V 
13 Conversations hclil w i th Mikhai lnv. Regional l. i ivironmental Cnnimitk-
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Chapter 7 
Nuclear explosions 

The Soviet Union performed 715 nuclear test 
explosions between 1949 and 1990. Of these, 215 
were detonated in the atmosphere between 1949 
and 1962. Between 1963 and 1990, 500 under
ground nuclear test explosions have been perfor
med. Three underwater nuclear test explosions 
have been executed on the western coast of 
Novaya Zemlya. There were two major fields for 
nuclear test explosions in the Soviet Union: 
Semipalatinsk in Kazakhstan and Novaya Zem
lya in the Arctic. In addition, there were three 
minor fields for nuclear test explosions: Azgir 
and Astrakhan in Kazakhstan, and at Orenburg 
between the river Volga and the Ural mountains. 
A nuclear bomb has been used at least once 
during a military exercise outside these establis
hed test fields, possibly at Orenburg. The 715 
nuclear explosions include 115 "peaceful" nucle
ar explosions, some performed on the Kola Pen
insula. The only test field of Russia is situated at 
Novaya Zemlya at the time being, but has not 
been used since the demise of the Soviet Union. 

7.1 History 

The Soviet Union's project of building an nuclear 
bomb was initiated by orders of Josef Stalin shortly 
utter the VS bombing of Hiroshima ynd Nagasaki in 
1945. The project was led by the head of the KGB, 
Lavrenti P. Bcria1. Construction of the first plutoni-
um-producing reactor started in 1946 in Majak in 
South Ural. The reactor was put into operation on 
thel9th of June 1948. Scientists at the radiochemical 
factory of Majak soon managed to create the first plu-
lonioum ball of a diameter of 10 centimetres-. This 
was used in the first Soviet nuclear bomb, detonated 
at Scmipalatinsk 29th of August 1949. The bomb. Joe 
I. was named after Josef Stalin. Majak became the 
largest centre of production (five reactors) of arms 
material in the Soviet Union. Arms material was also 
produced at the three shut-off towns of Bclojarsk 
(two reactors). Seversk (also known as Tomsk-7) 
(five reactors) and Dudovono at Krasnoyarsk (three 
reactors). Plutonium, thorium and uranium were 
assembled in nuclear- and hydrogen bombs at Arza-

The soviet unions first nuclear bomb, Joe 1 

mas-]6 (420 kilometres east of Moscow). In all, 15 
reactors have been in operation in the Soviet Union 
for the purpose of creating materials for bombs. From 
1949 to 1993, approximately 45.1KK) warheads were 
produced in the country1. 60 different types of bombs 
were developed, with an explosive force from a cou
ple of kilolons to many megatons. 

Between 1949 to September 1955, 1ft nuclear 
bombs were detonated at Semipalatinsk. At this 
point, research on hydrogen bombs had already come 
fur in the Soviet Union under the leadership of, 
among others, Andrei SakharovJ. The hydrogen 
bombs were far more powerful than the nuclear 
bombs the Soviet Union had detonated so far. Semi
palatinsk was unfit for testing of bombs of this kind, 
as the test Held was situated close to inhabited areas. 
The Sovie". Union was in need of a test field far from 
inhabited areas. During the mid-50's. the first nuclear 
weapons were placed aboard submarines and surface 
vessels, and testing of these on sea targets became 
necessary. Novaya Zemlya satisfied both of these 
needs, and a test field was established by decree of 
31st of July I954\ The first nuclear detonation on 
Novaya Zemlya (of Joe 17) look place on the 21st of 
September 1955. The bomb was detonated 100 feet 
below the surface in C'hernaya Bay on the southwes
tern coast of Novaya Zcmlya. 

Between 1955 and 1990. 132 nuclear bombs have 

1 Hauge. F. & Nilsrn. K. I-.. 
2 Ibid. 
.U'nchnin et al. 1 W 
4 Sakhaniv. I')X.K. 
5 Mikhailm. V. 
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The norhern test site on Novaya Zemlya 

been delonated on Novaya Zemlya. A l Semipaltinsk, 
467 nuclear bombs have been detonated. The explosi
ve force of an nuclear bomb is measured in kilotons 
or megatons. A kiloton corresponds to the explosive 
force of 1.000 tons of TNT. The combined explosive 
force of all the 715 Soviet nuclear detonations from 
1949 to 1990. is approximately 500 megatons. The 
combined explosive force of the 132 bombs tested at 
Novaya Zemlya is 470 megatons, or 94 per cent of 
the combined explosive force of all Soviet nuclear 
detonations. 

7.2 Novaya Zemlya 
Geography and inhabitation 

Novaya Zcmlya is the northern extenlion of the Ural 
Mountains which divide the European and Asian con
tinents. Novaya Zemlya is made up of two islands 
divided by the Matochin Straight. The Iwo islands are 
900 kilometres long put together, and cover approxi
mately 82,179 square kilometres. There are a number 
of small islands, covering a surface of approximately 
1000 square kilometres put together. Most of the nor
thern, and parts of the southern island, is covered by 
glaciers. The permafrost reaches 300 to 600 me'res 
under the ground. The rock of Novaya Zcmlya is 
brittle, and has deep crevices". The highest mountain 
of Novaya Zemlya is 1.547 metres above sea level. 

The first inhabitants on Novava Zemlva arrived 

These two nenets women were evacuated from 
Novaya Zemlya in 1955 

during the stone aue\ The first Ncncls-familics sett
led down on Novaya Zemlya in 1877s. There were 
two main «reus of settlement on ihe southern island. 

f> The Norwegian geologist Olat Holiedal borrowed the sh ip " l ; r am" from F-'ridijof Nansen and undertook examinations on Novajii 
Zemlja in the company of several other scientists. The geological surveys were published hy l loltedal in l (J22. 

7 A n archcological expedition along the easicrn coast ot Novaja Zcmlja in the summer of |*J l>|, discovered several stone age rcsi 
dences. The expedition's reporl has been published bv the Russian Science Acadcmv in Moscow. 

« M i k h a i l o v . V . 
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Belochaya Bay on the western coast, and Rossanaya 
Bay on the southern tip. A meterological station was 
built in 1882 at Karmakulakh by the Mototchin 
Straight. In 1922, 72 reindeer were transported from 
the mainland to Novaya Zemlya by the Nenets, but 
keeping of tame reindeer proved to be a failure. The 
reindeer escaped northwards and mixed with the nati
ve wild reindeer flock. The Nenets subsisted on fis
hing and hunting. Following the decision to use 
Novaya Zemlya for test explosions of nuclear bombs, 
the 104 Nenets families were deported to the main
land, mainly to the Petshora Tundra and the town of 
Narjan Mar. 

There are two major military settlements on 
Novaya Zemlya today. There is a town of approxima
tely 4,000 inhabitants at Belochaya Bay. The inhabi
tants are mostly military personell employed at the 
test fields, and their families. Just east of the town lies 
the 2,400 metre-long Rogachynovo Airport. The 
other settlement is situated at the Mototchin Straight, 
where there is a considerable harbour also serving 
vessels of the Northern Fleet. There is still a metero
logical station at the Matotchin Straight. 

Novaya Zemlya is part of the county of Arkhang
elsk, but has been under military administration sin
ce the test sites were put into use in 1954. In 1991, the 
administrational responsability was, in theory, trans
ferred back to the county authorities of Arkhangel'sk. 
For all practical purposes, the army is still in com
mand on the archipelago. 

The closest area of settlement of any significance 

Map 7.1 Test sites on Novaya Zemlya 

x> 

on the mainland, is the town of Amderm, 280 kilome
tres east of the lest site. The Norwegian county of 
Finnmark lies 900 kilometres southwest of Novaya 
Zemlya. 

7.2.1 Two test sites 

There are two test sites on Novaya Zemlya, one at 
Chcrnaya Bay (southern field) on the southern island, 
and one by the Matotchin Straight (northern field) 
dividing the northern and southern islands. All 
atmospheric nuclear explosions were performed at 
the northern test site. The southern test site was in use 
for two years, from 1973 to 1975. The largest geolo
gical difference between the southern field and the 
northern field is the presence of high mountains and 
deep valleys by the northern field, while the landsca
pe is relatively flat at the southern field. 

As previously mentioned, 132 nuclear bombs have 
been detonated on Novaya Zemlya. 86 of these were 
atmospheric 'est explosions performed from 1957 to 
1962. 43 underground test explosions were executed 
from 1963 to 1990. Three test explosions were under
water and were performed from 1955 to 1961. At 
least two of the atmospheric test explosions were 
nuclear bombs blasted aboard naval vessels just abo
ve the surface in the Barents Sea west of the Matot
chin Straight. 

7.3 Atmospheric test explosions 

The nuclear bombs detonated in the atmosphere over 
Novaya Zcmlya were dropped by airplanes, or shot 
out as missiles either from land or from submarines. 
Bombs dropped from airplanes were equipped with a 
parachute in order to let the planes reach a safe dis
tance before the detonation. The airplanes look off 
from airports on the Kola Peninsula. Nuclear missiles 
detonated over Novaya Zcmlya were launched in 
Central Asia or the White Sea region. In the Barents 
Sea and by Novaya Zemlya, these missiles were shot 
down and detonated by ABM's (Anti Ballistic Missi
les)". 

The atmospherical test explosions over Novaya 
Zcmlya were performed during two periods. The first 
atmospherical test explosion over Novaya Zemlya 
was undertaken on the 24th of September 1957. By 
the I Oth of October lhat year, three bombs had been 
detonated. During February and March 1958, six 
bombs were detonated. This is the only time nuclear 
bombs have been detonated on Novaya Zcmlya 
during the first six months of the year. From the 20th 
of September to 25th of October 1958, 15 more 
bombs were detonated. Resistance to atmospheric lest 

V Haaland. I'.. 1 <MO 
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Tabel7.1 

Atmospheric test explosions over Novaya Zemlya (1957-1962). 

Time Explosive No. Date Time 
force 

1 24th of September 1957 
2 6th of October 1957 
3 10th of October 1957 
4 23rd of February 1958 
5 27th of February 1958 
6 27th of February 1958 
7 14th of March 1958 
8 20th of March 1958 
9 22nd of March 1958 
10 20th of September 1958 
11 30th of September 1958 
12 30th of September 1958 
13 2nd of October 1958 
14 2nd of October 1958 
15 5th of October 1958 
16 10th of October 1958 
17 12th of October 1958 
18 15th of October 1958 
19 18th of October 1958 
20 19th of October 1958 
21 20th of October 1958 
22 22nd of October 1958 
23 24th of October 1958 
24 25th of October 1958 
25 10th of September 1961 
26 10th of September 1961 
27 12th of September 1961 
28 13th of September 1961 
29 14th of September 1961 
30 16th of September 1961 
31 18th of September 1961 
32 20th of September 1961 
33 22nd of September 1961 
34 2nd of October 1961 
35 4th of October 1961 
36 6th of October 1961 
37 8th of October 1961 
38 20th of October 1961 
39 23rd of October 1961 
40 25th of October 1961 

09.00 Mt -size 41 
08.58 Unknown 42 
06.55 Small 43 

- Mt -size 44 
07.59 Mt -size 45 
10.24 Large 46 

- >1 Mt 47 

- Small 48 

- Medium 49 
50 

07.50 Medium 51 
09.55 Medium 52 
08.00 Moderate 53 
09.01 Moderate 54 
06.00 - 55 
07.51 Large 56 
07.53 Mt -size 57 
07.51 Mt -size 58 
09.51 Mt -size 59 
07.27 Small 60 
08.20 Mt -size 61 
08.21 Mt -size 62 
08.03 Mt -size 63 
08.20 Large 64 

09.00 Several Mt 65 
Some Kt 66 

10.08 Several Mt 67 

• Small 68 
09.56 Several Mt 69 
09.08 Medium 70 
07.59 Mt 71 
08.12 Mt 72 
08.01 Mt 73 
10.31 Mt 74 
07.30 Several Mt 75 
07.00 Several Mt 76 

Small 77 
Several Mt 78 

08.31 25 Mt 79 
08.33 1 Mt 

08.30 
08.33 
08.29 
08.38 
08.41 

07.20 
09.09 
09.00 
09.02 
09.00 
09.00 
09.00 
12.40 

27th of October 1961 
30th of October 1961 
31st of October 1961 
31st of October 1961 
2nd of November 1961 
2nd of November 1961 
4th of November 1961 
5th of August 1962 
10th of August 1962 
20th of August 1962 
22nd of August 1962 
25th of August 1962 
27th of August 1962 
1st of September 1962 
2nd of September 1962 -
8th of September 1962 10.18 
15th of September 1962 08.02 
16th of September 1962 10 59 
18th of September 1962 08.29 
19th of September 1962 11.00 
21st of September 1962 08.01 
25th of September 1962 13.03 
27th of September 1962 08.03 
7th of October 1962 16.32 
22nd of October 1962 09.06 
27th of October 1962 
29th of October 1962 
30th of October 1962 
1st of November 1962 
3rd of November 1962 
3rd of November 1962 
18th of December 1962 -
18th of December 1962 -
20th of December 1962 -
22nd of December 1962 -
23rd of December 1962 11.15 
24th of December 1962 10.44 
24th of December 1962 11.11 
25th of December 1962 13.35 

07.35 
07.SS 

06.30 
08.31 

Explosive 
force 

Small 
58 Mt 
Several Mt 
1 Mt 
Small 
Small 
Several Mt 
30 Mt 
1 Mt 

Several Mt 
Mt 
Several Mt 
Several Mt 

Mt 
Mt -size 
Several Mt 
Several Mt 
A few Mt 
20 Mt 
A few Mt 
25 Mt 
> 3 0 M t 
Medium 
Several Mt 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
Medium 
A few Mt 
Unknown 
20 Mt 
A few Mt 

Mt=megaton(s) 
Kt=kiloton(s) 

Source Soviet Nuclear Weapons Databook. Volum IV 
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explosions increased among Russian arms engineers 
after 1458. Andrei Sukharov was one of the most 
noted opponents of atmospheric test explosions. He 
claimed there were no scienlilic reasons to perform 
repeated test explosions of bombs of megaton-sized 
explosive forces'". No Soviet test explosions took 
place between the 3rd of November 1958 and the 1st 
of September 1961. 

Test explosions were resumed in 19M. The decisi
on to resume test explosions followed the tense polit i
cal relations developed between the US and the Sovi
et Union during the course of 1961. After the summit 
meeting between Nikita Khrustshev and John F. Ken
nedy in Vienna, June 1961, the Berlin Wall was raised 
and the political climate of Europe cooled to a consi
derable degree. Khrustshev called for a meeting bet
ween the leaders of the Communist Party, the govern
ment and the foremost bomb constructers of the Sovi
et Union on the l l l th of June 1961. Khruslshcv ope
ned the meeting with the following decision: 

" In connection with the changes in international 
relations and the fact that the combined amount of 
test explosions of the Soviet Union is considerably 
inferior lo that of the US, we (the Soviet Union) w i l l 
resume the test explosions during the autumn of 1961 
and achieve a de facto increase of our nuclear power 
and demonstrate lo the imperialists what we arc capa
ble o f " . " 

Between the l l l th of September and the 4th of 
November 1961. 24 bombs of megaton-sized explosi
ve force were detonated. During this period, bombs 
were being detonated almost every second day. The 
explosive force of these bombs ranged from 20 to 30 

Model of the worlds biggest nuclear device (58 mega-
tonns) which was detonated over Novaya Zemiya 30 
October 1961 

megatons. The worlds most powerful hydrogen bomb 
was detonated on the 30th of October 1961. The 
bomb had an explosive force of 5K megatons, or 
almost 6,0(111 times more powerful than the Hiroshi
ma bomb. The bomb was dropped by an aircraft, and 
detonated 3fx5 metres (1,200 feet) above the surface. 
The shock wave produced by this bomb was so 
powerful, it went thrice around the earth. The mush
room cloud extended almost 60 kilometres into the 
atmosphere. Resulting downfall was measured over 
the entire northern hemisphere. A Hash of light could 
be observed all die way lo Unpen in the Norwegian 

Table 7.2 
Underground test explosions on Novaya Zemiya 

No. Date Time 

1 18th of September 1964 07.59 
2 27th of October 1966 05.57 
3 21st of October 1967 04.59 
4 7th of November 1968 10.02 
5 14th o.October 1969 07.00 
7 27th of September 1971 05.59 
a 28th of August 1972 05.59 
9 12th of September 1973 06.59 
10-12 27th of October 1973 06.59 
13 29th of August 1974 14.59 
14 2nd of Novemberr 1974 04.59 
15 23rd of August 1975 08.59 
16 21st of October 1975 11.59 

02.59 
18 20th of October 1976 07.59 

Mt=megaton(s) 
Kt=kiloton(s) 

Explosive No. Date 
force 
2Kt 19 1st of September 1977 
422 Kt 20 9th of October 1977 
93 Kt 21 10th of August 1978 
119 Kt 22 27th of September 1978 
140 Kt 24 18th of October 1979 
586 Kt 25 11th of October 1980 
329 Kt 26 1st of October 1981 
2 M t 27 11th of October 1982 
4 M t ( « ) . 28 18th of August 1983 
497 29 25th of September 1983 
2 M t 30 25th of October 1984 
477 Kt 31 2nd of August 1987 
497 Kt 32 7th of May 1988 
70 Kt 33 4th of December 1988 
13 Kt 34 24th of October 1990 16 00 

Source Soviet Nuclear Weapons Datahook. Volume IV 

Time Explosive 
force 

02.59 55 Kt 
10.59 4K t 
07.59 89 Kt 
02.04 44 Kt 
07.09 70 Kt 
07.09 55 Kt {12 ) 
12 14 113 Kt 
07.14 44 Kt 
16.09 89 Kt 
13 09 70 Kt 
06.29 89 Kt 
01.59 70 Kt 

IflSiikharm. 
I I Ibid. 
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Sea, Sør-Varanger in the Norwegian county of Finn-
mark und by the Inari Lake in Finnish Lappland1-. 

Test explosions with several bombs of megaton-
sized explosive force continued during the autumn of 
1962.32 bombs were detonated over Novaya Zemlya 
between the 5th of August and the 25th of December. 
9 bombs were detonated during the Cuba crisis in 
October 1962. The Soviet Union, Great Britain and 
the USA signed the Moscow Treaty on the 5th of 
August 1963, banning test explosions in the atmos
phere, outer space and under water. The treaty beca
me operational on the 10th of October 1963. Negative 
effects of fallout following lest explosions on both 
humans and the environment were causes for the cre
ation of this treaty. 

Fallout from atmospheric test explosions 

The test explosions performed by the Soviet Union, 
USA. Great Britain, France and China, make up the 
largest source of radioactive pollution observed today 
in the counties of Murmansk and Arkhangcl'sk. The 
downfall can be traced over the entire earth. The 
combined radioactivity of downfall caused by test 
explosions is hard to estimate, but it is assumed that a 
couple of thousand kilos of plutonium have been 
released into the atmosphere between 1945 and 1984. 
France halted their atmospheric test explosions in the 
Pacific in 19X0. while China continued until 1984 at 
Lop Nor. 

The radioactive cloud of an atmospheric test explo
sion can be dispersed over an enormous area before 
the fallout reaches the ground. E.g. more fallout fol
lowing lest explosions on Novaya Zemlya was disco
vered on the western coast of Norway, than in the 
county of Finnmark'', as the rainfall on the western 
coast is more considerable than in Finnmark. The 
atmospheric lest explosions over Novaya Zemlya 
have given Norwegians an average radioactiv c osc 
corresponding to what they were exposed to follo
wing the Chernobyl incident of 1986». Certain secti
ons of the population received considerably higher 
doses, notably the reindeer-keeping Lapps of Finn-
mark. 

The downfall created by test explosions on Novaya 
Zemlya was a soiree of considerable unrest among 
the Norwegian authorities. During the autumn of 
1961. all civil defence stations north of Saltfjellet 
measured levels of radioactivity three times a day. 
Aircrafls of the air defence undertook mcasurments 
above the Barents Sea on an almost daily basis. The 

12 Natur tig Siimt'unn. no. .1. I *J*JI>. 
1.1 Hvinden. I •)«. 
IJliiihmcr. N.. I «Ml. 
15 Norwegian Health Director*. IWI. (IX'ebssilied I W | . 
Inlhid. 
17 Cochrane! ill. I'm'» 
IKMikhnilov. V, 

Norwegian Health Directory worked out plans for 
extensive preparedness measures concerning the 
population of Finnmark in September 1961 l 5. The 
plans comprised early warnings to the population to 
take to air-raid shelters. The population was to be 
evacuated were the levels of radiation to exceed 100 
milliSievert1". These plans for preparedness measures 
were kept secret from the population of Finnmark 
until 1991. 

7.4 Underground test explosions 

The first underground test explosion in the Soviet 
Union took place at Semipalatinsk the 11 th of October 
196117. The main aim of underground test explosions, 
is preventing discharge of radioactive gases into the 
atmosphere. A tunnel is bored vertically into the 
ground, or horizontally into rock. A bomb is placed at 
the bottom (or at the end) of the tunnel, which is then 
walled up. See figure. At the detonation, millions of 
degrees of heat is generated, causing the rock around 
the bomb to melt and capsuling the radioactivity in a 
glass-like matter. At Novaya Zemlya, bombs are 
detonated 300 to 400 metres under ground1". At the 
US test field in Nevada, bombs are detonated 500 to 
600 metres under ground. 

Since the signing of the Moscow agreement ban
ning atmospheric test explosions in 1963, all Soviet 
test explosions have been underground. The iirst 
underground test explosion at Novaya Zemlya took 
place on the 18th of September 1964 by the Matot-
chin Straight. Up until the last explosion on the 24th 
of October 1990, 43 underground test explosions 
have been performed on Novaya Zcmlya. In compari
son, 343 underground test explosions have been exe
cuted at Scmipalatinsk. 

There has been a general tendency for bombs deto
nated underground at Novaya Zemlya to be larger 
than those at Scmipalatinsk, as was also the case 
during the time of atmospheric test explosions. The 

Figure 7.1 Tunnels for underground nuclear tests 

4M mrtei, 
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Sateltte photography of northern test site at Novaya 
Zemlya. Computerpicture over Matotchin-shar. 

most powerful bomb detonated at Semipalatinsk had 
an explosive force of 180 kilotons. The explosion of 
nuclear bombs underground creates significant earth 
movement, measurable in the same fashion as earth
quakes. The explosion of a megaton bomb on the 
northern field at Novaya Zcmlya on the 14th of Sep
tember 1970, created earth movements that travelled 
straight through the earth. The earth movement could 
be registered between New Zealand and the Antarc
tic, before they returned through the earth and were 
measured in Canada1". 

As previously mentioned, there have been two 
fields for underground test explosions on Novaya 
Zemlya; the northern field al the Matotchin Straight, 
and the southern field by Charnuya Bay on the south
western lip of Novaya Zemlya. 

The southern field was in use only from 1973 to 
I °75, and seven test explosions have been performed 
here. As opposed to at the northern field, tunnels were 
bored vertically into the ground. The Soviet Union's 
most powerful underground test explosion was per
formed in the southern Held on the 27th of October 
l')73. Three bombs were consecutively detonated 
The two first bombs had low explosive forces, while 

IV Iklliinu Infnnnasjim nn. 2. 1'1'KI. 
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Map 7.2 
Nortern test site 

Under southern test site 
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the third one had an explosive force exceeding three 
mcgatons:". A bomh of an explosive force of two 
megatons was detonated on the 2nd of November 
1974. The two last lest explosions on the southern 
field, were performed just after each other on the 18th 
of October 1975. The southern field has not been in 
use since. 

There are probably two reasons for the closing of 
the southern field, vvith one exeption, all under
ground tcsl explosions of bombs with an explosive 
force of more than one megaton were performed on 
the southern field. Explosion of powerful bombs on 
the northern field have resulted in some significant 
landslides on the mounlainsides. There arc no moun
tains in proximity of the southern field, and detonati
ons can be performed without danger of landslides. 
This indicates that the southern field was established 
for the purpose of testing powerful bombs. The USA 

and Soviet Union signed a treaty in July 1974 ban
ning explosions of bombs with an explosive force of 
more than 150 kilotons. The treaty became operatio
nal from the 31st of March 1976. The southern field 
was thus no ionger of any use. 

The other possible reason for closing of the sout
hern field, may be constant leakages of radioactivity 
to the atmosphere in the wake of test explosions. At 
the detonation of three consecutive bombs on the 
27th of October 1973, earth movement caused the 
rock covering the bombs to shatter apart, resulting in 
leakage of radioactive gases. 

At the northern field, 36 underground test explosi
ons have been performed. See map. Since 1976, the 
bombs have had an explosive force ranging from 50 
to 100 kilotons. From 1976 to 1990 one or two under
ground test explosions were performed at Novaya 
Zemlya each year, with the exception of a 19 month 
long moratorium from the 26th of July 1985 to the 
26th of February [987. At the time being there is a 
moratorium lasting until autumn 1994, preventing 
test explosions. 

74.1 Discharge of radioactivity 
from underground test explosions 

As previously mentioned, test explosions of nuclear 
bombs are performed under ground to prevent dis
charge of radioactivity into the atmosphere. However, 
radioactivity from approximately 100 Soviet under
ground test explosions have been observed21. This 
indicates that every fifth underground test explosion 
in the Soviet Union has resulted in dischargcof radio
active gases. The discharges result from the rock abo
ve the bomb cracking up all the way to the surface, 
allowing radioactive gases to seen out. This is called 
a ventilation. As previously mentioned, a ventilation 
occurred on the southern field in 1973. Ventilation 
also occurred at the two last test explosions on the 
northern field. After the explosion on the 2nd of 
August 1987, radioactive downfall was observed all 
over Europe. The highest levels, 5,301) microBq. iodi-
ne-131 per cubic metre of air, were measured in Ivalo 
in Finland. At Skibotn in Norway 1,370 microBq 
iodine-131 per cubic metre of air was recorded. In 
VadS(, in Norway, l5Bq/l milk was measured-'. It is 
assumed that 0.002 to 0.05 per cent of the radioactive 
material produced during the test explosion, was ven
tilated into the atmosphere. The lest explosion on the 
24lh of October 1990 also led to ventilation. Air 
samples taken at Sundbyherg outside of Stockholm. 
Sweden, showed concentrations of 10 microBq per 

20 Cochran cl al. 
21 Hearings hcrforc the Committee i)n foreign Relations United States Senate. Junj l uW>. 
22 Haaland, p.. I W I . 
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cubic metre of air of the radioactive precious gas 
xenon-133-*'. By tracking meteorological data for this 
period, the dischargecould be traced back to the test 
explosion of the 24lh of October. 

The Moscow Treaty of 1963 bans test explosions 
resulting in downfall outside of the borders of the 
country performing the test explosion. Several of the 
test explosions on Novaya Zcmlya have thus resulted 
in breaches of the Moscow Treaty-4. 

7.5 Underwater test explosions 

Three underwater test explosions have been perfor
med in the sea surrounding Novaya Zemlya. Two of 
these were detonated just outside the western coast of 
Novaya Zemlya in September 1955 and September 
1957, while one was detonated in the eastern part of 
the Barents Sea during a naval excercise in October 
196l-\ Nuclear explosions under water create an 
immense shock wave, probably intended to stall ene
my submarines. The first underwater test explosion 
took place in Charnaya Bay southwest of the sout
hern island outside the southern field for under
ground test explosions. There are elevated levels of 

cesium-137, pluIonium-239 and plutonium-249 in 
the lower sediments of this area today. Concentration 
of plutonium in the lower sediments have been mea
sured at approximately 5,500 Bq/kg;". This is the hig
hest level of plutonium ever measured in the Barents 
Sea. 

7.5 .1 Civil nuclear explosions 

The enormous explosive force of the nuclear bomb 
attracted the interest of the planners of Soviet society 
at an early stage. From the 196()'s and up to 1988, so-
called "peaceful" nuclear bombs were actively used 
in the Soviet Union. Up until 1988, 115 civil nuclear 
detonations were performed in what was once the 
Soviet Union. Nuclear bombs were used for the crea
tion of water reservoars, canals, mines and gas reser-
voars, among other things. Nuclear bombs were also 
employed for extinguishing gas fires and for seismi-
cal research. 41 civil nuclear bombs have been deto
nated in the northern parts of Russia, most of them in 
Siberia27. 

On the Kola Peninsula, 3 civil nuclear bombs were 
detonated in the mine of Kulpor in the Khibini 

23 Forsvarets Forskningsanstall (Defence Institute of Research - Sweden). I Wll. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Convcrsalions held wilh participants of the lest delonation. "Anna Akmnlova". August 1U'J3. 
2o Matishov cl aj. 
27 fccoNord Inform. No. I. Apatitv-Svanvik I'TO. 
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Table 7.3 Civil nuclear detonations in the counties of Murmansk and Arkhangelsk 

Place 
Near the village Ilinsko-Podomskoye 
The Khibini mountains near Kirovsk 
Kumzjinskoje 
The Khibini mountains near Kirovsk 
Near the village Ruch' 
South-East of the city Kotlas 

No. Year Name of the bomb 
1 1971 "Globus-2" 
2 1972 ? 
3 1981 "Pirit" 
4-5 1984 "Dnerp" 
6 1984 "Kvarts-1" 
7 1988 "Rubin-1" 

Mountains, 15 kilometres east of the town of Kirovsk. 
The first bomb was detonated in 1972, and the two 
other ("Dnerp") in 1984. : s The bombs' explosive force 
was approximately 1 kiloton. The aim was to increase 
the amount of extracted apatite-ore for production of 
phosphate. Phosphate is used for production of artifici
al fertilizer. There are two entries to the mine. The 
bombs were placed innermost in the shafts, which 
were then walled up to prevent leakage of radioactive 
gases into the atmosphere. Large crevices and piles of 
rubble can today be observed on the mine's exterior2". 
Elevated levels of certain isotopes have been registe
red in a river flowing just below the mine'11. This river 
flows into the I mandril Lake. The attempt to utilize 
nuclear bombs to increase the extraction of ore has not 
been considered successful, and the mine is now clo
sed. Fear of radioactive pollution was the ostensible 
reason given for the shutting down of the mine. 

Four peaceful nuclear bombs have been detonated 
in the county of Arkhangelsk Three of thescbombs 
were detonated in connection with seismic gauging of 
the crust of the earth. The first took place by the village 
of lljinsko-Podomskoye in the southeastern part of the 
county in 1971. The second was detonated in 1984 by 
the coastal village of Rutshi in the borough of Mezen 
by the White Sea. The third nuclear explosion in con
nection with seismic gauging was performed in 1988 
southeast of the town of Kotlas. In 1981, a nuclear 
bomb was detonated in the Nenets Autonomous Regi
on in the far north of the county of Arkhangelsk. The 
aim of this explosion was to put an end to a blow-out 
from a gas well at the Kumzhinskoye Field which had 
been on fire for several years. The pressure from the 
nuclear detonation did not extinguish the gas fire. A 
survey of the seven peaceful nuclear explosions is 
given in map 7.3. 

Map 7.3 Peaceful nuclear explosions in Murmansk and Arkhangelsk county 

2S Conversations held in Kirovsk. August 1WII. 
2V Inspection ofthc Kulpor Mine. August IWI. 
30 Jemeljanenknv. A. & Popov, V„ Moscow-Berlin. IW2. 
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Chapter 8 
Miscellanseous sources 

8.1 Lighthouses with RTG 

Radioisotope thermal generators (RTG) have been 
developed as power sources in areas of low accessabi-
lily. RTGs utilize heat from a radioactive source to 
produce power. These units can operate for long peri
ods of time with little supervision and maintenance. 

In the former Soviet Union, these power sources 
were developed in particular for the operation of ligh
thouses in Arctic waters. These lighthouses have been 
in operation since the mid-60's. and at the peak of 
their usage, 5(H) were in operation simultaneously1 

along the coast of the Kola Peninsula and on the sho
res of the Baltic stales2. These RTGs utilize radioacti
ve strontium, 90Sr, a bcta-emittor with a decay-time 
of 28.5 years. 

One producer of RTGs is the "National Institute for 
Research on Technical Physics and Automatisation". 
The institute offers different types of RTGs with a 
radioactive strontium (90Sr) -source with an activity 
ranging from 1.850 TBq (50 kCi) to 9,620 TBq (261) 
kCi). This source dcvelopes a thermal power of 300 
W to 1700 W in the initial period of operation. The 
resulting heat ranges from 4fiO°C to 230°C. By means 
of a thermoelectric converter an electric effect ranging 
from IS W to 130 W is produced at the initial phase of 
its lifespan and decreases towards the end of it to bet
ween 10 W and «0 W. The lifespan for the 90Sr-sour-
ce is between 10 and 20 years. Used sources arc to be 
sent to Moscow3. 

The RTG-bascd lighthouses on the Kola-peninsula 
are owned and operated by the Northern Fleet4. Of a 
total of 2,000 lighthouses on the Kola Peninsula and 
Novaja Zcmlja. 132 are equipped with RTGs. An 
estimate of the combined radioactivity indicates that 
lighthouses placed around the northern coast of Rus
sia emit between 225 PBq (6 MCi) and 1270 PBq 
(34MCT). A more accurate specification of the comb
ined activity demands more specific inibrmalion on 
types, and the duration of operation, of each RTG. 

Little information is available concerning the stora
ge of used RTG-sources. Reports have been made 
concerning two used sources discovered on the docks 
of Linahamari, close to the Norwegian border. Accor
ding to plans, these were to be sent to Moscow''' One 
source was abandoned by the army on the wharf of 
Mishukovo as the train that was to transport it, did not 
arrive on time". 

8.2 Civil use of radioactive sources 

Radioactive and x-ray sources are used extensively 
throughout the Kola Peninsula in industry, mining 
companies, research and for medicinal purposes. 
According to the Econord Center in Apatity, radioacti
ve sources are in use at 58 companies and institutions 
on the Kola Peninsula7. A survey, available at the 
Department of Radiology al the Environmental Com
mittee of Murmansk County, indicates that as of the 
1st of January 1993, more than 9,352 radioactive 
sources were in civil hands, distributed among 39 
companies or institutions on the Kola Peninsula (see 
chart). 

The number of radioactive sources in use for civil 
purposes on the Kola Peninsula, is relatively high 
compared to e.g. corresponding usage in Norway. Cri
ticism has been raised against the control and extensi
ve use of civil radioactive sources. For instance, a 60 
kilo receplicle of ccsium-137 was stolen from the 
Apalitt-Ncftclin wharf (ANOF-2) on the outskirts of 
the town of Apatity*. The case was not solved, and 
the receptiele of ccsium-137 was probably sold on the 
black market outside the region1'. 

During an inspection of several schools in the town 
of Kandalaksa, 16 "cartridges" were found containing 
radioactive sources. Due to their high levels of radia
tion, they were considered a health risk to the pupils"1. 
The "cartridges'" were used for military training al the 
schools, and have now been removed. 

1 "On rndioccolological operational security itf RTCi". Main office for ecological snl'clv. Russian Minislrv of l:n\ ironmental Affairs. 
I'M 
2 Svenska Daghladcl. Isl of September. I W 
3 The National Institute lnr Research on Technical Phv.sics and Automatisalion 
-I Igiir Kutlrik. nittu. I W 
5 Polyarnaya Pravda. I Jlh of -September I'W 
n luor Kud'rik. note. I'JW 
7 KcoNord Inform, nr. I. I W.I p.4 
KSovjctskv Murman. 21st of AuyuM l l W 
') Polyarnaya Pravda. Slh ol September I'W 
IDSovjctsky Murman. 13th of August. I W 
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8.3 "Radon" - storage facilities for civil purposes 
The civil storage facilities for radioactive waste in 
Russia are known under the name of "Radon". In the 
former Soviet Union, ther are in all several hundred 
storage facilities of this k i n d " . 

On the Kola Peninsula, there is a "Radon" storage 
fucilitiy of this kind for the storage of civi l radioactive 
waste from the Murmansk and Arkhangelsk counties. 
70 companies and institutions in the counties of Ark
hangelsk and Murmansk use these civi l "Radon" stor
age facilities 1-. 

The storage facilities are situated 28 kilometers 
from Murmansk on the Petshenga road to Norway, 
and was established in 1%4. Radioactive waste is 
deposited in four concrete tanks within a fenced area. 
The area is marked with warning signs for radioactivi
ty, and a guard house with one employee is placed at 
the entrance. Encompassing the storage facilities by a 
radius of one kilometre is a safety zone in which no 
cars may slop. The waste is packed in steel drums and 
transported to "Radon" in three custom-huilt lorries1-1. 

The overall capacity of these storage facilities are 
800 cubic meters of waste, the concrete tanks present
ly contain approximately 40(1 cubic meters of solid 
low- and medium level radioactive waste. As of the 
1st of January I993. the waste's total activity was cal
culated at 167 TBq (4.500Ci). The waste's combined 
isotopic composition is unknown, bul reports have 

Map 8.1 Civil storage fasilities "Radon" 

To Norway 

been made of a combined activity of 120 TBq (3,420 
Ci) in 1989, made up of 66 TBq cesium-137, 43 TBq 
tritium, 7 TBq thulium-170, 0,9 TBq iridium-192 and 
0,3TBqamcr ic ium-241 1 4 . 

In addition, 10 containers of contaminated metal 
waste and various filters from the nuclear-powered 
icebreaker ' 'Lenin' 1 arc stored at Radon. This waste 
was delivered from "Alomflot" at the beginning of the 
70's. The present combined radioactivity of these 
containers have been calculated at 370 TBq (10 000 
C i ) 1 5 , including 170 TBq strontium-90 and 170 TBq 
cesium-137. 

At Bellona's inspection of the storage facilities 
February 1992, Aleksandr Kiss, the leader of the 
Environmanlal Committee in Murmansk at the lime, 
said values ranging from 600 to 1,000 microR/h l r ' had 
been measured by the buried concrete tanks 1 7 . 

The regional Environmental Committee of Mur
mansk established in 1990 that "Radon" did not satis
fy imposed demands of security 1*. "Radon"s power 
supply was cut during a storm in 1992, and repairs of 
the power supply were not completed for several 
months. A l l this time, neither lights nor alarm were in 
working condition. This prompted the authorities of 
Murmansk to pass a resolution at the end of 1993 that 
all reception of radioactive waste at "Radon" was to 
cease | y. The resolution was followed by an inspection 
of experts from "Gosatomnadsor", a state committee 
for control of civi l nuclear plants. A long list pointing 
out faulty maintanance and security precautions at 
"Radon" was made by "Gosatomnadsor". A precon
dition for renewal of permission lo receive waste at 
"Radon", was to fulfi l l the demands made by "Gosat
omnadsor". Meanwhile, waste is to be stored by the 
sources. 

In addition, "Gosalomnadsor" suggested that until 
"Radon" once again could be put into use. civi l radio
active waste could be delivered at the storage- and 
processing facilities for low- and medium radioactive 
waste at the Kola Nuclear Power Plant or at "Atom-
Hot". As of yet, this has not been done. 

On the 14lh of August the Russian government 
granted 166 million Roubles for upgrading and impro
vement of "Radon" to solve the problem of storage of 
civil radioactive waste on Ihc Kola Peninsula-". This 
grant is to be distributed Irani 1993 to 2000. whereof 
40 mill ion was granted for 1993. To start with, the 

11 lutiirmation g i \cn in l-Ajiem ( i . Ry/l lkov. Mead ot Information on the "Majak" during a lour olstorage rcscrvoars lor radioactive 
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1.1 (omersal ions held with Aleksandr Kiss, Murmansk. 'Jill ol lc lmiar \ IW2 . 
14 •Koi i iMiniolels/apotar ia". nth of Jul> I 'Wl . 
15 Igor Rudrik. note. 
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safety zone circumscribing "Radon" will be extended 
with 6 hectares. Propositions have also been made that 
civil radioactive waste from Murmansk and Arkhang
elsk are to be stored at the Kola Nuclear Power Plant 
until a new regional storage facilities have been esta
blished on the southern tip of Novaja Zemlja or the 
Kola Peninsula-1. 

8.4 The Lovozero Mining- and 
Benefication Combinate, 

The Mining- and Benefication Combinate (GOK) 
Lovozero is placed by the town of Rcvda (12,(1(1(1 inha
bitants) some miles south of the town Lovozero in the 
center of the Kola Peninsula between the Lovozero and 
(Jmbozero lakes. The Combinatc's site in Rcvda, "Scv-
rcdmet". is owned by the Russian State. The extracted 
ore contains, among other things, lopartite. Lovozero 
GOK is probably the only mining company in the 
world to upconcentratc lopartite from ore 2-. The lopar-
titc concentrate contains extractable amounts of niobi
um, tantalium and titanium. The concentrate is further
more radioactive, as it contains uranium (0.03 %) and 
thorium (0.6%)-\ As rare terrestrial metals have been 
utilised by the military industry in Russia, particulars 
on the sites in Rcvda have been classified until quite 
recently. 

The mining in Revda commenced in the spring of 
1948. and the benefication sites have been in operation 
since 1951 2 i. The combinate has two mines (Karnasurt 
and Umhozero) and a benefication site in Revda. Previ
ously, another benefication site was once in operation, 
but has now been shut down. 

The lopartile concentrate from "Scvrcdmet" has 
mainly been delivered to the companies Sillamac in 
Estonia and Bcrczncki in the Ural region. Sale of lopar
tite concentrate to Estonia has now come to a halt, and 
'"Severedmet" has financial problems as it has proved 
hard to find markets elsewhere. The company was in 
October 1993 in debt of 6 billion Roubles and in pos
session of large stocks of lopartite concentrate. 

The waste of the benefication in particular poses 
problems to radiation protection. This waste is stored in 
piles by the site. Presently, there are th'cc such piles, 
whereof two are still used for deposit of waste. These 
piles of waste arc particularity a problem in the sum
mertime, when radioactive dust is whirled up and pol
lutes the air. The combinale measures the amount of 
thorium in the air. 

Parts of the waste deposited in these piles was in 
I9SS used as sand on streets under construction in the 

21 SmjcNla Murniiin. hlh otAugusl I W 
22CmtlKris R. R.-IWM'WL p. I.i'l 
23 Igor Kuitrik. nnlc 
24 Ibid 
25 Ibid. 
2h EoiNiml Inform, m. I. I W 

center of Rcvda that summer. The radioactive piles of 
sand were used as playgrounds by children over a long 
period of time. People furthermore used the radioactive 
sand for building garages and cabins. Radiation from 
this sand has been measured at 60-70 microR/t (corres
ponding approximately to 0.6-0.7 microGy/t). The nor
mal background radiation on the Kola Peninsula varies 
between 10 and 20 microR/t. 

The content of thorium in minerals extracted in the 
mines, present a problem in terms of radiation to the 
workers at the combinate. The avarage radiation in the 
mine shafts and the benefication halls is 200 -30(1 
microR/t (corresponding approximately to 2-3 micro-
Gy/I), due to the breakdown of Th-232. The main pro
blem is the workers exposure to radioactive dust, and 
in particular the alfa-emitting isotopes. When workers 
breathe in this dust, it sticks to their lungs and can ulti
mately cause lung cancer. For this reason, the use of a 
gas mask is compulsory. The workers arc considered 
occupationally exposed to radiation and the maximum 
radiation they may be exposed to, according to regula
tions, is 2500 microR/t. Workers in the mines and at the 
benefication site may not work at the company for 
more than 10 years. 

The Lopartite from Revda is transported in custom 
built containers (Rumka) of heights slightly exceeding 
1.5 metres and with a diameter of 0.8 metres at the bot
tom end. The lid has a diameter of more than one 
meter. In theory, the containers ar- air-tight. Due to 
gamma radiation, there is an exposure of 800-900 
microR/t at one metres distance from these contai-
ncrs 2 s. In October 1993, 400-600 of these containers 
were stored at 3 different storage facilities on the road 
from the town of Revda and the Umbozero mine, awai
ting transport. These storage facilities lie some kilome
tres from the town of Revda. and are fenced in. Howe
ver, the containers arc placed in open air and are in dis
order. The area is littered with waste, and the contai
ners are ravaged by rust. The Regional Environmental 
Committee of Murmansk plans to map all radioactive 
sources in Revda in 1994. 

There arc also storage facilities for benefication was
te tit the town of Kovdor where radioactive lopartile. 
baddcloitt and perovskite is stored-'1. The storage faci
lities also contain some amounts of uranium. 

8.5 Shipping of uranium 

The port of Arkhangelsk is used for shipping of unenri-
ched uranium from Russia to Europe. Previously, ura
nium from the Soviet Union to other countries was 
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shipped from the port of Klaipeda in the Baltic and St. 
Petersburg, but after the unravelment of the Soviet 
Union, Arkhangelsk has been increasingly used for 
shipping, as has St. Petersburg. The uranium is trans
ported 10 Arkhangelsk by train from, among others, 
the uranium mine Nizgncudinsky in the eastern Sibe
rian county of Chitinskaya. 

Two major shippings of uranium from the port of 
Arkhangelsk look place during August 1993 2 7. The 
cargo ship "Pioner Onegi" transported 18 receptacles 
of uranium to Rotterdam. On the 20th of August the 
cargot ship "Pioner Sevorodvinska" brought uranium 
to a European port. The cargo ships follow the Norwe
gian coast on their way towards Europe. In connection 
with the last shipment of uranium, the dockworkers 
refused to expidate the reloading from train to ship 
unless their pay was doubled, due to security risks-8. 

8.6 Rocket launching-range Plesetsk"' 
Spacecraft with thermoelectric generator (RTG) or 
small nuclear reactors are launched from the rocket 
launching-range Plesetsk. which is situated east of the 
river Onega. 221) km south of Archangel's. 

Spacecraft with nuclear reactors 
There is limited information about the reactors that 
are used in Russian spacecraft. The first reactor that 
were used in an USSR spacecraft was onboard the 
Cosmos I'M. which were launched 27. December 
I °-h7. The reactor type name was probably Romashku 

and was a fast reactor. In 1U74 a new reactor type 
(Topaz) for satellites was put into operation in the 
USSR. Life time is 5000 hours with an electrical 
power output of 5-10 kW. The fuel in the reactor con
sist of 31,1 kilo uranium-238 with an enrichment of 
90 %. 

Total more than 30 reactors in satellites have been 
launched by the USSR, carrying a total amount of 
more than 1000 kg uranium-238. All but two of these 
satellites arc still orbiting the earth in an altitude of 
700 to KOI) km. Two satellites with nuclear reactors 
have experienced malfunctions. After problems 
during launching in 1973 a USSR satellite did not 
reach orbit and fell into the Pacific Sea of the coast of 
Japan. In 1978 the USSR satellite Cosmos 954 fell 
down in Canada. Small amount of the radioactivity in 
the reactor core was released in the atmosphere before 
the satellite hit the ground. Local contamination was 
also measured in the area in which the satellite cras
hed. 

Spacecraft with RTG 

The first USSR satellite with an RTG was the Cosmos 
84 which were launched in 1965. Polonium-210 was 
used as the heat source. Due to the short half-life (138 
days) this RTG-model had a lifetime of only 3000 
hours. 

There is no availible information about how many 
of the satellites with nuclear reactors and RTG that 
have been launched from Plcsetsk. USSR did also 
have a big rocket launching-range for spacecraft in 
Kazaksthan. 

Launching of rocket from Plesetsk 

27 Vum\ R:ihi».l>%. 17th ami 24th of August I'M. 
:s ihni. 
2*1 Swedish N.niniijl Inshltilc nl Kadkilinn Protection. l<)Kl) 
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Chapter 9 
Future activity 

In addition to the varying sources described in 
chapters one to eight, there are several plan
ned projects in the counties of Murmansk and 
Arkhangelsk. At Polyarnyy Zori, a new nucle
ar power plant is under construction. New 
regional storage facilities are to be established. 
Plans have been made concerning destruction 
of chemical weapons through nuclear detonati
ons, probably on Novaya Zemlya. Projects 
concerning rebuilding nuclear icebreakers and 
nuclear submarines into power plants are 
being discussed, as well as floating nuclear 
power plants for use in the northern regions of 
Russia. Plans for use of nuclear submarines 
during the development of oil- and gas fields in 
the Barents Sea have been formulated. 

9.1 New storage facilities/depots 
for radioactive waste 

The construction o f a depot for low- and medium 
level radioactive waste is. according to plans, to 
commence dur ing the summer of 1904. The defla
te concerning the localization of such a depot has 
been go ing on for several years in Murmansk and 
Arkhange lsk . The Murmansk county authorit ies 
in 19911 agreed to bu i ld a depot on Novaya Zem
lya. but the county authorit ies i f A rkhange lsk 
did not approve these plans unt i l 1993. The depot 
w i l l be located at I I K Basmachnyy Bay. on the 
southwestern t ip of Novaya Zemlya 1 . The depot 
plans have been prepared by the Northern Fleet. 
Murmansk Shipping Company. Kola Nuclear 
Power Plant, and the submarine shipyards of 
Severodvinsk. In 1992 and 1993. geological rese
arch was performed at the Basmachnyy Bay. wi th 
the intention of establishing the depot for radio
active waste. It is a permafrost area, and the depot 
is to lie 20-4(1 metres below ground and he cove-

IN . ik Inim I thnm. V . M . l ' l"V 
l lb iJ 
ICnnscrsulHtn-. held with Sunac*. Miirm;ni>.k. Ocluhcr I'l'l.l. 
-K'nnvcrsiiliims held unh l.ikinicnlN V. Moscow. Miiv I'l'l.V 
MlnlhurM. R I ' W 
fiJahliikw vl ,il. I'm.' 

red up with five to ten metres of gravel 2. Accor
ding lo Russian geologists the permafrost will 
prevent leakages and dispatches form the depot 
into the sea-'. According lo plans, all solid radio
active waste from the Northern Fleet. Murmansk 
Shipping Company. Kola Nuclear Power Plant, 
and the submarine shipyards of Severodvinsk that 
cannot be deslructed at incineration plants, are to 
be transported by ship to this depot on Novaya 
Zemlya. 

Furthermore, a depot for high level radioactive 
waste is planned in the same area on Novaya 
Zemlya. According to plans, discarded nuclear 
submarines and reactor sections from the Nor
thern Fleet, along with the ship "Lepse" from 
Murmansk Shipping Company, is lo be deposited 
here. 

A canal of 60-70 metres is planned to be bla
sted into the beach, along with minor tributary 
canals, where the "Lepse" and discarded nuclear 
submarines and/or reaclor sections are to be 
lowed in. When the canals are filled up. a dam is 
lo be built and water pumped oul. before the enti
re canal is to be covered by gravel and concrete. 

In connection to the forthcoming ISO nuclear 
submarines to be broken up in Severodvinsk, 
according to some source.,, storage facilities are 
to be established at Grcmikha-1. Existing tunnels 
from the sea into the rock are probably to be 
employed, or similar new tunnels will he excava
ted. There is a need for storage facilities for 274 
reactors from the 15(1 submarines lo he broken 
up. According lo plans, the reactors are lo be 
eoveied in a proleclive mailer to prevent radioac
tive leakages 5. The three reactors from the icebre
aker "Lenin" were covered in polyester beiore 
they were dumped in the Kara Sea in I9(>7. Such 
protection may prevent radioactive leakages for 
approximately 500 years'1. 
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9.2 New nuclear power plant at 
Polyarnyy Zori 

The construction of a new nuclear power plant 
at Polyarnyy Zori in the county of Murmansk was 
decided by decree from the then prime minister V. 
Chernomyrdin on the 28th of December 1992 7. 
At that time, the planning of a new nuclear power 
plant had already started. The clearing of the site 
for the new power plant has commenced. The 
name of the new nuclear power plant will be 
"Kola Nuclear Power Plant 2". The new nuclear 
power plant will be placed a couple of kilometres 
west of the present nuclear power plant by the 
Imandra Sea in the administrative borough of 
Polyarnyy Zori, and it will contain two reactors 
of the VVER-IOOO type. VVER-1000 are third 
generation pressurized water reactors in Russia. 
Their construction is based on the same princi
ples as the VVER-440 reactors at presently in 
operation at the Kola Nuclear Power Plant. The 
reactors of the new nuclear power plant arc, 
according to plans, to be put into operation in 
2003 and 2004 s . The two new reactors are to 
replace the two reactors that have been the long
est period of time in operation at the Kola Nucle
ar Power Plant, namely the VVER-440/230 reac
tors. 

9.3 Floating nuclear power plant 
Plans have been made for construction of floating 
nuclear power plants which may be placed at the 
coast of northwestern Russian regions at present 
experiencing problems concerning power produc
tion. The plans comprises rebuilding of nuclear 
icebreakers and nuclear submarines into power 
plants, as well as construction of new reactors 
producing clictricity aboard lighters . The plans 
concerning such floating miniature nuclear power 
plants are put forward by the construction agency 
"Iceberg" in St. Petersburg1'. The plans for rebuil
ding the two oldest nuclear icebreakers, the 
"Sibir" and "Arktika" , have existed since 1991. 
Negotiations between Murmansk Shipping Com
pany and the county authorities of Khabarovsk in 
eastern Siberia, where the icebreakers were to be 
placed, took place during the winter of 1992. The 
project is so far put on ice in expectation of finan
cing. 

9.4 Transport of oil with nuclear submarines 

In connection to the developing of the Slokaman-
ovskoye field in the eastern Barents Sea, the sub
marine shipyards in Severdovinsk have looked 
into the possibilities for using nuclear submarines 

Figure 9.1 Drawing of planned oil terminal under the ice 

7 ('hcrnmmrUin. V M m c i m . the JKlh i>l December t ' l 'O. 
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'I Kci-Crimiclc.Nl Petersburg. I W . 
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during the development itself as well as later, for 
transporting oil in Arctic waters'". The construc
tion agency "Malachite" in St. Petersburg has, in 
cooperation with the Russian Science Academy 
and "Rosneflgas", suggested rebuilding of txis-
ting military nuclear submarines for transporting 
oil in ice-covered waters". The nuclear submari
nes to be rebuilt are, according to plans, to have a 
tank capacity of 5,000-30,000 tons of oil. The 
Victor I—111 design submarines are most liable to 
be rebuilt, as the Russian Navy possesses a num
ber of submarines of this design, which are to be 
taken out of military operation as a result of the 
START agreement. The missile section is to be 
cut off. and replaced by tanks for oil or gas, of a 
capacity of slightly more than 10,01)0 tons of 
o i l ' 2 . Furlhermore. there are plans for bilding two 
major oil tanks to be attached to each side of the 
submarine. 

The provision of oil to towns along the nor
thern coast of Siberia are at present problematic 
due to the ice conditions during wintertime. 
According to plans, a network of underwater ter
minals are to be built simultaneously, enabling 
the submarine tankers to unload oil under ice. 
From the terminals at the bottom of the sea, oil is 
to be led by pipelines up through the ice and on 
shore. The oil terminals and the submarine tan
kers may further be employed for transport of oil 
from the oil- and gas fields situated along the 
coast of Siberia. According to sources at the sub
marine shipyard of Severodvinsk, it is not leasa
ble to rebuild submarines to suit these purposes, 
while the construction of new lank submarines is 
highly possible. New nuclear submarines inten
ded for such civil purposes will be based on the 
same construction principle as the present day 
military attack submarines. In connection to the 
plans concerning use of nuclear submarines lor 
transporting oil and gas in the northern regions, 
the conslruclion of nuclear submarines with car
go capacity for normal cargo freight in the north 
will be considered. This is due lo the problems 
concerning provision of goods and equipment lo 
places along the northern coast of Siberia caused 
b\ the difficult ice conditions during long periods 
of the sear. 

I J M . i M i m V » ~ im v l " " 4 
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9.5 Destruction of chemical weapons by nucle
ar detonations 1 1 

A number of details have emerged the last three 
years concerning Russian plans for using nuclear 
detonations for destructing chemical weapons 
and other chemical waste. The project is prepared 
by bomb constructors in Arzamas-16. The private 
company Chetek has been responsible for marke
ting and promoting of the project. The nuclear 
detonations are to be take place at the northern 
test explosion field on Novaya Zemlya. Plans are 
made for drilling one main tunnel into the rock. 
The tunnel is to have three minoi side tunnels lo 
each side. In each side tunnel, a nuclear bomb of 
an explosion force of 100-150 kilotons is to be 
placed. The chemical weapons are placed along 
with each of the six nuclear bombs. There are 
40,000 tons of chemical weapons in the former 
Soviet Union, not including explosive charges 
and metal. According to the plans from Arzamas-
16, this entire amount may be destructed in three 
serial nuclear detonations. That is, three tunnels 
with six nuclear bombs each, a total of IS nuclear 
detonations. The heat produced by the detonati
ons will embed the chemical matters in glass insi
de the rock. 

Furthermore, nuclear warheads, high level 
radioactive waste, and reactors from discarded 
nuclear submarines may, according to Arzamas-
16. he destructed by nuclear detonations on 
Novaya Zemlya. According to Chetek, it is possi
ble to place 5,000 nuclear warheads in a tunnel, 
in which a nuclear bomb is detonated. The heal 
produced by the bomb will destroy the 5,000 war
heads, and embed them in glass in the rock. Each 
warhead contains approximately four kilos of 
plutonium. Hence, a total of 20,000 kilos of plu
tonium will be embedded in glass in one detonati
on. Calculations suggest that a detonation of this 
kind will generale 50,000 Ions glassified matter. 

8,500 tons of plutonium are generated yearly at 
civil nuclear power plants in the former Soviet 
union. Destruction of this waste by nuclear deto
nations is considered an alternative to reproces
sing by the scientists al Arzamas-16. 

.-Id wiih Ak'x.inilcr K I'chcrnyshcv. diruclur nl Ihc di'p;inmcnl 
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Chapter 10 
Discussion 

In the report "Sources of radioactive pollution in 
the counties of Murmansk and Arkhangelsk", we 
have looked exclusively at the sources found wit
hin this region. However, it is important to stress 
that most of the radioactivity in the northern oce
an regions originates from sources localized out
side this region. This refers for the most part to 
discharges of radioactivity from reprocessing 
plants in France and Great Britain, carried north
wards by the Gulf Stream. Furthermore, radioac
tivity is conveyed to the northern ocean regions 
from the Russian reprocessing plant in Mayak by 
the river Ob. Atmospheric nuclear test explosions 
and fallout from the Chernobyl incident have 
been other significant sources of radioactive pol
lution. The Barents- and Kara Seas are still 
among the cleanest ocean regions in the world. 
The average level of cesium-137 in fish in the 
Barents Sea is 0.7 Bq/kilo, while corresponding 
figure for the Baltic is 30 Bq/kilo 1. 

The report indicates occurrences of radioactive 
discharges from incidents in this region, but the 
main point is to supply a survey of potential sour
ces of future radioactive pollution. There is no 
reason to assert more radioactive pollution in the 
counties of Murmansk and Arkhangcr.sk than in 
other regions in Europe. Furthermore, the report 
indicates that the various and to some extent 
major individual sources in this region may in the 
long ran lead lo an increasing level of radioactive 
pollution, unless measures are taken to secure the 
sources. There is a significant danger that certain 
areas in particular may be exposed to radioactive 
pollution. An incident at Kola Nuclear Power 
Plant may lead lo acute elevation of the radiation 
level in the region, and most likely in regions out
side the counties of Murmansk and Arkhangel'sk 
as well. A reactor break-down in a submarine or 
in a nuclear icebreaker may cause major radioac
tive pollution in surrounding areas. It is important 
to bear in mind that there are, in addition to the 
radioactive sources, a number of sources of envi
ronmentally poisonous chemicals polluting this 
vulnerable Arctic region. 

The present aggravated social conditions and 
the confused distribulion of responsibility in Rus

sia make the situation particularly alarming. It is 
all but reassuring to notice that highly qualified 
persons formerly employed in reactor safety in 
the Northern Fleet are, due to the higher income, 
found as street vendors in Murmansk. An already 
serious situation is thus aggravated. Furthermore, 
the social problems at the bases of the Northern 
Fleet may cause a brain-drain from the region. 
This very serious security problem may increase 
if the conditions arc not altered. 

A characteristic feature of the Russian society 
is the existence of highly developed tecnnologi-
cal skills coupled with general shortage of com
petence on lower levels. 

To clean up after the military rearmament is 
going to cost a lot of money and require vast 
resources. Matters of radiational protection will 
have to be considered, i.e. in the retrieval of the 
dumped reactors and decommissioning of nuclear 
submarines. The participation of a large amount 
of people would probably be required. 

This report has attempted to survey the varying 
sources of radioactive pollution. No attempts 
have been made to evaluate risks or consequences 
of conceivable accidents. Such evaluations are of 
crucial importance, but require more resources 
and more technical information on the sources. 

The Russian Northern Fleet 

The coast of the Kola Peninsula has the most den
se concentration of nuclear reactors in the world. 
There tire at present 165 reactor in operation, and 
135 submarine reactors no longer in operation. 
Most of the world's known reactor incidents 
have, as shown in the report, befallen the Nor
thern Fleet's submarines. Due to international 
arms limitation agreements, as well as economic 
restrictions, ever more nuclear submarines arc 
taken out of operation. 

Though there are fewer nuclear submarines in 
operation, economical curtailment has caused the 
maintainancc of the nuclear-powered vessels to 
be reduced. As a result, each submarine has beco
me increasingly accident-prone. The officers in 

I National Nutrition Inspection I'M.V 
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the Northern Fleet are poorly paid, a demorali
zing factor that may also afflicl safety. Further
more, drift of competance to belter paid jobs is 
highly liable, though those jobs seldomly are pro
fessionally relevant to the highly qualified speci
alists. 

Due to the large amount of reactors in operati
on, the Northern Fleet has been the main source 
of radioactive waste in the counties of Murmansk 
and Arkhangel'sk, and will continue lo generate 
large amounts of radioactive waste in the future. 
There have been no reports of the Northern F!t~i 
dumping radioactive waste in the ocean since 
lyyi . Due to suspension of the dumping, howe
ver, the amount of radioactive waste at the diffe
rent bases have increased considerably. 

It is unfortunate that radioactive waste is stored 
at no less than ten different bases, without any 
extensive fulure plans for taking care of the was
te. The demand for a new and better intermediate 
storage for solid radioactive waste and used fuel 
is urgent. Should the construction of such a stora
ge not be commenced within short time, the Nor
thern Fleet may be forced to resume the dumping 
of radioactive waste in the ocean. 

There is at the time being capacity at the 
"Atomflol'"'s plant for processing liquid radioac
tive waste. The Northern Fleet and "Atomflol" 
will have to cooperate lo solve the problems con
nected to receivemenl of liquid waste for repro
cessing. 

The dismantling of approximately ISO nuclear 
submarines of the Russian Navy at Severodvinsk 
requires extensive safety precautions. Present 
plans comprise an upgrading of the naval shipy
ards at Severodvinsk, hut are hardly satisfactory. 
The shipyards of Severodvinsk, where the subma
rines .ire to he dismantled, are situated within 
densly populated areas. The work is highly hazar
dous, and requires far belter safely evaluations 
and precautions than scutched out in present 
plans. 

Information on how the radioactive waste is 
stored and processed at the different bases for 
nuclear-powered vessels has heen very difficult 
to gel hold of. It is important for Northern Fleet 
to display more candour concerning storage of 
radioactive waste towards civil authorities. This 
can he done without challanging military secrets. 
I'o a certain cxlum it is possible to form an image 
of the situation hy available information descri
bed in this report. Future availability of technical 
information is of ciucial importance and also 
necessary lor deciding on the proper evaluations 
and cost beneficial priorities. 

Nuclear weapons 

The large lumber of stored nuclear warheads 
constitute a major safely problem. Firstly, the 
Northern Fleet, as well as the military in general, 
have limited means to spare on control and over
hauling of the nuclear warheads. As a result, the 
storages are not satisfactory maintained, and the 
risk of incidents occurring at the storages increa
ses. 

Furthermore, the fact that the officers guarding 
the storages arc underpaid comprises a major 
safety problem by having a demoralizing effect 
and making them prone to bribery. It follows that 
the risk of theft of nuclear warheads may increa
se. Thefts of fuel for nuclear submarines from 
military storages have already been recorded. 

It is not clear when the warheads will be trans
ported out of the region for dismantling. 

Nuclear-powered civil vessels 

Most of the nuclear-powered icebreakers were 
transferred lo Murmansk Shipping Company 
during a period characterized hy an expectence of 
increased demands for transport along the nor
thern coasi of Siberia. At present, keeping all 
nuclear icebreakers in operation simultaneously 
is not economically profitable, due to a decrea
sing demand for transport, as well as the fact that 
the diesel-powcrcd icebreakers are cheaper to 
operate. The decision to stall transport of ore 
from Dudinka to the Kola Peninsula causes the 
major foundation of operation of the nuclear 
icebreakers lo vanish. The future of nuclear iceb
reakers is all bul secure. 

Economical problems at the nuclear icebreaker 
fleet may lower the safety standards as they result 
in less maintainance and lack of safety training. 
To increase earnings, nuclear icebreakers are pre
sently used for purely touristic expeditions. Such 
use of nuclear energy is of no social benefit and, 
hence, unacceptable. 

Used fuel assemblies from the nuclear icebrea
kers are stored aboard ships at "Atomflot". close 
to the city of Murmansk of 5(1(1.(1110 inhabitants. 
Storage of used fuel assemblies aboard ships is 
not warranted in regard lo safety, and the assem
blies ought to be transferred to landhased storage 
facilities. 

The boal "l-epse" constitutes the largest and 
most acute waste problem at "Alomflot*'. The 
plans to tow the "Lepse" to Novaya Zemlya lo 
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bury it in the beach area is hardly a satisfactory 
way of solving the problem, and should not be 
brought about. A temporary solution is to place 
the "Lepse" in an application designed dry dock 
at a distance from inhabited areas, and thus elimi
nate the risk of the "Lepse" sinking. 

The control of the traffic in and out of "Atom-
flot" has, happily, been improved. Still, a signifi
cant upgrading of the base may be undertaken 
with merely small means. High amounts of rub
bish are, e.g. scattered all over the quays, preven
ting access for fire engines, should an incident 
occur aboard one of the service ships or icebrea
kers at the base. 

Murmansk Shipping Company and "Atomflot" 
have kindly contributed informalion on the ope
ration n F the nuclear icebreakers and th° storage 
facilities at '•Alomflot" during the work on this 
report. This has been crucial to get an overall idea 
of (he situation, and better opportunities to solve 
the problems adequately. However, some infor
mation is unfortunately still kept a secret. This 
goes for the incident concerning the nuclear iceb
reaker "Arktika" in January 1993, where radioac
tivity was discharged, and neither IAEA or others 
were informed. 

Dumping 

The dumping of radioactive waste has not led to 
any significant pollution of the waters as of yet, 
but has a large potential of doing so. 

The highest levels of radioactivity are found in 
reactors, and in particular dumped reactors con
taining fuel. As radioactivity has probably not yet 
started leaking from these reactors, it is still pos
sible to prevent them from causing radioactive 
pollution in the Arctic waters. 

According to Russian authorities, the solid 
waste dumped in the Kara Sea and the bays make 
up 574 TBq. Radioactivity contained in the reac
tors dumped in the same area is calculated at 
approximately 115,(100 TBq. The six dumped 
reactors containing fuel make up 72 per cent of 
this radioactivity. At the establishment of a regio
nal warehouse for temporary storage of used fuel 
and high-level radioactive waste, retrieval of the
se six reactors would he expedient, thereby remo
ving most of the potential risk for radioactive pol
lution induced by dumped waste. 

Western experts have yet not gained access to 
Abrosimova Bay. As h'llf of the radioactivity is 
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dumped here, it is of vital importance that Russi
an authorities permit international expeditions to 
inquire into the technical state of the dumped 
matter as soon as possible. 

Kola Nuclear Power Plant 

Some of the most dangerous reactors on earth 
today are to be found at the Kola Nuclear Power 
Plant. For the sake of safety, these reactors 
should be run down as soon as possible, and be 
replaced by e.g. gaswork1' 

According to the World Bank, running down 
RBMK- and VVER-440/230 reactors in Russia in 
the course of 1995 and replacing them with gas
works, will demand inferior economical invest
ments to upgrading the reactors. Furthermore, 
according to the classified report, this is also 
technically feasable 2. Due to their construction, 
upgrading of the two VVER-440/213 to Western 
standards is not economically viable either. 

These views are not shared by Russian authori
ties, partly due to different concepts of risk and 
safety, and partly due to a desire to use the gas 
resources for export. To affect this attitude, it is 
important that Western governments provide 
assets to Russia to support projects concerned 
with alternative sources of energy, rather than 
subsidise nuclear power stations. Economizing 
on energy, increasing the efficiency of water
works, and laying the foundation for use of gas
works arc examples of alternative solutions. 

Storage 

A major problem pointed out in the report, is stor
age of radioactive waste and used fuel. The pro
blems are particulary precarious at the Northern 
Fleet, Murmansk Shipping Company and the civil 
storage facilities of "Radon". Both storage capa
city and opuration of the storage facilities present 
problems. For this reason, it is of vital importance 
that a technically satisfactory temporary sentrali-
zed warehouse {*.•! high-level radioactive waste 
and used fuel is constructed. Establishment of a 
regional depoi for low- and medium level radio
active waste is also of importance. 

"Storage facilities" signifies a site where one 
may measure the state of the stored material also 
after the saturization of the storage capacity, as 
opposed to a "depot" which is closed and sealed 
when filled up. We support the construction of 
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storage facilities for used fuel and high-level 
radioactive waste as the construction of a depot 
which will satisfy safety demands for 100,000 
years to come will take some time. 

Rather than debate the localisation of the stora
ge facilities and depot, we stress the necessity of 
adhering to international norms and criteria for 
selecting an appropriate construction site. For 
the construction of storage facilities or a depot, 
high demands should be raised concerning geolo
gical stability, and prevention of contamination 
of ground water. The raising of storage faciliti
es/a depot by means of international cooperation 
is desirable. 

The establishment of a civil international agen
cy for examining storage facilities/depots contai
ning waste from both civil and military sources, 
is of great importance. An agency of this kind 
does not exist at the time being, as the IAEA may 
only inspect civil installations. 

Plans have been made to blast canals into one 
of the bays on the southern tip of Novaya Zemlya 
to fill them with radioactive waste, such as the 
storage ship "Lepse". After the canals are filled, 
they are, according to these plans, to be dammed 
up and filled with stone, leaving the "permafrost 
to take care of the waste". These plans do not 
satisfy international criteria for treatment of radi
oactive waste, and placing such a storage on a 
military area where access for international, civil 
inspections would not be possible, is highly unde
sirable. 

Transport to Majak 

The transport to Majak is, in itself, not a major 
problem. The reprocessing at Majak, however, is. 
This reprocessing leads to large discharges of 
radioactive waste to the river system of Ob, lea
ding to radioactive pollution of the northern terri
tories. The reprocessing has also led to signifi
cant local pollution. 

To what extent reprocessing of uranium and 
plutonium from used fuel makes any economic 
sense, is another question. Not only are uranium 
reserves more bountiful than previously presu
med, the reactors capable of utilizing plutonium 
are few and far between. Japan e.g., which for a 
long time has optimistically placed its bets on 
plutonium, has now postponed its plans of using 
breeder-reactors, as well as reconsidered its need 
for plutonium. 

Nuclear explosions on Novaja Zenilja 

Permission should be given as soon as possible 
for civil examinations of test explosion sites whe
re nuclear detonations have been, and are, execu
ted. Both nuclear test explosions and so-called 
civil nuclear expolosions should be banned. This 
applies to all countries which have carried out 
test explosions. On Novaya Zemlya, e.g. under
ground test explosions have resulted in 42 glass 
"lumps", from which radioactivity may possibly 
be discharged into the ocean. These must be clo
sely examined 

Plans have been made to get rid of chemical 
weapons by means of nuclear detonations. Nucle
ar charges are, theoretically, to be placed under
ground around the chemical weapons. The heat 
caused by an explosion would encase the waste in 
glass-like matter. This is not a satisfactory met
hod to dispose of chemical weapons as leakages 
from test sites following nuclear test explosions 
have been proven on various occasions. 

Various sources 

132 lighthouses on the coasts of the Kola Penin
sula and Novaya Zemlya are fitted with RTG. The 
greatest cause for concern in respect to these, is 
that they may leak radioactivity into surrounding 
areas due to lack of supervision and maintainan-
ce,. This may in turn lead to local radioactive pol
lution. There is also a certain risk that the stronti
um sources in the lighthouses may be exposed to 
sabotage and/or theft. Several incidents of 
attempts of smuggling/sale of radioactive sources 
to the West have been reported. 

The use of RTG as a power source is not accep
table. Alternative power sources for the lighthou
ses must be found as soon as possible. Further
more, the Norwegian government should be 
informed on the localization and technical condi
tion of each RTG-powered lighthouse. 

In respect to the civil use of radioactivity, the 
lack of regional storage facilities is a matter of 
great consccrn. The civil storage facilities of 
"Radon" have been closed, as they do not satisfy 
international demands. For this reason, there is a 
great need for a regional depot for low- and medi
um level radioactive waste. 
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Conclusion 
The problems pointed out in this report indicate 
clearly that the military activities are responsible 
for the largest sources in the region. Tidying up 
after the cold war may prove to be as expensive 
as the armaments race once was. 

As cleaning up will require large financial and 
technical resources, it is important that a cost 
beneficial priority list on the various challenges 
is made. At the time being, not enough informati
on is available to set up such a list. It is necessary 
that the Northern Fleet opens up and releases 
technical information needed to evaluate the 
costs of various measures, as well as presenting a 
survey on what problems are the most acute. 

In order to gather necessary information, as 
well as find solutions to the problems, it is of 
vital importance that an international, civil agen
cy is established, to gather international resour
ces to solve problems caused by the nuclear 
armaments race. This is not merely a Russian 
problem, but concerns all states which have fuel
led the cold war, as e.g. USA, Great Britain, Fran
ce and China. 

This international agency may be established 
within the system of the United Nations. It is of 
great importence that the agency is granted 
access to inspect military sites. 
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What is radioactivity? 
Radioactivity, radiation, and 
bequerel might seem like 
incomprehensible terms. 
We'll supply you with a short 
introduction to radioactivity. 

The atomic nucleus consists of posi
tively charged protons and neutral 
neutrons. Negatively charged elec
trons whirl around the nucleus. The 
number of protons in the nucleus 
determines the atom's element. An 
element may have several isotopes, 
i.e. the nucleus contains the same 
number of protons, but a varying 
number of neutrons. Normally, an 
element is signified by its chemical 
symbol, and the total number of pro
tons and neutrons in the nucleus. 
The carbon isotope 14C has an 
atomic nucleus consisting of six 
protons and eight neutrons (all 
together: fourteen). See figure. 

Carbon-isotop, 1 4 C , with 6 protons and 8 neutrons in the nucleus. 
Around the nucleus an *>qual number of electron as thers are proton 
are orbiting. 

The different types of radiation 
Allfa is stopped 
by a paper / 

Alfa 

Beta are stopped by a thin 
cloth-layer. 

Nucleus ~ 

Gamma pene-
tatesthroug a 
tihk layer of 
lead. 

Alpha particles are helium atoms 
without electrons, i.e. two pro
tons and two neutrons. The parti
cles are relatively (arge and 
heavy, and are easily stalled. 
Their range in air is but a few 
centimetres. The moment they 
are stopped, they liberate high 
amounts of energy to a smaM 
area, and may thereby cause 
much damage. Due to the limited 
range, the radiation source has 
to be taken into the body to give 
a dose. Isotopes emitting alpha 
particles are, e.g. uranium (235U 
and 238U) and plutonium (239Pu, 
among others). 

Beta particles are negatively or 
positively charged electrons 
(positively charged electrons are 
called positrons). Their range in 
air is a few metres. Thin cloth will 
stop the radiation, and the radio
active substance has to be taken 
into the body to give a dose of 
beta radiation. Isotopes emitting 
beta particles are tritium (3H) 
and strontium (90Sr). 

Gamma radiation is a kind of 
electromagnetic radiation, exact
ly like visible light. However, the 
gamma particles contain far more 
energy than photons. The parti
cles have great penetration capa
city, and gamma radiation is the 
only one of the three type capa
ble of irradiating the body from 
the outside. Two isotopes emit
ting gamma radiation: Cesium 
(137Cs) and cobalt (60Co). 
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Ways of exposure 
Radioactive isotopes may enter the body 
through what we eat and drink. From the 
digestive organs the radioactivity wi l l spread 
to the rest of the body. 

Radioactive particles in the air may be inhaled 
into the lungs. The particles wil l expose the 
lungs, but may also be transported to the rest 
of the body. 

Isotopes in/on the ground emitt ing gamma 
radiation, may expose the body from the out
side. These isotopes are either found natural
ly, or present due to fal lout f rom nuclear acci
dents. 

Radioactivity 
A disintegrating (decaying) atomic 
nucleus rids itself of its excessive 
energy by emitting high energy 
radiation. This process is called 
radioactivity. What we call radio
active substance consists of parti
cularly unstable isotopes disinte
grating frequently. 

The level of radioactivity in a 
source is measured in bequerel 
(Bq). The unit is named after the 
French Henri Bequerel who disco
vered radioactivity the spring of 
1896. The number of bequerel 
equals the number of radioactive 
reactions (disintegrations) per 
second. In earlier times, the unit 
Curie (Ci) was used, named after 
Marie Curie. I Ci marks the radio
activity of 1 gram radium, and 
equals 37 billion Bq. The unit 
Curie is still in use, e.g. in Russia. 

When the atomic nucleus disin
tegrates, the original isotope is 
transformed into another isotope of 
the same element, or into a diffe
rent element. After a certain time, 
half of the original isotope is trans
formed. This stretch of time is cal
led half life, and is charactaristic 
for each individual isotope. It 
takes, e.g. 30 years before an 
amount of cesium (137Cs) of 1,1)00 
Bq has decayed to a radioactivity 
of500Bq. 

Basically, there arc three types 
of radiation from radioactive sub
stances: alpha, beta, and gamma. 
Differeni radioactive isotopes emit 
different types of radiation, contai
ning energy characteristic of the 
isotope. (See figure) 

Beneficial radiation 

It is important to remember that 
most of the radioactive sources in 
Norway are used for life preser
ving causes. This goes for use of 
X-rays and radioactive isotopes for 
diagnostication, as well as use of 
radioactivity to cure cancer. Fur
thermore, radioactive isotopes arc 
in extensive use in research, parti

cularly in biology and biochemis
try. 

Radiation and health effects 

Radioactivity may enter the body 
via food, drink, and through the air 
we breathe. The way the radioacti
vity enters the body is important for 
the health effect. Plutonium, e.g. is 
far more poisonous if inhaled down 
into the lungs, than if it enters the 
body via food. See figure. When we 
arc exposed to radiation, some of 
the emitted energy will be absorbed 
by the body. This dose is measured 
in "gray" (Gy). The size of (he dose 
intercepted through time, the "dose 
rate", is measured in gray per hour 
(Gy/h). The different radiation 
types arc not equally dangerous. 
Alpha particles are 20 times as 
dangerous as beta- and gamma 
radiation. Effective radiation dose 
is measured in "Sievcrt" (Sv), and 
is calculated from the radiation 
type, and the organs exposed to the 
radiation. By effective dose, the 
contributions from the different 
radiation sources we are exposed to 
may be compared. 

Biological effects from radioac

tive radiation are divided into two 
catagories: acute radiation illness 
caused by strong doses, and long 
terms effects by smaller radiation 
doses. 

Acute radiation illness is caused 
by strong doses to the entire body 
(more than 1-2 Gy). and may affect 
the population in the proximity of 
major atomic accidents and detona
tions of nuclear bombs. Primarily, 
the production of blood corpuscles 
in the spinal marrow is ruined. The 
symptoms are nausea, vomiting, 
and diarrhoea. As the immunity 
defence is put out of action, infecti
ons will develop over a length of 
time, which in turn may have fatal 
results. At strong radiation doses 
(above 100 Gy), death may occur 
after 48 hours, due to destruction of 
the central nervous system. 

Long time effects caused by 
minor doses (up to 100 mSv) are 
primarily different types of cancer, 
and genetic alteration. Radiation 
may damage the DNA molecule 
(the genes), which in turn may lead 
to cancer. Little information is 
available on the connection betwe
en radiation and cancer when it 
comes to minor radiation doses. 
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Exposed organs 
Organs subject 
to exposure 

Iodine (131 I) is easi
ly absorbed by the 

body. From the 
lungs and the diges

tive system, iodine is 
rapidly transported 

to the thyroid gland. 

Cesium (134Csand 
137Cs) is particuarly 

absorbed by the 
muscular tissue 

where it may remain 
for long stretches o' 

time. Cesium ii 
brought into the! 

food chain via plants 
grown in contamina

ted soil. 

Strontium (90Sr) is 
incorporated by the 

skeleton on par with 
calsium. May cause 

bone cancer and leu-
chemia. 

Thyoritt 
Thrachea 
Breast 

Lungs 
Liver 

Large intestine 
Stomach 
B leather 
Gonades 

© Skin 
Q Bone surface 
© Bone marrow 

• NghaamHIw 
© Hwdhim awttttfw 
o k 

The available information stems 
mostly from the survivors of the 
nuclear bombs dropped on Hiroshi
ma and Nagasaki. They recieved 
radiation doses of 100 mSv or 
more. In spite of the approximate 
doses causing some uncertainty 
concerning the connection between 
cancer and radiation, certain things 
are sure: 

•All known types of cancer may 
develop without any exposure to 
radiation. 
'Radiation increases the risk of 
certain types of cancer (e.g. cancer 
of the bone marrow or lung can
cer/bronchial carcinoma). 
*It is very difficult to decide whet
her an actual case of cancer is cau
sed by radiation, or by other fac
tors. 

It is important to realize it takes 
a certain time from the exposure to 
radiation to a possible cancer is 
detected. This period is called 
latency time, and varies between 
different types of cancer. Cancer of 
the bone marrow has a latency time 
of 5-7 years, while other types of 
cancer have a latency time of 10-20 
years or more. 

The DNA molecule contains dif
ferent repair mechanisms taking 
care of, and fixing, most damages. 
The efficiency of the repairs 
depends on the dose rate. A dose 
recieved over a short period of time 
is far more dangerous than the 
same dose recteved over a long 
period of time. 

RADON 
Radon is an invisible and odour
less radioactive gas created as 
natural radium disintegrates. Radi
um stems from Datural uranium 
present at the earth since creation. 
The source of radon in indoor air is 
normally the building ground, 
building materials and household 
water may also contribute to a cer
tain amount. In Norway, approxi
mately 90 per cent of the radon 
stems from the ground. It follows 
that higher floors give less exposu
re. 

All rock contains some radium, 
but alum slate and certain types of 
granite may contain high amounts 
of radium. Houses buili on alum 
slate-/granite ground may have 
high concentrations of radon in 
indoor air. The radon gas produced 
in the ground may seep into the 
house through cracks in the base
ment floor. 

As the radon gas disintegrates, 
it will produce metallic radioactive 
isotopes, called daughter nuclides 
of radon. When these particles are 
inhaled, they may fasten in the 
lungs, and expose the unprotected 
lung tissue to heavy and destructi
ve alpha particles. The exposure 
may lead to lung cancer. The num
ber of lung cancer cases caused by 
radon is calculated to approxima
tely 200 a year. 

"Radioactive radiation" 
- a no-no word 

Radiation emitted by radioactive 
processes have die common term 
ionizing radiation. As opposed to 
e.g. UV-rays, it contains enough 
energy to expel electrons from 
their orbit round the atomic 
nucleus it collides with. This pro
cess is called ionization. The term 
"radioactive radiation" is wrong: 
The material emitting radiation is 
radioactive, not the radiation itself. 
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Different dose contribution to a nordic person 

COSMIC RADIATION 
o,: 
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0.37 
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NATURAL RADIATION 
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0,5 
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Radiation sources in Norway 

Contributions to the radiational 
exposure in Norway are mainly 
from natural sources. Radon gas in 
houses is the single largest source in 
Norway. There arc also minor con
tributions from consumption of 
natural isotopes ( e.g. 40K) through 
food, cosmic radiation, and natural 
gamma radiation from the bedrock. 
The total natural radiation dose for 
an average Norwegian is approxi
mately 4 mSv <millisivert= 1/1000 
Sv). Rudon makes up approximately 
three quarters of this. 

The artificial sources are mainly 
use of radioactivity at hospitals, at 
X-rav examinations and medical 

treatment. The average dose from 
this activity is 0.6 mSv per year. 
Other artificial sources are fallout 
from nuclear accidents and test 
detonations of nuclear bombs. The 
first year after the Chernobyl acci
dent the average contribution to the 
Norwegian population was calcula
ted to be 0.3 mSv. The contribution 
is reduced as the radioactive isoto
pes disintegrate. 

The average annual radiation 
dose recieved by a Norwegian is 
approxiamtely 5mSv, but it is not 
distributed equally. Among other 
things, the concenlration of radon in 
houses varies conciderably at diffe
rent places in Norway. 
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5o years of nuclear power 
In December 1942, the first controlled chain reaction was initiated at a military 
reactor at the University of Chicago. The reactor was to produce weapon grade 
plutonium for the Manhattan Project, aimed at making the world's first nuclear 
bomb. The following years, the heat developed by the nuclear reaction was used 
K produce electric energy. Nuclear power has since that time had effects apart 
from merely postive ones; reactor accidents and uncontrolled discharges have 
occurred, and the waste problem still lacks a permanent solution. 

Iln 1938 in Germany, it was disco
vered that when uranium atoms 
were bombarded with neutrons 
(small nucleus particles not electri
cally charged), a certain amount of 
the uranium atoms would split into 
two parts of approximately equal 
size. New neutrons were sent out, 
and energy was liberated at the 
same time. This process was called 
fission, or splitting, and the two 
radioactive products developed 
were called fission products. The 
neutrons emitted by such fission 
(between 0 and 5 in each fission) 
may in turn cause new fissions, and 
a so-cailed chain reaction is started 
(see figure I). 

Only three fissionable isotopes 
are found in nature: Two uranium 
isotopes (235U and 238V) and the 
thorium isotope 232Th. By neutron 
irradiation, two more fissionable 
isotopes may be produced: the ura
nium isotope 233U and plutonium 
isotope 23^Pu. (An element may 
appear as different isotopes: The 
number of protons in the nucleus 
determines the element, while the 
number of neutrons determines 
the isotope.) 

Reactor fuel 
Natural uranium contains only 0,715 per cent 235U. The fuel used in 
reactors in present use, is normally u peon cent rated to a typical level 
of 235U of two to three per cent. Reactors using natural uranium as 
fuel have been developed, while American nuclear submarines use 
fuel where the portion of 235U is 93 per cent. The few breeding reac
tors In operation use a compound of uranium and plutonium (often 
called MOX-fuel: Mixed OXide). 

In a nuclear power plant, a con
trolled chain reaction takes place, 
and the energy from the fission is 
used for generating steam. The ste
am runs a turbine, which produces 
electric energy by means of an 
electric generator. 

A reactor in a nuclear power 
plant consists of four main compo
nents, as shown in figure 2 and 3. 
The fissionable material, the fuel, 
is packed in long cylinders. Betwe
en these "fuel assemblies", "control 
rods" are placed, which may be 
pulled in and out of the reactor 
core. The control rods 
are normally made of 
boron or cadmium, 
which absorb neu

trons. The chain reaction may thus 
be reduced or stopped completely 
by putting in control rods into the 
reactor core. The fuel assemblies 
and control rods are lowered into a 
"cooling agent". 

The cooling agent is used for 
transporting heat from the reactor 
core. The cooling agent in use vari
es from type to type of reactor. The 
most common cooling agents are 
normal water, heavy water (where 
the hydrogen in the water molecule 
has two neutrons in stead of one), 
or helium. As the fission is most 

efficient with "slow neutrons", 
i.e. neutrons of little energy. 
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Figure 1: Chain reaction ~ v 

A uranium atom hit by a neu
tron, may divide into two smaller atomic nuclei. In addi
tion, radiation and new neutrons are emitted. The new 
neutrons may in turn cause new divisions of the uranium 
atom, and a chain reaction is initiated. 
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yg, Types of reactors 
ty The different types of reac

tors may roughly he divided 
intu three categories: gas-couled 
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reactors, water-cooled reactors, and 
breeder reactors. 

Both gas-cooled and water-coo
led reactors need some moderator 
to slow down the neutrons. The 
gas-cooled mainly use graphite as 
moderator, and helium or carbondi-
oxide as cooling agent. The water-
cooled reactors use either water or 
heavy water as both moderator and 
cooling agent. 

Breeder reactors (which "breed" 
more fuel than they consume) apply 
fast neutrons, and contain no mode

rator. It has prooved to be techni
cally difficult to make the breeder 
reactors to function satisfactory. As 
a result, very few such reactors arc 
in operation. 

Most of the present reactors by 
far apply light water as moderator 
and cooling agent. Of the 424 reac
tors in present operation, 328 (77 
per cent) apply light water as mode
rator and cooling water. 

Light water reactors may be divi
ded into two subgroups: boiling 
water- and pressurized water reac-

Figure 2: In a boiling water reactor, water is pumped through the 
reactor core, in which it is heated to nearly 300 ° C. The water boils, 
and the steam is led directly to the turbine running a generator. When 
the steam has passed the turbine, it is cooled down and condensated, 
and the water is led back to the reactor core. The water in this closed 
circuit contains radioactivity, and is continually cleansed. The fi lter 
agent wi l l be part of the radioactive waste caused by operation of the 
nuclear plant. 
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tors. Both types have an effeciency 
of approximately 30 per cent, i.e. 
approximately 1/3 of the thermal 
energy is transformed into electri
city, while 2/3 is lost, and carried 
away by the cooling water. See 
figure 2 and 3. 

The pressurized water reactors 
are by far the most used in the 
West, except in Sweden and Cana
da. Nine of Sweden's twelve reac
tors are of the hoiing water type, 
while Canada has concentrated 
exclusively on heavy water reac
tors. Japan has a strong faith in the 
breeding tcchnologi, and performs 
a lot of research on this type of 
reactor. If they succeed, they will 
hecome almost completely inde
pendent of imported energy, as they 
have concidcrable stocks of pluto
nium. 

The former Soviet Union has 
mainly concentrated on two types 
of reactors. One is a variant of the 
pressurized water reactor. VVER, 
found at the Kola power plant, 
among other places. The other is a 
light water cooled and graphite 
moderated reactor, the RBMK type. 
A RBMK reactor is responsible of 
the worst nuclear accident in the 
world so far, the 26th *>f April 1986 
in Chernobyl. 

Figure 3: The pressurized water 
reactor consists of two closed coo
ling systems. The innermost -the 
primary circuit- contains the reac
tor, while the outer -the seconda
ry circuit- contains the turbine 
and the condensator. Heat is tran-
ferred between the two systems 
via a steam generator. The water 
passing through the reactor core 
is heated to more than 300° C, 
but because of the high pressure 
in the primary circuit, it wi l l not 
boil . The heated water is pumped 
to the steam generator producing 
steam to the secondary circuit. 
The steam is then ied to the turbi
ne, which produces electricity. In 
the end the steam is cooled 
down, and transformed to water, 
which is then led back to the ste
am generator. 
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Accidents at nuclear power 
plants 

Several hundreds ol' minor acci
dents occur at nuclear power plants 
around the world every year. The 
three most serious accidents cau
sing great discharges of radioacti
vity are: 

Windscale (1957, England) 
The reactor at the Windscale plant 
was a graphite moderated and air 
cooled reactor using natural pluto
nium as fuel to produce weapon 
grade plutonium. At the Windscale 
accident in 1957, an uncontrolled 
release of energy in the core incine
rated the graphite. The fire, lasting 
for almost three days, caused large 
amounts of radioactive substances 
to disperse over a large area. Milk 
from cows in the area was forbid
den to sell because of its large eon-
tents of radioactive iodine. Accor
ding lo English authorities, the 
accident caused 33 deaths, and 2fi0 
cases of thyroid cancer. 

Three Mile Island (1979, USA) 
The accident at the reactor on 
Three Mile Island was the first seri
ous accident at a civil nuclear 
power plant. A steam generator had 
insufficient supplies of water, and 
one valve was closed by mistake. 
and the steam supply was stopped. 
The pressure and temperature in the 
primary circuit increased. The pres
sure caused a valve lo he actuated, 
and radioactive cooling water esca
ped through the power plant's ven
tilation system. Too little cooling 
water remained in the reactor, 
which in turn caused considerable 
damages to the reactor core. The 
accident caused the USA to recon

sider their ambitious nuclear power 
program. 
Chernobyl (1986, the Ukraine, 
former USSR) 
The Chernobyl accident is the most 
serious nuclear power accident so 
far. and occured following a disas
trous experiment. The operators at 
the power plant wanted to know to 
which extent it was possible to uti
lize the turbines' inertia lo produce 
electricity after the reactor had 
been run down. Accordingly, the 
reactor's automatical emergency 
safety stop devices were put out of 
operation. The reactor was of (he 
RBMK type, a light water cooled 
and graphite moderated reactor 
developed in the former Soviet 
Union. 

Due to the experiment, the 
power production in the reactor 
core increased dramatically during 
a very short period of lime, resul
ting in a steam explosion inside the 
very reactor core. The explosion 
caused parts of the reactor fuel to 
be flung out through the roof of the 
reactor. The graphite in the core 
was supplied with oxygen, and a 
powerful fire developed. The fire 
lasted for severa1 days before being 
brought under control. 

The accident caused radioactive 
substances to he dispersed over lar
ge parts of the earth. Most of the 
fallout affected the adjacent regi
ons, bul in parts of Western r.urope 
high levels of radioactivity suh-
stances. mainly cesium, were 
recorded. The population living 
within a radius of 30 kilometres 
was evacuated, a matter of 135.(1(1(1 
people in all. It is questionable 
whether they will ever are able to 
move back to their homes. 

Accoiding to official sources. 31 
people died shortly after the acci

dent, as a direct result of radiation. 
The majority of these by far were 
firemen working lo bring the fire 
under control. Calculations imply 
that a minimum of N.000 people in 
the former Soviet Union are going 
to die from cancer caused hy the 
accident the next 40 years. The cor
responding number for the rest of 
Europe is calculated to approxima
tely 1.000. 

In a EC report recently publis
hed, an evident increase in the 
occurrance of thyroid cancer 
among children in the Chernobyl 
area has been documented. 

"The China syndrome" 
The term "China Syndrome" is 
often heard in connection to nucle
ar power accidents. The expression 
refers to an imagined reactor, in 
which both the ordinary and emer
gency cooling system fail. Due to 
lack of any cooling, the reactor 
core will become over-heated and 
melt its way through the floor in the 
reactor room, and further down into 
the ground. The name alludes to the 
image of the run-oul reactor mel
ting through all obstacles, and right 
through the earth to China. In reali
ty it is most liahie to .slop after 
some tens of metres, as the earth 
will lead the heat away. 

Radioactive waste 
The operation of nuclear power 
plants produce large amounts of 
radioactive waste. The clothes of 
the workers at the plants are conta
minated, the reactor's cooling 
water, the filters through which the 
cooling water is filtrated, and. of 
course, the irradiated fuel, all con
stitute a concideruhle waste pro
blem. The used fuel contains large 
amounis of radioactive substances 
of long half-life period (the term 
describes the amount of time before 
half of a radioactive substance is 
transformed). One. plutonium 
<239Pu>, has a half life of M.400 

IAEA 
The international Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was formed in 1957 
as an independent, international organization within the UN. The 
headquarters are situated In Vienna. IAEA has more than one hun
dred member states. Its aim Is to promote peaceful use of atomic 
energy, as well as attempt to limit the dispersion of nuclear materi
als for military purposes. 
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Types of waste 
IAEA {Internationa A tomic Energy Agency) defines four categories of 
radioactive waste: 
Low level radioactive waste 
Contains a negligable amount long-life radioactive waste (long-life 
implies a half-life period of more than 30 years). This is waste from 
industry, medicine, research, and operation of nuclear power plants. 
The waste consists of clothes, glass, gloves, filters etc slightly conta
minated by radioactive waste. 

Storage method): 
Depositing in underground storages or shallowly buried. 

Medium level radioactive waste: 
Contains smaller amounts of radioactivity, and produces less heat 
than the high level radioactive waste, but must still be shielded 
during transport and processing. One type of medium level radioac
tive waste is l iquid waste from operation of reactors transformed 
into solid shape. The category includes equipment and metal parts. 
Storage method: 
As low level radioactive waste. 

High level radioactive waste: 
Waste containing transuranic elements (substances of a higher atom
ic number than uranium) and fission products (e.g. strontium and 
cesium), and in addition is very radioactive, has long life, and gene
rates considerable amounts of heat. Waste from reprocessing of 
used fuel belongs to this category. Liquid high level radioactive was
te is transformed to solid shape in a process called vitr i f ication. 
Unreprocessed used fuel belongs to this category. 
Storage method: 
Several countries are planning permanent storages in deep and assu
med geologically stable formations. 

Plutonium polluted: 
This category includes waste so polluted by transuranic elements 
that deposits close to the surface are considered unacceptable. The 
transuranic elements are normally regarded as extremely long lived 
(plutonium has a half-life period of 24,400 years). The waste mainly 
originates from reprocessing of used fuel and production of certain 
types of fuel. 
Storage method: 
To be treated as high level radioactive waste. 

years. The long half life of the radi
oactive substances in the irradiated 
fuel requires the storages to be 
secure for ten thousands of years. 
There is still not one single country 
in the world with permanent depots 
for used fuel. In Norway, most of 
Ihe irradiated fuel assemblies from 
its research reactors are placed in 
two concrete bunkers ut Kjeller and 
al Halden. 

Concerning the low- and medium 
level radioactive waste (sec fact 
box) produced by operation of ihc 
nuclear power plant, several soluti

ons to the storage problem have 
been developed. Previously, in 
Norway, the waste was merely buri-
uJ in the ground. Lately, one has 
taken lo reason, and the barrels con
taining waste produced so far, are 
presently placed temporarily in 
warehouses at Kjeller. The govern
ment has proposed the constuct ion 
of a depot in Himdalcn, but as Bel
lona Magasin went lo print, the par
liament postponed the procedure. 
There have been strong local pro
tests against the depot, claiming it 
is technically unsatisfactory. 
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